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1. Voor een optimaal gebruik van de baanpredictor dienen de

baanpredictorconsole en de stuurautomaatconsole te worden gecombineerd tot

een functioneel logisch geheel binnen een geintegreerde manoeuweer- en

navigatieomgeving. Deze integratie van bedieningsmiddelen sluit conceptueel

go"J aan bij de geintegreerde presentatie van predictie- en

manoeuvreergegevens op het navigatiescherm.

Voor het aantonen van het effect van de baanpredictor op de

navigatieprestatie van de mens is de mogelijkheid tot het uitvoeren van een

gecontroleerd experiment in een realistische omgeving noodzakelijk. Vanwege

deze vereiste controteerbaarheid en de benodigde grotq hoeveelheid data voor

een statistisch verantwoorde toetsing van de hypothese, is een "full scale"

simulatorexperiment met proefpersonen te prefereren boven experimenten op

zee.

Eqttotion-enor en Output-enor identificatieschema's zijn te herleiden tot twee

exlreme vormen van gecombineerde tOestands- en parameterschatting.

Het modelreferentie adaptief regelen met behulp van een Extended Kalman

filter is analoog aan een regeling volgens het nrodel update principe. Het

verschil tussen beide methoden uit zich in de wijze waarop de toestand van

het referentiemodel wordt aangepast aan de metingen.

J. van Amerongen,'Digital modcl-reference adaptive control with applications to ship's stcering',

Proceedings 6th IFAC/IFIP Conference on Digital comPuter applications to Process control, 1980

Introductie van (additieve) systeemruis op de parameters ter verkrijging van

adaptatie bij parameterschatting is (volgens de principes van Kalman filtering)

methodologisch beter verantwoord dan de introductie van een (multiplicatieve)

vergeetfactor.

Baanpredictie is zinvol voor het vinden van de juiste baan'

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.



9.

7. Vanwege het multidisciplinaire karakter van de regeltechniek dient de

regeltechnicus te beseffen dat zonder wederzijds aa:rvaarde definities van

begrippen een gedachtenwisseling over begrippen kan ontaarden in een

woordenwisseling zonder wederzijds begrip.

Het dragen van formele kleding tijdens een sollicitatiegesprek levert een

nodeloos kleurloze waarneming van de sollicitant als informatiebron op'

Het dragen van wijetijdskleding tijdens een dergelijke gelegenheid zou

derhalve dienen te worden gestimuleerd.

Gezien het accent dat bij bepaalde vormen van sport op het routinematig

verrichten van motorische handelingen wordt gelegd, dient men zich als

trainer af te wagen of het op de lange termijn niet m66r de moeite loont

om met een rob6t, vOorzien van enige elementaire vormen van kunStmatige

intelligentie, ln zee te gaan dan te proberen door middel van training de

vereiste motorische routines bij een menselijke pupil te ontwikkelen.

Voor het verhogen van het inzicht van de gemiddelde leerling in de exacte

vakken op het Voorbereidend Wetenschappelijk Onderwijs, dient meer

aandacht te worden besteed aan het tonen van de onderlinge verbanden

tussen en de historische ontrvikkeling van de verschillende vakgebieden. Op

deze wijze wordt voor de leerling het acceut verplaatst van het moeten

opstellen van verschillonde beschrijvende modellen tussen wagen en

antwoorden naar het kunnen opstellen vau een verklarend model ten aanzien

van de gepresenteerde theorie, met mogelijkheid tot eKrapolatie naar andere,

niet in het kader van het onderwijs vallende, gebieden.

Volgens de stelling van G6del is artikel 3.7 van het promotiereglement, dat

de promotoren na dienen te gaan of de stellingen van de promovendus

verdedigbaar zijn, niet in alle gevallen uitvoerbaar.

E. Nagel en J.R Newman, 'Gtrdel's prool", 1958

10.

11.

L2. Programmeren is rangschikken van iets en niets, van niets tot iets.
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SAMENVAfiING

Dit proefschrift beschrijft het ontwerp van een baanpredictt)r voor schepen. Het
voornaamste docl van dez.e baanpredictor is om de navigator tijdens het

manoeuvreren te assisteren in zijn anticiperende vermogens, en zodoende een

veiligcr navigatic te bereiken.

Het werk is gestart als cen vervolg op eerder onderzoek naar baanpredictie op het

Laboratorium voor Regeltechniek van de Technische Universiteit Delft. Tevens

werd op het Laboratorium voor Regeltechniek een aanzienlijke vooruitgang geboekt

op het toepassen van adapterend regelen op het automatisch sturen van schepen.

De behaalde resultaten zijn voornamelijk vastgelegd in het werk van Van

Amerongen (1982) en van Van der Klugt (1987).

Vanwege bepaalde ontwikkelingen in de richting van integratie van manoeuvreer-

en navigatiesystemen in combinatie met cen nauwkeurig plaatsbepalingssysteem,

is voor de ontwikkeling van het baanpredictiesysteem tevens gekozen voor een

geintegreerde opzet met betrekking tot navigatieinformatie en de stuurautomaat.

Het ontwerp van de feitelijke baanpredictor is gebaseerd op een relatief eenvoudig

wiskundig model, dat wordt aangepast aan de varidrende omstandigheden, in plaats

van een meer complex, niet-lineair model, dat moeilijk is aan te passen.

Een geschikte methode voor het "on-line" identificeren en adapteren van de

parameters van het predictiemodel en de verstoringen is bepaald door een

structurele vergelijking van verschillende, bekende identificatiemethoden. Dit heeft

geresulteerd in het toepassen van "extended-Kalman filtering" op het identificatie-

en adaptatieprobleem. Hetzelfde concept blijkt ook toepasbaar te zijn op de

koersregelaar, vergelijkbaar met de analogie tussen model referentie adapterend

identificeren enerzijds en regelen anderzijds.

Voor wat betreft de presentatie van de predictieinformatie aan de navigator is

gekozen voor een methode van directe superpositie van de voorspelde baan op een

geintegreerd manoeuvreer- en navigatiebeeldscherm, zoals ontwikkeld door het TNO
Instituut voor Zintuigfysiologie. De invoer van gebruikerscommando's voor de

predictor kon worden gerealiseerd door een kleine uitbreiding van de

stuurautomaatconsole. Het blijkt dat, volgens deze geihtegreerde aanpak, de

baanpredictor aan de scheepsbrug kan worden toegevoegd als een logische functie
tussen navigatie (route planning) en manoeuvreren (het feitelijke koersveranderen).
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Naast experimenten in een laboratoriumomgeving, voor het testen van de

algoritmen voor predictie, identificatie en regeling, is met de experimentele

baanpredictieopstclling een experiment uitgevoerd op de manoeuvreersimulator van

het IZF-TNO in Soesterberg.

In dit experiment is de baanpredictor vergeleken met meer conventionele methoden

van navigeren zoals "parallel indexen" en het gebruik van een grondsnelheidsvector.

De met de baanpredictor behaalde nauwkeurigheid neemt in alle gevallen toe,

maar de behaalde verbetering van de navigatieprestatie manifesteerl. zich vooral

voor grote koersveranderingen. ln dat geval wordt een reductie van de gemiddelde

baanfout meL 70Vo procent behaald, vergeleken met de conventionele condities.
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SUMMARY

In this thesis the design of a track predictor for ships is reported. The principle
purpose of this track predictor is to assist the navigator in his anticipating
capabilities during manoeuvring, thus achieving safer navigation.
The work was originally started as a follow-up of previous research on this subject
of track prediction at the control Laboratory of Delft University of Technology.
Also some considerable advances were made at the Control Laboratory in the
field of applying adaptive control to the automatic steering of ships. The results
are mainly reported in the work of van Amerongen (1982) and of van der Klugt
(1e87).

Because of certain developments towards the integration of manoeuwing and
navigation systems in combination with an accurate positioning system, the
development of the track-prediction system is based on an integrated approach
with respect to the navigation information and the autopilot.

Thc design o[ the actual track predictor is based on a relatively simple
mathomatical model, which is adapted to the changing conditions, insl.ead of using
a morc complex non-linear model, which is difficult to adapt.
A suitable method for on-line identification and adaptation of the precliction-model
parameters and disturbances has been determined by a structural comparison of
different, well-known, identification schemes. This has resulted ia the application
of Extended-Kalman filtering to the identification and adaptation problem. The
same concept is shown also to be applicable to the course-changing controller,
comparable to the analogy between Model-reference adaptive identification and
control.

Regarding the presentation of the prediction information to the navigator, a
straightforward method has been chosen of superimposing the predicted track on
an integrated manoeuvring and navigation display, as designed by the TNo
Institute for Perception. The input of user commands for the preclictor could be
obtained by a minor extension of the autopilot console. It appears that, for this
integrated approach, the track predictor may be addeci to the ship,s bridge as a
logical function between navigation (track planning) and manoeuvring (actual course
changing).



Besides experiments in a laboratory environment to test the algorithms for
prediction, identification and control, a manoeuwing-simulator experiment was

performed with the experimental track-prediction set-up at the TNO Institute for
Perception in Soesterberg.

ln this experiment the track predictor was tested against more conventional

methods of navigation such as parallel indexing and the presentation of a ground-

speed vector.

Although the overall accuracy is improved by using the track predictor, this

improvement of the navigational performance especially manifests itself for large

coursc changes. In these cases a reduction of the average track errcr with '70 Vo

was obtained, comparod to conventional condiLions.
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1.1 Track prediction

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Track prediction

During coastal navigation, the safety of the ship, the avoidance of groundings and
collisions, is directly related to the accuracy of the own-ship's heading and position
control (Kristiansen, 1980). To realize accurate control of the ship's motions
relative to the ship's surroundings, the navigator should have anticipating
capabilities with respect to the ship's actual track in relation to the planned track.
Using this anticipation the future error between the planned (desired) track and
the expected position may be minimized. The human behaviour to realize this
minimization may be characterized by two elements (Schuffel, 1986):

Open-loop element: the choice of manoeuvring actions on the basis of initial
conditions and knowledge of the ship's manoeuwing properties (cognitive
anticipation).
Closed-loop element: corrections of manoeuvring actions on the basis of
references. These references are used to judge the correctness of the actual
track sailed with respect to the planned track (perceptive anticipation).

In his study on human control of ships, Schuffel showed that the open-loop
element is not accurate, whereas the use of references (closed-loop element) can
lead to accurate manoeuwing.

To improve the navigator's anticipating capabilities and thus the resulting accuracy
of the ship's control, a track-prediction system can be useful. Previous research
on this topic ranges from extrapolation methods (Bernotat, 19lt) to prediction on
the basis of a mathematical model of the process to be controlled (Kelley, 1968).
A more practical study to demonstrate the possible advantages of track prediction
for the accurate control of the ship's motions has been carried out by Van
Berlekom (1977).

At the Control Laboratory of Delft University of Technology previous research has

been carried out on possible structures of the mathematical prediction model to
achieve an acceptable prediction of the ship's track (Nanninga, 1974; Reissenweber,
1975; Boonekamp, 1978; Van den Arend, 1979). Lack of display and computing
power, however, prohibited the realization of an experimental set-up which could
be tested in a realistic environment.



An adaptive track predictor for ships

Since then there have been some important developments regarding the information

presentation to the navigator:

- development of synthetic displays for the presentation of radar information,

- start of the development of an electronic chart for the presentation of navigation

information,
- design of a bridge set-up for the 1990s with integration of manoeuwing and

navigation information. This set-up should enable one-man-bridge ship steering

(Van Breda et al., 1985).

Further, the availability of an accurate and world-wide positioning system such as

the Global Positioning System (G.P.S.) opens further possibilities for automatic

navigation such as a track-keeping system (Van Amerongen and Van Nauta Lemke,

1e86).

1.2 The track-prediction project

In December 1984 new developments enabled a continuation of the former work

on track prediction. The project "Track prediction of ships for safer navigation"

was started at the Control Laboratory of the Delft University of Technology. This

project was supported (in part) by the Netherlands Technology Foundation (STW).

The aim of the project was to develop a track predictor as a manoeuwing aid for
the navigator, in order to achieve safer navigation.

At the same time, considerable advances were made at the Control Laboratory in
the field of applying adaptive control to the automatic steering of ships, which is

mainly reported in the work of Van Amerongen (1982) and Van der Klugt (1987).

Therefore, at the start of the track-prediction project, it was decided to adopt the

following approach:

- apply the concepts of adaptive filtering and control to the track-prediction
problem,

- realize an experimental set-up to test the contribution of the track predictor to

the navigational performance.

Because of the developments with respect to integration of navigation and

manoeuvring systems, the integration of the track predictor with the autopilot was

taken as a starting point. In this way an integrated system could be obtained for
accurate track keeping and changing from one straight track to another. Further,



1.2'f'lre track-prediction ploject

an acceptable level of automation could be obtained with respect to the navigation
tasks to be performed by the navigator.

The actual design of the track predictor was based on two elements which
characterize the human steering behaviour:
prediction of the ship's track by a relatively simple mathematical model of the
ship's manoeuwing behaviour (open-loop element), which is adapted on the basis
of observations during manoeuvring (closed-loop element).

In the first. phase of the project the research was devoted mainly to the

development of the experimental set-up. This development consists of:

- research on simple mathematical prediction models which are sufficiently
accurate to reflect the ship's dynamics, but may be identified ancl adapted to
varying surroundings on the basis of measurements,

- rcsearch on the application and implementation of adaptive schemes into the
predictor and autopilot,

- testing of the algorithms in a laboratory environment.

A suitable method for on-line identification of the prediction-model parameters and
the disturbances on the basis of noise-corrupted measurements has been
determined by a structural comparison of different, well-known, identification
schemes. This has resulted in the application of Extended-Kalman filtering to the
identification and adaptation problem. The same concept was shown also to be
applicable to the course-changing controller, analogous to Model Reference
Adaptive Control.

During the final phase of the project there was closer cooperation with the TNO
Institute for Perception in Soesterberg. Because the usefulness of the predictor can
only be judged when it is really used by the human operator in a realistic
environment, the purpose of the cooperation with TNO was:

- To prepare and carry out a simulator experiment on the manoeuvring simulator
of the TNO institute in order to demonstrate the effect of the track predictor
on the navigational performance in tracking tasks.

- To determine how the interaction between the predictor and the navigator could
take place in an efficient way. This resulted in an integration of the prediction
information with a General Navigation Display as was designed by the TNO
institute for the "Bridge '90" experiment (Boer and Schuffel, 1985) and a

proposal for a user's console for the interaction with the predictor (Passenier,
1e87).



The results of this simulator experiment are regarded
as to whcther the developed track predictor could be

on board a real ship. The experiment indicates that
quite successful.

1.3 Preview

An adaptive track predictor for ships

as being a good indication
useful as a manoeuvring aid

the proposed predictor was

This thesis describes the design of an adaptive track predictor, which is mainly
based on the theory of Kalman filtering. The thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter two de.als with the mathematical models of the ship's steering behaviour
and their relation to the ship's track. Further, a mathematical description of the
disturbances acting upon the ship will be given.

Cltapter three describes the development of a relatively simple, basic prediction
model for the prediction of the ship's track, which is sufficiently accurate. For this
purpose a generalized description of the ship's track is presented as a tool for
comparison between different prediction models.

Chapter /orrr discusses the theoretical background of different schemes for on-line
state and parameter estimation. This results in a unified description of both
equation-error and output-error based identification schemes on the basis of the
theory of Kalman filtering. Further, the unification is eKended from identification
to the field of Model-Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC).

ln Chapter five lhe theory, presented in Chapter four, is applied to the actual
track-prediction system. This yields different algorithms for filtering, identification,
prediction and control.

Chapter srr deals with the actual realization of the algorithms on an experimental
set-up. Further, the results obtained with this experimental set-up are presented.
Besides several experiments in a laboratory environment, in order to test the
prediction and adaptation algorithms, a simulator experiment was performed on the
manoeuwing simulator of the TNO Institute of Perception in Soesterberg. This
controlled experiment was set up to investigate the usefulness of the track
predictor as a manoeuvring aid.

Finally in Chapter seven conclusions are drawn and suggestions are given for
further research.
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2 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

2.1 Introduction

Mathematical models which describe the motions of a manoeuwing ship cover a
wide range of applications which can be divided into the following classes:

- Ship design:

Improvement of the ship's manoeuwing properties in the design phase on the

basis of mathematical models which relate the parameters of the ship design
(for instance rudder surface) to the manoeuvring behaviour of the ship (for
instance turning-circle diameter).

- Simulation:
Description and improvement of the human steering behaviour, especially for
large ships, by means of a manoeuwing simulator. The mathematical model
implemented in this simulator should relate the steering actions to the resulting
ship's motions as realistically as possible on a "real time basis". Detailed

' simulation studies of this type also provide the possibility of improving the

dimensioning of the ship's restricted manoeuwing area in, for instance, coastal

navigation.
- Autopilot design:

Desip of an autopilot for the accurate control of the ship's motions (course-

keeping and track-keeping). Models for this purpose are usually identified for
a specific ship on the basis of full-scale trials after which the suitable
controller structure and parameters can be determined on the basis of this
"control" model.

From this brief description of the different types of applications for the
mathematical models it already has become clear that the structure of the
mathematical model itself (the type of the model) depends largely on the

application for which the model is intended:

- The mathematical models used to improve the ship's design are derived from
the physical laws which govern the ship's motions. For this purpose the
hydrodynamic forces which are exerted on the ship are divided into several

components the coefficients of which may be determined from scale model tests

in, for instance, a towing tank. By changing the design parameters of the ship,
the relation between these parameters and the manoeuvring behaviour of the
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ship can be determined. Because the mathematical models of this type are

characterized by the hydrodynamic approach, these models will from now on be

referred to as hydrodynamic ruodels (see, for instance, Eda and Crane, 1965).

For the realistic simulation of manoeuvres a mathematical model of the

hydrodynamic rype could be used, but this is no longer a necessity. In principle,

a model which describes the empirical relations between the relevant variables

of a manoeuvring ship would be sufficient, A proper structure for this empiical
ntodel may be obtained by the simplification of the complex hydrodynamic

equations. Because the empirical models do not require the detailed knowledge

of all the ship's hydrodynamic coefficients, model tuning can be achieved on the

basis of the measured ship's response to properly chosen test signals at the
input of the system during full-scale trials (Van Leeuwen, L970).

Transforming the linear part of an empirical model to the Laplace domain
yields a set of (coupled) transferfunctions. To account for the static non-linear
relationship between the differeut variables, usually a non-liaear part of the

algebraic type is added. This yields a description of the ship's dynamics in a

suitable form for the design of an autopilot, such as a course-keeping con-

troller (for a survey on this type of model, see Van Amerongen, 1982).

Reviewing these different types of mathematical models it can be concluded that

for a track-prediction application the analysis may be restricted to an empirical
model. Such a model is able to give a sufficient description of the ship's

manoeuvring behaviour without the need for an extensive identification procedure.

Because the empirical model gives a relation between different signals, the

variables of interest for a track-prediction system first have to be introduced (the

term signals is used to emphasize the nature of the empirical model which relates

different variables to each other on the basis of measurements).

The principle input signal for the manoeuwing ship is the rudder angle which has

a direct dynamic relation to the ship's heading angle. This heading signal is,

together with the ship's speed, related to the ship's path by kinematic relations.

Other factors which cannot be instantaneously controlled but have an effect on the

ship's manoeuwing behaviour are considered to be part of the ship's environment

and are therefore classified as disturbances (Figure 2.1). These disturbances can

be subdivided into two categories (Van Amerongen, 1-982):

- disturbances which can be structurally incorporated into the model as additional
input signals {additive disturbances).

- disturbances which influence the parameters of the model and are incorporated
as multiplicative signals Qnultiplicative disturbances).



2.2.1 The ship's motions

DISTURBANCES
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current
waves
thrust

load
waterdepthi
wind

rudder
angle

HEADING

POSIT!ON

Fig, 2.1 Defiritiott of the ship's input and disturbances

Note that in Figure 2.1 also the thrust is classified under the disturbances, because

for prediction purposes, the thrust during a manoeuwe is considered to be

constant and therefore any thrust deviation is regarded as a disturbance influencing

the speed of the ship.

22 Mathematical models based on physical laws

In this section the ship's equations of motion are derived directly from Newton's

law, after defining those ship's motions which are of interest to this study.

22.1 The ship's motions

To define the different ship's motions a coordinate system is introducecl according
to Figure 2.2. The origin of this ship-fixed axis system coincides with the ship's

center of gravity G, from which the ixes x, y and z are chosen along the ship's

axes of symmetry.

Although in Figure 2.2 there are in total six degrees of freedom for the ship's

motions (displacement along the x,y and z axis and rotations around these axes),

MATHEMATICAL
MODEL
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Fig. 2.2 Cltoice of the coordinate system

the only mot-ions considered relevant to this study are those in the horizontal x,y

plane, thus three motions of interest:

- Displacement along the x-axis (surge motion)

- Displacement along the y-axis (sway motion)

- Rotation around the z-axis (yaw motion)

222 The equations of motion

In order to apply Newton's law for the mathematical descriptiou of the ship's

motions (surge, sway and yaw) a space-fixed coordinate system is defined according

to Figure 2.3, with the variables of interest defined according to Table 2.1.
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Fig. 2.3 The space-fixed coordinate system

Table 2.1 Definition of vaiables

y,O,yo

4y
v
.:i:dv/dt
6',

p

G

U=u-v
u = dx/dt
v = dyldt
Xb,YO

x,Y
N

m

lzz

space-fixed coordinate system

ship-fixed coordinate system

course angle or heading

rate of turn or course-angular velocity
rudder angle

drift angle

ship's center of gravity

instantaneous speed vector
speed in forward direction
drift or sway speed

forces in the x6- or yg- direction
forces in the x- or y- direction
moment with respect to the z-axis

mass of the ship
moment of inertia with respect to the z-axis
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Direct application of Newton's law on the moving object (ship) in this space-fixed

coordinal.e system yields:

.2d*n
mdJ=xo

.2dY^
m;=Yo

dt

.2Iry=[Jzz .. zdt

(2,1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.s)

(2.6)

To relate these general equations of motion to ship-fixed quantities such as

propeller thrust, hull resistance and so on, it is convenient to transform (2.1)-(2.3)

from the space-fixed coordinate system to the ship-fixed coordinate system, after

which the ship's path relative to the space-fixed coordinate system can be

detcrmined by kinematic relations described in Section 2.4.

This transformation yields:

m (u - vr) = 11

m(vtur)=Y

r =Nzz

where X and Y are the total forces on the ship's hull in the x- and the y-

directions which cause the moment N around the z-axis.

The terms -mvr and + mur which appear in Q.$ and (2.5) describe the added

resistance of the ship due to the turning (centripetal components). The effect of
these components on the ship's path are treated in Section 2.4 where the

kinematic relations are discussed. Although it is difficult to determine the exact

relationship between X,Y and N and all the variables involved, a reasonable

approximation may be obtained by a Taylor-series expansion.

For this purpose X,Y and Z are written as:
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(2,7)

/, Q\

(2.e)

which for small variations Au,Av,Ar,... yields:

AX = X Au + X'Au + X Av + X'Av * X Ar * X'Ar +u u v v r r (2.10)
+ Xd,45' + X;,45' * higher-order terms

AY = Y Au + Y'Au + Y Av + Y'Av + Y Ar + Y'Ar +

' (2.rJ)
+ Y6,46' + Yi,46' + higher-order terms

AN = N Au + N'Au * N Av + N'Av + N Ar + U'Ar +u u v v r r (2.12)
+ N5,45' + Ni,A6' + higher-order terms

where X, , X., ,.... arc the hydrctdynamic deivatives of X with respect to variables
u , v r""':

x =g x =E-'u 5u ' "v 6v (2.li)

Denoting the small variations Au,Av,... as u,v,... and substituting this Taylor-series
expansion for X, Y and N in (2.a)-(2.6) finatly yields:
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* X'v * X r + X'r *v r ' (z.u)
higher-order terms

* Y'v * Y r t Y'r 4v r r (2-15)

higher-order terms

m (v * ur) Y u * Y'u * Y vuuv

Y6, 5' + Y5, 6' +

x = x. + x + x__---'hul I --rudder ProP
v:v+Y' 'hull 'rudder

N=N.+N^' ''huII -'rudder

m(u vr)

+

Xu*
u

x;, 6'

X'u + Xuv
+ x5,6' +

N u f N'u * N v * N'v * N'r * N-r +"u- -.u-' v v r , (Z.lA)

N6,6' + Nd,6' + higher-order terms

which are the general hydrodynamic equations for lhe surge' sway and yaw motions

of the ship. To determine the hydrodynamic coefficients Xu, Yu, Nu and so on'

il. is convenient to split the forces and the moment exerted on the ship into

separate contributions of the hull (resistance), the propeller (thrust) and rudder

(resistance and moment):

( 2.17 )

(2.78)

(2.le)

By using superposition the coefficients of (2.17)-(2.19) can be determined

independently.
The model (2.14)-(2.16) is a general approximation for the ship motions from

which models for design improvement (Eda and Crane, 1965) as well as models

for detailed simulation of manoeuvring (Abkowitz, 1964) can be clerived. For

control purposes the higher-order terms are in most cases disregarded, thus

obtaining a linear model which in principle is only valid for small variations of the

variables involved.

Neglecting these higher-order terms and assuming the forward speed to be

constant, leads to the simple linear model of (2.20)-(2.21) which has been

suggested by Davidson and Schiff (19a6):
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m (v * ur) = Y.,6' * Y,v + Y--v * Y--r + Y-rd' v v r r

; = N,-5' * N v * N'v + N r + N';zz d' v v r t

(2.20)

/2 27 |

Although it is clifficult to dctermine thc paramcLcrs of this moclcl on the basis of

full-scale trials, the model will be demonstrated to be a good starting point for the

derivation of the empirical models in the following section.

2.3 Empirical models

As stated in the introduction, models which are based on the equations ol motion

arc not attractive for control ancl prediction applications because of the complexity

and the numbcr of unknown parametcrs involvcd. Taking thc underlying structure

of these models as a starting point, horvever, rather simplo moclels can be clerivecl

which are ol an cmpirical nature. and may bc described by lransfer functions.

2.3.1 The transl'er lrom rudder to rate of turn

Considering the model as suggested by Davidson and Schiff and eliminating the

sway velocity v yields a very simple second-order model for the transfer from

rudder to rate of turn, which again may be approximated by a first-order model

according to (2.22) (Nomoto, 1957):

tr+r=K6 (2.22)

Note that in order to obtain a positive gain in the transfer functions from rudder

angle t<r ratc of turn, in (2.22) ard in the f<lllowing thc ruddcr anglc is definecl

6 = -6' (2.2i)

The corresponding transfer function ol (2.22) is given by:

sr * 1
(2.24)

Because this moclel has been clerived from the Davidson and Schift model the

first-order Nomoto modcl has, of course, the sarne limitations:

r(s)
6(s)
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- Valid only for small rudder angles (The Davidson and Schiff equations became

linear by neglecting the higher-order terms in the Taylor-series expansion).

- Valid only for a specific and constant forward speed (under this assumption the

equation for the description of the forward speed vanishes).

Therefore, although for control applications such as course-keeping this model is

still very attractive (Van Amerongen, 1982), for track-prediction purposes the

Iimitations mentioned here have to be considered mors carefully.

To examine the non-linearity of the transfer from rudder to rate of turn for large

rudder angles, the spiral characteristic may be used, which describes the static

relation between rudder angle and rate of turn for all rudder angles. From this

spiral characteristic the course stability or course wtstability of the ship can be seen.

The phenomenon of course stability can be best illustrated by Figure 2.4, where

a spiral characteristic for both types of ship is given.

Course stable Course unstable

Fig. 2.4 Spiral characteistic for a course stqble and ttnstable ship

tn order to give a mathematical description of the phenomenon of course

unstability and [o get a better approximation for the non-linear relation between

rudcler and rate of turn for course-stable ships some authors suggest the addition

of a non-linear component to the second-order Nomoto (Bech, 1969) or first-order

Nomoto model (Norrbin, 1963) according to (2.25).

Tr+H(r)=K5 /2 251

where H(r) is a non-linear function of r.
From (2.25) it follows that the stationary relation (; :0) between rate of turn and

rudder angle, which is called the reversed spiral characteristic, is given by:

,f
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H(r ). SS.
=K6

15

( 2.26 )

with r.. the stationary rate of turn.

This rcversed spiral characteristic may, also for coursc-unstable ships, rather easily
be detormined on the basis of Lhc reversed spiral test (Bech, 1968).

A suitable function for H(r) which enables, among others, thc description o[
course unstability is in a general form:

H(r) 2o2r+crlr*o0 (2.27)

ln (2.27) the coefficient ql can be used to describe the asymmetry ol the ship

(steady turning at zero degrees rudder) and a negative value of o1 enables a good

approximation for the reversed spiral characteristic of a course-unstable ship. To
describe the reversed spiral characteristic of symmetrical ships a sufficient form of
H(r) is given by (2.28), which together with (2.25) is Norrbin's model.

H.(r) Jo3r + cr1r (2.28)

The corresponding block-diagram is presented in Figure 2.5

Fig. 2.5 Norrbin's ntodel

Having eliminated the inability of the Nomoto model to describc ths relation
between rudder angle and rate of turn for large rudder angles, the fact remains
that the resulting models of Bech and Norrbin are still only valicl for a specilic,
constant value of the ship's thrust. Therefore, in ordcr to apply (2.25) for diff'erent
thrusts ancl to describe some characteristic phenomcna which are causccl by the
loss of forward speed during a manoeuvrc, in the following sections attention will
be locussecl on the empirical description of this forwarcl speecl lor a manoeuvring

3o3' +
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ship and the resulting effect on the ship's yaw motion.

232 Description of the ship's forward speed

In Section 2.2.2 an equation for the ship's forward speed was derived, based on

the Newtonian equations of motion:

m(u-vr) = X = X*-^-r v"prop ' "hutl

where the propeller thrust \rop is related to the number of propeller revolutions

by the propeller lhntst Jitttction and the hull resistance Xhrlt iS, among others, a

function of the forward speed u.

For a non-manoeuvring ship (zero rate of turn) this implies that the ship is

accelerated to a cruising speed U6 at which the hull resistance equals the

propeller thrust:

mu = o = *pror* Xh.rll
u-U^

U

For a manoeuvring ship (2.2;9) can be rewritten to (2.32) with + mvr the added

resistance due to the ship's turning:

mu = X + mvr (2.i2)

(2.2e)

(2.30)
( 2.31)

(2.3i)

Carrying out a first-order Taylor expansion around u : U6 yields:

mu = X. - XAu + mvr(u=uo ) u

=0 - XAU + mvr
u

where

Au=UO-u
(u=Uo )

: O, EQ.

Au

v_5x
J^.--uou (2.s4)

(2.33) may be written as an equation for Au:

mvr ( 2.35 )

Noting that dU6/dt

mAu=X
u

Approximating lhe sway velocity by v : -yr (Section 2.3.3) and noting that X., is

negative finally yields:
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m n,, = -A,r + -!J-.ilxil-* ltxll 'uu

which by definition can be written as:

rAu + Au = KrZuu

I7

( 2.37 )

This is a simplo first-order relation rvith gain Ku and time constant ru between

the loss of lbrwarcl spced Au during a manoeuvre and tho ratc o[ turn r.

Following the same procedure as was carried out in Section 2.3.I for the yaw

motion, a non-linear term may be added to (2.31) to compensatc for the

neglecting of the higher-order terns in the Taylor-series expansion, resulting in:

tAu + H(Au) = K12u u' u
(2.s8)

(2.36)

(2.3e)H,r(Au) = Au

The block-diagram for

+ prAu3

(2.38) is presentccl in Figure 2.6

Fig. 2.6 Trattsfer Jrorn rate of aurr to Joruartl-speecl loss

2.33 Generalizing the ernpirical relations

Although the limitation of the Davidson-and-Schiff moclel of a constant forward
speed during a manoeuvre was eliminated in the previous section, the parameters

of the transfer functions derived in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 for the rate of turn
and thc krss of forward speed are still only valid for a specific value of the ship's
cruising spcccl Ug. Furthermore the characteristic overshoot in the ship's ratc of
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turn for a turning circle manoeuvre (Figure 2.7) cannot be reproduced by the

linear first-order yaw model presented in Section 2.3.1.

.A
t/secJ 

I

UI
tm/secJ 

I

o ,tr.A 1oo

Fig. 2.7 Rate of turn and forward speed for a firning-circle manoettvre

Van Leeuwen (1970) showed that these limitations could be eliminated by non-

dimensionalizing the derived equations on the basis of the ship's forward speed u

and length L. For this purpose he introduced the dimensionless variables:

*

*
u

L-ru

Au

%

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

and

ds u ..= lo'

where L is the length of the ship and u = Uo-Au is the instantaneous forward

speed. By using the distance sailed by the ship instead of the time as the

independent variable, the following rather simple relations could be derived for the

dimensionless variables:
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*
t

u

dr
ds

*
du

J

ds

*
H(r )=

*
Hu(u )

K5

,.* *z
=l(r u

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2"4s)

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.4e)

(2.s0)

(2,51)

(2"s2)

with

*
H(r

H (u
u

* *3 *
"3r + r
*

u

)=
* )-

Furthcr an algobraic relation for

**v + Hr(r ) = 0

with

thc normirlized sway velocity was derived:

*y
1r

u

H (r*)v
* *3 * *= Yrr + Yrt

Substituting 8.42) n (2.43) and (2.4a) yields the time-dependent relations from
which the rate of turn, the forward speed and the sway velocity can be calculated

by (2.53):

)

)t*Ldr
udt

**Ldu
uIdt
*

H(r
*.= K6

. .2xx
= Kr

and
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*
; v = v u (2.53)

(2.54)

(2.ss)

(2.56)

rr*

'I

By relating the rate of turn to u and r* according to (2.53) it follows that cven

for a first-order relation between r and 6 an overshoot may appear in the rate

of turn for a constant rudder angle, which according to (2.53) is caused by the

Ioss of forward speed.

To obtain a model which obtained a better fit with experimental data (Van

Amerongen; De Keizer, t977), Eq. (2.50) was modified to (2.54) to introduce

dynamics between variations in forward speed and rate of turn. This finally leads

to the multivariable model of De Keizer (1977) which logether with the drift

equation of Van Leeuwen (2.52) gives a complete empirical description of the

relevant ship motions during manoeuvring:

De Keizer:

*Ldrt Ior
*Ldu

T--uuot

f Htr )

Hr(u )

=K

*=K u

u,
to

,)

t

Van Leeuwen:

*H (r )v

with a minimal choice for the feedback

***H(r ) = r i H,r(u ) =

0

polynomials:

****u ; H.r(r ) = y r

I

For this minimal choice of the polynomials the equations become:

drr+:- + r = K5dt
*du*--ZT - + u = Kruot u

(2.s7)

(2.s8)

(2.se)

(2.60)-Yr

with the gain-scheduling formulas given by:
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T=T

T =Tu

*g
rL

r!1
u\u

*L
u

*L
uu

=K

=K ?
)

2t

(2.61)

(2.62)

(2.6i)*
Y =YL

A block-diagram for the combined De Keizer and Van Leeuwen model is

presented in Figure 2.8.

To summariz.ei lhe attractivity of using this multivariable model as a starting point
for more specific research on the topic of lrack prediction lies in the following:

- applicability tbr different classes of ships,
- validity lor different rudder angles and cruising speeds,

- limited numbcr of parameters, especially in relation to the ability to describe
quite complex phenomena such as loss of forward speed and overshoot in the
rate o[ turn during a manoeuvre,

- parameters may be identified on the basis of full-scale trials.

2.3.4 The steering machine

To complete the mathematical description of the ship's dynamics, the dynamics of
the steering machine have to be considered. This steering machine is a

servomechanism which makes the actual rudder angle 6 equal to the rudder angle
5. , ordered by the helmsman or the autopilot. Without a further description of
this, mainly hydraulic, device - for a more thorough description, Van Amerongen,
1982 may be consulted - the main parameters by which the steering machine can
bc characterizcd are:

- a ruclder limiter which limits [he ordered rudder angle 5. to a maximum value
of 5nrax ,

- a speed limiter which reflects the limited speed with which the actual rudder
angle can be changed (typical values range from 2.5 to'/ degrees per second).

This leads to the block-diagram of Figure 2.9 which has proved to be sufficiently
accurate for simulation and conLrol purposes (Van Amcrongen, 1982; Van cler
Klugt, 1987).
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Fig. 2.8 The multivaiable model of De Keizer and Van Leeuwen

rudder
limiter

8p6ed
limiter

Fig. 2.9 Block-diagram of the steeing machine
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2.4 The kinematic relations

In thc prcvious sections the equations of motion for the ship rvcre derived after
tho transformation of Newton's law from the space-fixecl coordinate system to the

ship-fixed coordinate system. The effect of this transfbrmation on the acLual

equations of motion was the introduction of trvo centripetal forces + mw and
-mur in the ship's x- and y-direction, due to the ship's turning.
To obtain the equations of the ship's path relative to the space-fixed coordinate
system the inverse transformation has to be applied with respect to the ship-fixed
variables, which yields the kinematic relations:

= ucosv - vsJ.nv

23

= usinry + vcos\y

with V':V+P

The diameter D of the resulting circular path

the y-displacement from t:0 to t =T/2 (se.e

the circular motion, and substituting ry : ry t

I
frD = Ay = | Usin(rr)dr

ol

and the radius R becomes:

(2.64)

(2.6s)

may be determined by integrating
Figure 2.10), with Tp the period of
: rt:

x
D

Y

with x'y. the ship's position in the space-fixed coordinate system fo,yg.
To describc thc effect of the centripetal forces on the turning ship, Figure 2.10

was constructed for a steadily turning ship (i :0).
From Figure 2.70 it follows that the resulting ship's circular path can be

constructed by the addition of two separate circular motions due to the ship's
forward speed u and drift speed v, which are perpendicular with respect to each

other. The angle between the ship's speed U along the path and the ship's
forward speed u is defined as the drift angle p.

The kinematic relations for this combined circular motion are given by:

= U cosry, ( 2.66 )

(2.67)U sinry'

x
S

2U
t

(2.68)
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{\'''..trt

N,oruralizing this rolatios ltiith respect to the ship's leagth yields, together with

(2.40), a i-oooefrical intorpretation of the normalized rate of turq r' for the

steadi$ turning shiB:,

Fig 2.10 Sffect $ csntriPetat fo*es

-DUu!== 2rr

E=U1LLr

(2.6e)

(2,70)I
*r



2..5.3 Wind

2.5 Disturbances

2.5.1 Introduction

ln Section 2.1 the disturbances were defined as the factors which influence the

manoeuvring behaviour of the ship but are of an uncontrollable nature and are

therefore considered to be part of the ship's surroundings. The additive

disfirbances discussed in this section can be classified according to their principal
effect on the mathematical description of thc ship's motions:

25

- Additional factor in the

current
- Additional factor in the

wind, waves

2.5.2 Current

kinematic relationships:

equations of motion:

Although current of a non-uniform nature may influence the ship's rate of turn,
the most characteristic influence of current is considered to be a change of the
ship's speed vector with respect to the ground which causes the direction of this
speed vector to differ from the ship's heading. Therefore the influence of this
uniform current is modelled as an additional term to the kinematic relationships

discussed in Section 2.4 according to Eqs. (2.77) and (2.12):

;
S

ys

= ucos\y - vsiniy * U.

usiny + vcos\y I U.

The current speed U. and direction r.yc are defined with respect to the space-fixed
coordinate system according to Figure 2.11. In this figure also the wind speed V*
and direction Vw are defined.

2.53 Wind

Wind exerts an additional force on the ship which can be described by:

cos\yc

s inry"

(2.77)

(2.72)

F=
w

1
2

where

Pt cr.,(v.) vfl, s (2.73)
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Fig. 2.11 Definition of cunent and wind speed and direction

pr is the air densitY

Q"(VJ is a geometrical factor depending on the relative wind angle y,
Vwr is the relative wind speed

S is the relevant area of the ship's superstructure

The relative wind speed V*, and wind angle y, (as would be measured on board

the ship) may be determined by transforming the real wind speed and direction,

as defined in Figure 2.Ll-, to the ship-fixed coordinate system. In vector notation

this yields:

V=V
-tgr -lt

with gvr , l!, the relative

vector.

The resulting wind force given by (2.73) can be split into a force in the x-

direction, the y-direction and an additional moment around the z-axis. The

equations of motion for the ship-fixed coordinate system then become:

U

and

(2.74)

true wind speed vectors and U the ship's speed

\,
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(u - vr)

(v + ur)

r

x
w].nd

Yw].nd

Nwr-no

x

Y

N

(2.7s)

(2.76)

(2.77)

moment may be written in a

(2.78)

(2.7e)

(2.80)

( 2 .81)

(2.82)

( 2.8s )

(2.84)

These separate components of the wind forces and

more or less identical form to (2.73):

Xrind = ', ', "*t 
vr l vf;t sr*

72Ywind = i Pt tr(Yr) V-*rs *y
\r=l 2

"wind - Z ?t Cr,(Yr) Vi, S*YL

C(v) = acosYx''r' x 'r
C(v) = asinvy''r' y 'r

C(v)=asin2v-n. rf , -n"-.. - tT

wherc S** and S* are determined by the proiection of the ship's superstructure

S at planes perpcndicular to the x-axis and y-zxis and L is the ship's length along

the water line. The geometrical factors Cx , Cy and Cn can be approximated as

a function o[ the relative wind angle y, by the following general formula

(Schelling, 1977):

Cw(yr) = .I^ rn"or(kyr) + bksin(kYr)
K=U

with k an integer and ao and bu specific for each ship.
For simulation purposes a simple approximation may be obtained by choosing

(based on the experimental data of Wagner, 1"967):

These approximations of the geometrical factors as a function of y, are sketched

in Figure 2.1,2.

The additional wind moment around the z-a;ris and force in the x-direction may

be incorporated into the Van Leeuwen model of Eqs. (2.a3) ail (2.a\ according

to (Schelling, 1977):
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Fig. 2.12 The geometical factors as a function of f ,

**H(r ) = K 5 + r

***z
H (r ) = K r +u' u

An adaptive track predictor for ships

(2.8s)

( 2.86 )

(2.87)

( 2.88 )

trl

0

**dr
T 

-ds

**
N

w

**duT-+u.x
cls

In these equations the normalized wind moment and force are given by:

N* = N'(L)2sinzy Yzww'urwr
*'L--2F = F ( =-) cos Y V-w*'rrZrwr

**
TFuw

with Nw' and Fw' specific and approximately constant for each ship.

The effect of turbulence may be reflected by adding a stochastic component with
zero mean to V*r.

2.5.4 Waves

Waves, which have quite different origins and characteristics (Groen and
Dorrestein, L976), cause an additional yaw motion of a high frequency and a

negligible displacement.
Because of the stochastic nature of the wave influence, an analytical description
has to be restricted to the frequency domain. For this purpose a description of
the theoretical wave spectrum as a function of the wind speed or the significant
wave height and the average period has been suggested by several authors (Pierson
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and Moskovitz,1964; Gerritsma, 1979). The general formula proposecl by Gerritsma
to relate the wave spectrum to the significanl wave height and the avcrage period
is given by:

Sg(o) = Ao-Pexp(-Bt^r-9) (2.8e)

whcre the coefficients A,B and p,q can be determined when statistical information
is availablc on both the significant wave height and average period, which are
approximately equal to the wave height and period as visually estimated by a

human observer. For fully developed seas, the result of constant wind over a long
period of time, the significant wave height and average period are directly related
to the wind speed V*.
For thc influence on the ship's motions the relative wave frequency, which depends
on the ship's speed and the angle between the ship's heading and the mcan wave
direction, has to be determined. The formula for this relative wave frequency is
(Van Amerongen, 1982):

29

r^r(U, yr)

Gb

U

Yw
oD

= ,o - .fru.o, ( vr) /e (2.e0)

with

the actual wavc frequency

the ship's speed

the angle between the ship's heading and the wave direction
the acceleration of the gravity

In a manner analogous with the analysis of the yaw motions induced by the wind
influence as discussed in the previous section, the wave influence can be treated
as an additional input to the yaw model which may be approximated by:

N, ( o) = H, ( r^r) sin 2y, ( 2.91)

with Hr(o) a function of the relative wave frequency o, depending on the shape
of the hull, the water viscosity ctc. and y* the angle of incidence of the wavcs
relativc to the ship.

For simulation purposes, a different approach may be followed by externally adding
the wave influence to the undisturbed rate-of-turn signal (van Amerongen, 19g2)
as sketched in Figure 2.13.

The wave clisturbance signal can be generated by using a seconcl-order shaping
filter, driven by white noise according to Figure 2.r4. The level of the white noise
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WAVE-INDUCED
MOTIONS

WIND

RUDDER

Fig. 2. 13 Extemally adding the wave disturbances

and the filter parameters ( and t1,.,, which are rclated to the sea-state parameters

and the ship's dynamics, may bc determined from full-scale measurements of the

wave-disturbed rate-of-turn signal for a specific ship (Van Amerongen, 1982).

Fig. 2.14 Generation of wave motions

1/)
MATHEMATICAL

MODEL

s2 + 2f@ns + 4
white-
noise

generator

SHAPING FILTER



3.1 Introduction

3 THE BASIC PREDICTOR

3.1 Introduction

The principle aim for the development of the track-prediction system is to assist

the navigator during course-changing manoeuvres, in such a way that safety
increases regarding groundings and collisions. Because, especially during coastal
navigation, safety is directly related to the accuracy of the own ship's heading and
position control (Kristiansen, 1-980), research is directed towards the accurate
control of the ship's motions.
In theory, two approaches may be followed to realize accurate position control
with the assistance of a track predictor:

- "Open-loop" approach:
Accurate prediction of the ship's track from the initial conditions before the
execution of a manoeuvre, on the basis of a complex mathematical model of,
for instance, the hydrodynamical type. with such a complex prediction model,
adaptation to changing conditions and disturbances is difficult, if not
impossible, to achieve.

- "Closed-loop" approach:
Prediction of the ship's track on the basis of a relatively simple mathematical
model which is adapted to changing conditions and disturbances during the
execution of a manoeuvre on the basis of measurements. For this lype of
prediction model the empirical models as discussed in chapter 2 arc a good
starting point, because these models were intended to relate the different
relevant variables to each other on the basis of measured signals.

As to the feasibility of these two different approaches, it is obvious that the
closed-loop approach offers the best perspective, just because of the required
simplicity of the prediction model for this approach. Therefore, research on the
prediction-model structure will be restricted to the mathematical models of an
empirical nature, which may be provided with a closed-loop nature in combination
with available tebhniques for on-line state and parameter estimation.

Previous research on the prediction-model structure was based on the second-
order Bech model for the rate-of:turn prediction (Nanninga, 1974; Reissenweber,
1975) and on the first-order Nomoto model for the rate-of-turn prediction and a
separate model for the loss-of-speed prediction (Boonekamp, 1978; Van der Arend,

31
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1919). Thc underlying assumption in this approach was a demand for overall

corrcspondencc between real and predicted signals such as rate of turn and

forward speed, which would guarantee track correspondence between real and

predicted path. This track correspondence is defined as the matching of the ship's

real path and its predicted path with respect to the ship's surroundings'

In the present study, the demand for track correspondence is taken as the single

starting point for the development of the basic predictor structure, instead of

simultaneous rate-of-turn and forward-speed correspondence, which is a more

severe demand.

After the generalization of the mathematical track description in Section 3.2, the

offect of thc ship's sp<:ed on the ship's track is analyzed in Scction 3.3.

As well as this precliction-oriented analysis of ths ship's dynamics, lhe effects of

the disturbances on the predicted track are analyzed in Section 3.4. After the

presentation of some simulation results in Section 3.5, to back up the theoretical

analysis, finally in Section 3.6 on the basis of these results some conclusions will

be drawn regarding the basic predictor.

3.2 Generalized track description

3.2.1 Introduction

The kinematic relations, presented in Section 2.4, relate the relevant ship-fixed

variables to the ship's path relative to a space-fixed coordinate system. For a

correct path prediction, the ship's forward speed u(t), sway velocity v(t) and

heading ry(t) are to be predicted:

xr(t) = xr(0) +

Ys(t) = Ys(0) +

- v(r)sin(y(t) ) dt

+ v(t)cos(ry(t)) dt

-t

o.| "(r)cos(v(t) )

ol "(t)sin(v(r) )

(s.7)

(i.2)

The underlying demand for this approach is that the predicted track and real

track correspond to each other on a time basis. This is reflected in the fact that

the time is used as the independent variable for the description of the kinematic

relations of (3.1) and (3.2).

A generalization of lhe track description may be achieved by examining the

kinematic relations for different "independent" variables. In this way the underlying

clsmancl for corrcspondence on a time basis may be changed to a more general
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domand lbr corrcspilndencc betweon the real path and the predicted path with

respect to the ship's surroundings.

This is illustrated by Figure 3.1.a,b , where it is demonstrated that whereas the

ship's rate of turn and speed are not correctly predicted as a function of the time

(Figure 3.1-.a), the resulting real and predicted path have a good track correspon-

dence with respect to a space-fixed coordinate system (Figure 3.1.b).

Achieving the generalization will yield more insight into the demands which are

minimally to be satisfied by the predictor in order to guarantee the desired track

correspondence. The analysis shows a direct link with the work of Van Leeuwen

(1970) presented in Section 2.3, where some empirical relations for the relevant

ship motions were derived after changing the independent variablc from time to

clistance covered by the ship.

rA
t'/secll

predicted

req I

.r-,

0
5

UI
tm/secll

vl
tm/secll

t [sec.]

Fig. 3.1.a Real qnd predicted rate of fimt and speed

100
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predicted

req I

-21*0
- 450 o \t,nj-

Fig. 3.1.b Carresponding real and predicted track

322 General kinematic relations

The relations fcrr the determination of the shiy's path relative to the space-fixed

coordinate system are given in their most general form by:

Ax Ax^u^vx=ldx+ldxt oJ u oJ v

Av Av
^'u .'v

v=la"+ldv's oJ o.l 'v

(3.3)

(3.4)



3.2.2 Gcneral kinenratic relations

wirh

\,Ys the shiP's Position,
&x,Ayu the ship's displacement due to the forward speed,

\,Ayu the ship's displacement due to the sway speed,

dx.,,dyu infinitesimal position change due to the forward spesd,
d"r,dy, infinitesimal position change due to the sway speed.

and, without loss o[ gcnerality, the initial value of the ship's position is assumecl

to be zero.

According to these relations, the ship's motion may be divided into separate
contributions from t"he forward speed and from the sway velocity. For now, the
analysis is continued for the forward speed only. The influence of the sway velocity
can be examined in a similar way.

The displacement due to the forward speed may be rewritten as (3.5)-(3.6), which
is illustrated by Figure 3.2 for an arbitrary ship path.

Ax,r(s) = 
^ [t "or(ry(o) ) do (3.s)
UJ

ay,r(r) = -[t ri.,(ry(o)) do (3.6)
OJ

with ry the ship's hcading and s the distance travelled by thc ship.
The relation between ds, u and dt is given by:

ds = u(t) dt (j.7)

where u is the forward speed of the ship.
After substitution in Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) this yields the time-dependenr kinemaric
relations. Instead of doing this, ds is written as:

ds = L ds* (3.s) 
i

with s' the distance travelled by the ship, normaliz.ed with respect to the ship's i

lcngth, as introduced by Van Leeuwen:

, * ds u(t)ds = L = trdr (i.9)

After substituLion of (3.8) in Eqs. (3.5) ancl (3.6), rhese equations become:
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where \' , Ayu' is the ship's normalized displacement:

.ll- -ds/ --/:\/\-t - -\\\---

*
rs**

= I cos(\y(o ) do
0l

*
rs**= | sin(ry(o ) do

0l

An adaptivc track predictor for ships

(i.10)

(s.77)

(3.12)

arr_J

!)
,?nx d', - -o

Fig. 3.2 Relation betwcen position and distance travellcd by the ship

Axu( $ )

**
AY,r(" )

.Ax.xu&r:L

Tcl dctermine a sufficient conditiOn for track correspondeuce, the ship's heading

$i has to be expressed as a function of the newly chosen indepenclent variable s-.

This can be achieved by writing:
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ry{s*) = [o['* = [' q*.
0J 0J do

**Ps
Ax,,(s ) = | cos (

OJ

)t

ro* * * *lr(o^)do^)do^I Z Z
UJ

*
f6* * * *sin( lr(o^)dor)do

oj L

***(o ) do (i.7i)

(i.74)

(i.7s)

(3.76)

r.. and

(j.17)

(3.78)

( i.79 )

*rsdo = lr
I

0j

with r'(s') the ship's normalized rate of turn as a function of s*.

Just as for the position, the initial value of the ship's heading is assumed to be
Z,ero,

Substituting (3.13) in Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) yields:

Evaluating this expression for the ship's normalized displacement, which is

dependent on r* only, it follows that track correspondence between the ship's real
and its predicted path is guaranteed by demanding:

,ltr*) = rftr*) v r*u1o,rll

with s". the normalized travelled distance for the prediction horizon and
ro* lhe real and predicted normalized rate of turn as a function of s..
In this case it also holds:

*****
Vr(s ) = Vp(t ) V s € [o,se]

To complete this general analysis, the contribution of the sway velocity has to be
considered. carrying out this analysis in the s. domain, the expression for this
sway contribution is given by (analogous to Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11)):

**Ax (s )v' v'

**Av (s )
V,

with the rclation

*
Sv *sin(y(or) )

*
S v*

cos ( ry( o., ) )

_r
O.l

_t
0l

between ds,

*
dov

*
dov

,vand dt given by:
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- * ,(.Ldtdtr=T

Combining (3.20) with (3.9) yields:

.*17.***ds = :ds = v dsvu

Av (s ) =-v
rs****
I cos(V(o )) v (o ) do

ol

An adaptive track predictor for ships

(s.20)

(3.27)

(i.22)

( 3.23 )

where v. equals the normalized sway velocity, as introduced by Van Leeuwen.

Substiruting (3.21) in Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19), the normalized sway displacement as

a function of the normalized travelled distance due to the forward speed becomes:

In the case of track correspondence with respect to the forward speed it must

hold that %(.-) : VO(s-) bV condition (3.17). The remaining condition for track

correspondence with respect to thc sway displacement then becomes:

******vrts I = vffs ) V s € [O,se] (i.24)

Adding the normalized displacements with respect to the forward speed and the

sway speed, yields for the ship's normalized position:

* * * * * * * * *. *
I"ts"l = alrtt tt )) + Arv(r (s )'v (s )) (3,25)

with g- given by (\- , y.-)T.

In summary, it may be stated that track correspondence between the real path and

the predicted path is guaranteed if the two normalized variables r* and u' a.e

correctly predicted as a function of s'.

3.2.3 Translation criteria

During the execution of a manoeuvre the predicted track needs to be adjusted

according to the distance already covered by the ship since the start of the

manoeuvre. Therefore a method of translating the predicted track during the
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execution of a manoeuwe has to be determined in such a way that the track

oorrespondence between the ship's real path and its predicted path is preserved.

This translation problem can be formulated so as to determine the predicted

normalized position h' , yp- for which it holds that (see also Figure 3.3):
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rs*
ldo

OJ

c

rP *
=ldo

ol P

I
vo

t
vo

t
Yp

a
Ys

(i.26)

(s.27)
u,

P's *
I R.(V) dV

OJ

I

"o

\U

r'P *
o.| 

Ro(v) dv

axla

Fig. 3.3 Detemtination of the translation point

To solve this problem (3.26) is transformed to the course domain:

with

(j.28)

In the case of track correspondence between thc real and the predicted path the

following condition is satished:
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(3.29)

(3.37)

(3.32)

Rs(\y) : Rp(ry) V y e Io,Ve]

which is the equivalent of (3.16) for the course domain.
Because of this condition, (3.27) can only be satisfied by selecting:

v.^ = v^ (s.30)
P5

This implies that, also in the case of an unknown speed of the ship, a correct
translation method is provided by selecting the ship's predicted position 

"p , 
yp

for which (3.30) is satisfied as the translation origin for the predicted track. Only
in the case where both the speed of the ship and the ship's heading are known,
can the time also be used as a means of translating the predicted track.
In that case it must hold:

t

ol 
'#o'

t
ts
I u ("r) d'r

ol s'

Therefore

trP_t-l
OJ

t
FP_t

-l
OJ

*
ds

D
T..a dT
dT

uO(t) dt

(3.i3)

because

ur(r) = ur(r) v r e[0,r"J (3.34)

ln the following sections the influence of the speed of the ship and the
disturbanccs on the ship's track will be investigated more explicitly on the basis
of the generaliz.ed track description.
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33 Influence of the speed of the ship

33.1 lntroduction

To examine the influence of the speed of thc ship on the ship's track, the

following aspect-s are considered:

- influence of the ship's cruising speed U6, which is the ship's speecl before the

start of a manocuvre,
- influence of the loss of forward speed Au during the execution of a

manoeuvre, due to lhe ship's turning,
- influence of the sway speed v during the execution of a manoeuvrc.

For this analysis a simple predicti<ln model with constant forward speed Uo is

compared in the s* domain to three empirical models in rvhich the aspect under

consideration is incorporated. By following this approach the aspect to be analyzed

may be examined in an undisturbed way.

For the aspects mentioned here, the empirical models are chosen as:

- First-order Nomoto model with gain scheduling rvith respect to U6 for the
analysis of the cruising-speed influence,

- Non-lincar Van Leeuwen modcl for the analysis of the influence of the loss

ol' forward speed,
- Van Leeuwen model for the analysis of the influence of the sway speed.

The corresponding investigation scheme is presented in Figure 3.4.

33.2 Inlluence of the cruising speed

For the analysis of the cruising-speed influence on the ship's track, the transfer
from rudder to rate of turn is examined in Section 3.3.2.1 (open-loop analysis).
Further this analysis will be extended to the closed-loop system (ship supplied
with a course-changing controller) in Section 3.3.2.2.

3.3.2.1 The open-loop configuration

The first-order Nomoto model describes the ship's transfer from rudder angle to
rate of turn for a fixcd cruising speed Us. It is given by:

41
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Predtction Mode/

An adaptive track predictor for ships

Section 3.3.3/3.3.4Sectpn 3.3.2 First-order
Nomoto

First-order
Nomoto Van Leeuwen

REAL SHIP
@enlClosd loq Svay velxity

Fig. 3.4 Infhrcnce of the speed of the ship

,*!-9I + r = **Pu' uodt ' I (3.3s)

which is the time-domain relation for r.

Assuming the parameters r' , K' and the ship's length L to be known but the

cruising speed Ug to be unknown, the prediction model is chosen as:

drXLD
?--rf'U-dt ^P

p

with Uo the predicted velocity.

.U**#u (3.36)



3.3.2.1'I'he open-loop configuration

To carry out lhe analysis for the comparison of the ship's "real" path,

corresponding to (3.35), and the ship's predicted path according to (3.36), these

cquaLions are transformed to the s" domain by substituting:
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ds
uo

=Ldt

U
= *0.

(3.37)

(s.38)

(s.3e)

(3.40)

(3.47)

(3.42)

(i.43)

This

and

=K

ds p

yields

*
T

:

dr*.-+f
ds

*.drxD
f J

ds
p

for the predictor,

with

**r=Kp

*r= dul
*

ds

Lqv
uo dr

.dux ,D
f=

n*r ds

L%
udrp

Because (3.39) and (3.40) are identical relations the following equivalence condition
is satisfied:

****r (s ) = r_(s_)p' p

which is a sufficient condition for track correspondence with respect to the
forward spoed according to (3.16). Note that knowledge of the cruising speed U6
is irrelevant. This implies that knorvieclgc of t' , K' is sufticient to give an cxacf

prediction of the ship's normalizccl track, while knowledge of the ship's length
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can be used to denormalize this prcdicted track to the actual ship positions 4 ,

y, on the basis of (3.12).

3.32.2 The closed-loop contiguration

The same analysis as performed in the previous section can be carried out for the

closed-loop configuration, when the ship is supplied with a course-changing

coutroller according to Figure 3.5

Fig. 3.5 Sltip wilh course-changing controller

The basic course-changing controller is characterized by two gains K, and IQ and

a rudder limit 6**. For the analysis the course-changing manoeuwe is divided into

two parts:

- Stationary part, for which the rudder angle equals the maximum value as given

by the rudder limiter.
- Counter-rudder part at the end of the manoeuwe.

During the stationary part the rudder angle is given by:

5=5
max

and the open-loop analysis of the previous section may be referred to.

For the counter-rudder part 6 is given by:

(j.44)



3.3.2.2 The closed-loop configuration

5 = Kp (\yr - V) - Ka V

with ry, the new course setting.

Because the autopilot gains Ko and K,1 are

as well in (3.35) as in (3.36), which yields:
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known, Eq. (3.a5)

(3.45)

may bt: substituted

*.L.2.. L ' ..*.. * 't tfi^)-V +;-v = KKD(Vr-v)- KKdV
"o"ot

for the "real" ship and

x
v = KKa

'*
vp= KKo

(3.46)

(i.48)

(j.4e)

*r (i.50)

*r (3.57)
p

*'*
K K.u = K K.o'p o

and thus:

**drT-+ x
ds

*.dr.' --P +*
ds

.* ,?r'
p

'**'
Vp = K Kp(V.- Vp) - K KdVp (3.47)

for the prediction.
To transform these equations to the s' domain the last terms of (3.aQ and (3.a7)

are written as:

**KKdV = KKO

Lvo* u'p

*
p

uo

LT

U

*'

Uol
i-%
U
_PLLU p

***r = KKp(Vr-V) - KKa

***rp= KKp(Vr-Vp) - KKa

uo

L

U
__P
L

These relations for the real and the predicted normalized rate of turn are not
identica-l because of the last [erm, and therefore the track-correspondence
condition cannot be satisfied. This problem may, however, be solved if, instdad of
using a fixed derivative gain, I(o is chosen according to:



M

= K Kpe(s )

**
K K e (s )p p'
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(3.s2)

(3.53)

(3.s4)

KKUr (s )

****
K KOrO( s )

(3.ss)

(3.56)

Ko= K; b
s

with U. given by the lorward speed u for the real ship and the predicted speed

Uo for the predictor. This choice for K6 is in accordance with suggestions found

in literature (see, for instance, Van Amerongen, 1982).

Noting that, flor now, the forward speed of the ship is considered to be constant

and equal to the cruising speed Ug, the values for Ko for the real autopilot and

for the predictor are given by:

K. =o

K.dp

**dr
T 

-
x

ds

*
dr

D
x

ds

L
U^

U

L
U

p

Kd

*= K.
d

Aftcr substituting thcse values for K6 in Eqs. (3.50) and (3.51) the final equations

bccome:

**(s )

rO( s )

with

e(s vr - V(s )

*

(i.s7)

( 3.58 )eO(s ) = vr - vp(" )

Examining (3.55) and (3.56), the relations for the description of r* and ro" in the

s' domain have become identical again, so track correspondence is guaranteed.

Therefore from this closed-loop analysis it can be concluded that, whereas forward-

speed information remains irrelevant for the predictor, this information should be

available for correct gain-scheduling of the autopilot gains according to (3.52).

)=
*



3.3.3 Influence of the loss of forward specd

3.3.3 Intluence of the loss of forward speed

In tho previous sections the influencc of a oonstant forward speed U6 on the

ship's track was examined. To analyze the influence of the loss of forwarcl speed,

due to thr: ship's turning, the equations proposed by Van Leeuwen for the

mathematical description of the ship's normaliz-ed yaw and surge motions are

reconsidered (Section 2.3.3):

47

*drT-+
ds

H(r )

*H (r )u'

*K6

. .2xx=Kr

(3.s9)

(3.60)

( 3.67 )

(3.62)

( 3.63 )

(3.64)

*du
T-+u.x

OS

with u' the rclative

Considering the main cause of the non-linearity in the transfer from rudder to

rate of turn to be the loss of forward. speed, a sufficient model for the description

of this effect becomes:

**H(r ) : r

**dr
T 

-
*

ds
+*du

T 
-

u,x
OS

Comparing (3.62)

speed loss and a minimal choico for the polynomials:

H,r{uo) = u

*=K6

**x2H (r ) = K ru' u

with the first-order prediction model of the previous section:

.dr*nxxr-*+r=K6
-xDds

it may be concluded that .* a. u function of s* can be exactly predicted by this

modcl. This implies that the track-correspondence condition is saLisfied, regarclless

of Eq. (3.63) for the description of the loss o[ forward spoed. Therefore, the

simple prediction model of (3.6a) is also sufficient to deal with the non-linearities,

introduced by the loss of forward speed.
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3.3.4 Influence of the sway speed

Van Leeuwen proposed the normalized
normalized rate of turn r*:

An adaptivc track predictor tbr ships

sway speed vx as a function of the

and a minimal choice for the polynomial:

**Hv(r ) = y r (3.66)

Assuming the sway velocity for the predictor to be proportional to the predicted
rate of turn, the prediction relation becomes:

with v- =

*
v

p

v/u

-vr'p p

this relation with respect
yields:

Y-** ;rr = 0Lp

( 3.65 )

(3.67)

to the constant forward speed of the

(3.68)

(3.6e)

( 3. 70 )

nr

Normalizing
predictor Uo

with

In the case of track correspondence with respect to the forward speed (r'(s') =
r-r(s-)), the prediction relation (3.68) for the normalized sway velocity is rendered
equivalent to relation (3.65) in combinarion with (3.66) by choosing:

*voto=u*
'p

Yp:YL

Becausc for this choice of yo the condirion v'(s') = v'n(s') is satisfied, by $.Za)
this implies that overall lrack correspondence is guaranteed.

Summarizing the results of these sections regarding the speed analysis, the
following conclusions may be drawn:



3.3.4 Influencc of the sway speed

- Section 3.3.2.1:

A sufficient prediction model for the open-loop prediction of the ship's track for
different cruising speeds U6 (as described by the Nomoto model) is:

r*= r-* r-= K.56 (i.zi)u. P P Lp

with the prcdictecl speed Uo arbitrary.

- Section 3.3.2.2:

The gain scheduling for the derivative gain K, of the autopilot for correct closed-
loop prediction for different cruising speeds U6 should be:

Ship: Ko = -; il (s.72)

predictor: K- = i(o L_ (3.73)"dp ^'O ,O

with the predicted speecl Uo arbitrary.

- Sectiotr 3.3.3:

The prediction model of (3.71) with constant predicted speed U, is also sufficient
for the prediction of the ship's track with loss of forward speed, due to the ship's
turning (as described by the Van Leeuwen model).

- Section 3.3.4:

A sufficient prediction model for the correct prediction of the sway contribution
[o the ship's track (as described by the Van Leeuwen model) is:

- y r^ (i.74)p 'p p

in coml:ination with (3.71) and y, : y' L .

To sum up: a prediction model for thc correcl prediction of the ship's track has

bcen derived which does not require predictability of the ship's instantaneous
speecl veotor U : (u,v)T during manoeuvring.
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3.4 Disturbances

An adaptivc track pledictor for ships

Having examined the predictability of the ship's path by a first-order Nomoto

modcl on the basis of the generalized track description, in this section thc

influence of the disturbanccs will be analyzed. The disturbances under

consideration are wind and current.

3.4.1 Wind

To carry out tho analysis lor the wind influenoe, this influence is incorporated

into the Van Loeuwen model as suggested by Schelling (\977):

* rir * * * *
r 

= 
+ H(r ) = K 5 + t N

dsw
(s.7s)

( 3.78 )

For prediction purposes the additional displacement of thc ship, duc to the wind

force, is treated as current influence.

In (3.75) the normalized wind momcnt is given by:

N; = N' r l r2 sin (zy) vl,, (s.76)

with y, and V*, thc relative wind angle and speed and N*' specific and

approximately constant for each ship. Denoting the normalized relative wind speed

AS:

(3.77)

an alternative form for the normalized wind moment becomes:

v*=u"wru

* rt
N = N sin(Zv)Y'$r' w 't

From (3.75) it follows that for a corroct precliction of r' as a function of s' -

which guarantccs track corrcsponclcncc - knowlcclge about N*- and therefore by

(3.7tt) knowledgc about V*r' and y,. is required. Because both these quantities

dr:pend on thc ship's instantaneous speed vector U along the ship's path, exact

precliction becomes impossible withorrt information on the ship's forward speed u

.z
wr
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and sway speed v.

However, global information about the wind effect on the ship's yawing behaviour
may be incorporated into the predictor by writing:

*
*dt.***r -+ + r_ = K 5 + N__-sin(2y--) (3.79)

ds^ P wP 'rP'

with N*- based on the maximum rudder angle necessary to compensate for the
wind influence according to:

**
N___ = K 6__ (s.s))wp wmax

and yro thc angle between the absolute wind direction and the ship's predicted
heading:

Yrp Vw - Vp (3.81)

Another possible approach is to compensate lor the wind influence by the coursc-
changing controller according to Eqs. (3.82) and (3.83):

** dr * * ' * *K 
= 

+ H(r) = K 6 + t N__ (3.s2)
dc

where

,-*^*
6 = 6 - j=ll (3.53)

K*w

and N* is provided by an on-line estimation procedure on the basis of the
measured relative wind angle and speed.
ln the case of a first-order polynomial for H(r*), substitution of this choice for 6'
in (3.82) yields for the description of the ship's normalized yaw morion r*:

**dr * *r-t+r=K5f3.s4)
dc

and track corrcspondence is guaranteed for the first-order prediction model
without wind influence:
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( s.85 )

S
C

cos(ryc)doc (3.90)

*.drxo
- I

ds

3.4.2 Current

**r=K5
P

The effect of uniform current may be added to the kinematic relations in the
time domain according to (Section 2.5.2) :

ft Pt rLxr(t) =..J u cos(V)dt -ol " sin(ry)0. *o.l u.cos(iy.)dt (s.s6)

ft rt rrys(t) 
0l 

u sin(V)dt *o.J " cos(ry)0. *ol u.sin(V.)d'r (3.s7)

with U. and y" the current speed and direction. Adding this current influence

to the predictor, tho equations for the predicted track in the time domain
bt:come:

Pt Pt rtxo(t) =o.l up"ot(vr)at -o.| "pti"(vr)dt *o.| u".ot(v")dt (3.8s)

rt rt rtvp(t) =o.l ,pti"(vo)at *o.J tr.ot(vo)dt *ol ,"sin(iv.)dt (s.8s)

Comparing (3.86)-(3.87) with (3.88)-(3.89) it follows that in the time domain the
influence of the current is identical for the real and the predicted path, regardless
of Uo , vo and Vp. This, however, does not imply track correspondence between
the real and the predicted path, as can be seen by transforming the equations to
the s' domain. This yields, for instance, for the x-coordinate:

x
S

*
l- p

fs*rs
I cos(ry)do - | sin(ry)

ol oJ

**
fs*ls
I cos(ry^)do - | sin(ry^)

0J u 6J Y

**
vdo .I

,I
)k ,rvdo +
p

s
C x
cos(ry")do" (3.9J_)
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where

53

UU-c g . *
= 

-dtL",

* rs * rs * * I.s* U.
*, = 

rl 
cos(V)do -o.J sin(V)v do *ol cos(\yc) u:

*Ps**ls***o = 
ol 

costvr)do -oJ sin(yr)vo

UUCC
u=uor p

*
ds

C

**=Uds
C

(j.e2)

*do ( 3.93)

(s.es)

and un : u for (3,90), un : Up for (3.91).

substituting (3.92) in Eqs. (3.90) and (3.91) yields:

.-sUxl'--..*
do + | cos(y.) ;: do (3.94)

oJ - -p

Examining the current-dependent parts of Eqs. (3.93) and (3.94) it may be

concluded that for track correspondence between the real and the predicted path,

regarding the current contribution, the following condition must be satisfied:

**Ur(s ) = u(s )

Therefore information about the ship's forward speed becomes essential for a

correct prediction.
An approximation may be obtained by selecting:

(3.e6)

with Ug the ship's cruising speed before the start of a manoeuwe.

3.5 Simulation results

To illustrate the theoretical conclusions on the basis of the generalized track
description some simulations were carried out. These simulations were performed
with the lnteractive Simulation Package PSI, which was developed at the Control
Laboratory (Van den Bosch, 1981). For this purpose the basic prediction scheme

was compared to the non-linear De Keizer model of the "ROV Zeefakkel", a naval

training vessel fbr which this model had been identified on the basis of full-scale

trials (De Keizer, 1977). The simulations were performed both with and without

uo
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the influence of uniform current.

3.5.1 Results lbr difl'erent rudder limits

An adaptive track predictor for ships

The closed-loop prediction scheme, described in Section 3.3.2.2, was tested for a

large course change of 120 degrees lor 3 different rudder limits at a cruising

speed of 9 knots (4.5 m/s), which was also the value for the constant predicted

spced. The results for the ship's "real" (according to the De Keizer model) and

predicted rate of [urn, forward speed and sway velocity for a rudder limit of 10,20

and 30 degrecs are presented in Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8:

p red icted

reo[ _

vl
tm/secll

rT;--
Fig. 3.6 Rentlts for a rudder limit of 10 degrees



3.5,i Rcsults for diffcrent rudder linrits

predicted

req I

tIilT
Fig. 3.7 Rewlts for a ntdder linrit of 20 degrees

predicied

reo I

UI
tm/secl 

I

vl
tm/secll

o tt;;r - 1oo

Fig. 3,8 Rewlts J'or a rudder linit of 30 degrees

From these results it may already be concluded that the real and predicted tracks
certainly cannot cnrrespond on a time basis because of the deviations between the

55
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fc.al aud predicted rate-of-turn and speed signals, To analyee ths ftaok
correspondence between the real and the predieted paths, in Figures 3.9i 3.10 and
3.L1 the shipt reat aud predieted uormalized rate of turn r' and sway veloci.ty v*

are pre*ented for the different rudder limits as a funetion of s*.

pred icted

req. I

T*
Fig, 3.9 NomralizerJ results for a ndder titnit oJ' N dcgrees

I
,"*l

,"f
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predicted

reot 

-.'t

sx
Fig. 3.10 Normalized results for a rudder limit of 20 degrees

predicted

reo[ 

-

0

,-t

- 0,5
o -;;- 10

Fig.3.1l Nonnalized results for a rudder lintit of 30 degrees

Comparing these real and predicted normalized signals to each other, a reasonable
corrcspondcnce between the real and predicted values may be observed. This leads

t<-r the conclusion of a reasonable track correspondence between the real and the

."t
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predicted path on the

by Figure 3.12, where

rudder limits.

basis of the generalized

the real and predicted

An adaptive track prcdictor for ships

track description. This is conlirmec'l

tracks are presented for the threc

2l+0

predicted

reo[ 

-

Y'1
tmll

0ro,

6mox= 30"

-21+0

\1,i- 4so

different rudder lirnits

- /.50

Fig. 3.12 Real and predicted tracks for the

3.5.2 Results in the presence of unitorm current

To demonstrate the effect of adding the influence of uniform current to a

predicted path with reasonable track correspondence in the absence of

disturbances, the experiment described in the previous section was repeated for

a rudder limit of 20 degrees, both with and without the influence of current. The

current direction and speed were 315 degrees and 3 knots. The results obtained

without and with current influence are presented simultaneously in Figure 3.13,

to enable a direct comparison.

From this figure the conclusion of Section 3.4.2 is confirmed in that, although

there is an exact track correspondence betweeu the real and the predicted path

in thc absence of current, and although the current speed and direction are exactly

known, a dcviation between the real and the predicted path will occur under thc

influence of current, because ol the incorrect prediction of the ship's forward

speed. However, the results also confirm that a reasonable track correspondencu

may still bo obtaincd by choosing for the predicted speed Uo the ship's crlrising

spccd Uo,
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2t+0

vst
tmll

0

predicted

reo[ 

-
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current

no current

-?l+0
- /*50 ^ +

' '=ttnl
Fig. 3.13 Real and predicted tracl<s withottt and with current

3.6 Discussion

In this chapter a generalizecl track description has been derivecl on the basis of
which a correct translation method was proved to be a translation of the pre<licted
track on the basis of a correspondence betrveen the real and the predicted course
(Section 3.2).

Using the generalized track description, in Section 3.3 the predictability of the
ship's track by a first-order Nomoto model with regard to the ship's dynamics
was examined.
The main conclusion, which is confirmed by the simulation results . in Section 3.5,
is thal a sufficient prediction scheme is provided by the linear first-orcler moclel
of Figure 3.14 if the only demand for the predictor is one of track correspon-
dence between the real and the predicted path.

450
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Fig. 3.14 Tlrc baxc predicliort schenrc

wit.h parameters K' , rt ancl y- for the ship's dynamics,

Ko , K6* for the autopilot,

U6 and L for the scheduling of these parameters

For the incorporation of the disturbances like wind and current into the predictor
it was demonstrated that knowledge about the ship's forward speed u becomes

essential for exact prediction. However, an approximation may be obtained by

selecting the preclicted speed equal to the ship's cruising specd U0 (Section 3.4).

'. 
- Y!.



4.2 Optimal measurement interpretation

4 IDENTIFICATION AND ADAPTATION

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 an approach to predicting the ship's track on the basis of a relative-

ly simple mathematical model which is adapted to changing conditions was

discussed. This closed-loop approach requires a method for on-line identification

and adaptation of the model parameters. This chapter will concentrate on the

available theory regarding on-line state and parameter estimation and adaptive

control.
Because of the crucial role which the measurements play in the chosen approach,

in Section 4.2 attention will be focussed on the optimal interpretation of measure-

ments by following a statistical approach. This can be applied to both static and

dynamic measurement problems.

As an extension of this analysis, the Kalman filter will be derived for state estima-

tion by treating dynamic model knowledge as a-priori information for the optimal

measurement-filtering scheme (Section 4.3).

Regarding the estimation of the model parameters, in Section 4.4 the theories of

discrete MRAS and Least Squares identification will be unified by analyzing them

both from the optimal measurement-reconstruction point of view.

For a combined estimation of the model state and parameters, the principle of
Kalman filtering may be extended to the parameter domain. This results in a non-

linear filtering problem, which after linearization yields the relations for the

Extended Kalman filter (Section a.fl.
Further, the analogy between MRAS identification and control will be extended

to the field of Kalman filtering in Section 4.6.

Finally, in Section 4.7 some conclusions will be drawn regarding the applicability

of the theory presented here to the development of the actual track-prediction

system.

4.2 Optimal measurement interpretation

To clarify the basic concept behind Kalman filtering, in this section attention will

be focussed on the optimal estimation of variables on the basis of inexact

observations (measurements). Put formally, this problem can be stated as the

determination of the probability density function of a stochastic process, by using

61
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lhe observations of another, related, stochastic process (Maybeck, 1979).

For the present study a distinction will be macle between thc optimal filtering
(Soction 4.2.1) and reconstruction of variables (Section 4.2.2).

4.2.1 Measurement tiltering

To make the distinction between the filtering of measurements and the reconstruc-

tion, a linear statistical model of the type of Eq. (a.1) is assumed for the descrip-

tion of the inaccurate measurement:

where is the vector quantity to be estimated, 1 e lff
is lhe observation of x through the observation matrix H,
z.eN.,HelT1rxffi
is observation noise, v e NZ
is the noise-corrupted measurement of 6 Z , N'

This model will be referred to as the measurement model. The linear measurement
model can be rewritten to Eq. (4.2), where the variable x is separated into a

directly observable part xd and an indirectly observable part & (see also Figure
4,1):

z

I
Z

Tx.
-1

z+Y

(Ha o) ( 4,

HI+v (4.1)

(4.2))T * v

where Id € fild, 4 € tr(ni and Ho e lP. x ffd, r, > no

Thc problem of determing 4o from Z , which now is definecl as the filtering
problem, will be treated in this section, whereas the problem of determing the
indirectly observable part & from the measurements, which is defined as the
reconstruction problem, will be deferred to in the next section.

The measurement of the directly observable part of x may be written as:

z (4.i)

If inforrnation on xd is available beforc Lhe mcasurement:7 is known (basecl on,
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Process Observation matrix

Irx
r-d
I

t---

a prioriz mea surement i

--d

When some of the statistics of v are known
probability-density lunction, an optimal choice

hservation
norse

z

-> 
a posteriorit x,

-d

(4.4)

in the form of, for instance, a

of the a-posteriori estimation is
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v

Measu'ement
X.
-l

'x" 'H'
Fig. 4.1 Meesurenrcnl ntodel for tlrc ob.servution of x

for instance, previous measurements) the estimation of 5 on the basis of this

information is called thc a-priori estimation of 5. ln thc same way the a-posteriori

esr"imation of 5 is the estimation of 5 , once the measurement 7 is known:

x. +
--d

In accordance with this measurement scheme the optimal filtering problem may be

rcformulated to determine the optimal a-posteriori estimation of 5 on the basis

of the measurementZ and the a-priori information on &.
For a definition of lhe term "optimal" the statistics of the observation noise v have

to be considered:
In the case of unknown statistics of v (which also implies the accuracy ol the

measurement to be unknown), the measurementZ does not provide any reliable

new information about _h, and the optimal a-posteriori estimation obviously reduces

to the a-priori estimation:

Id

possible.

Knowledge of this probability density function of v can be used for the

del.ermination of the probability density function of the a-posteriori estimation, once

the moasurement Z is known. The statistically optimal choice for this a-posteriori
estimation of x., would then be given by the conditional mean:
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t t x^l). j
a1 -

(4.s)

When, for insl.ance, a Caussian modcl lor v is assumecl, knowledge of the mean

valuc ancl covariance of v is sufficient for tho description oI the (iaussian

probability density function. Thc mean and covariance of v are defined as:

ETY} = Y

E t fy - yl(, -lr)T) = R

'-:d

According to the notation of (4.6), E{v} may also bc regarded as the a-priori
csLimation of y, which of course is correct bccause E{y} is by definition the

statistical expectation of v.

ln this casc of a Gaussian density it can be shown that the conditional mean of
(4.5) also maximizes the conditional probability density function of 5, which is

referred [o as the maximum-a-postcriori choice:

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.1J_)

(4.1-2)

(4.ls)

Without loss of generality, in the following it will be assumed that v has zero
mean. Further, the separate components of this noise vector are assumed to be
statistically independent of each other, which reduces the covariance matrix R to
a diagonal matrlx:

Lr = r. { *ll } = maxr pf fu/ll--1r --'1-r - 
Id

M = E ( txo - rd)(rd - rd)r)

P = E i 11 - 
=o,,=o 

- L,t,

E{v}= q

2r. = ol : i=ilJ L

r., = 0 : i+i
1J

with r;1 an element of R ancl o;2 the variancc of v;.

For lhc comparison of thc a-priori and a-posteriori estimations of 5, the
covariance matrices of these estimations are introduced. The a-priori covariance
matrix M and a-posteriori covariance matrix P are defined as:

An alternative form for the problem of determing the optimal a-posteriori estima-
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tion which is equivalent to (4.8) is then given by:

min! trace iP(id) )

x.
--.c1

x.
-ct

P
ml_n

with P,r.,;,., the minimal value clf P
In the absence of measurement noise 0 : g R

measurement model (a.3) the corresponding trivial

(4.74)

(4.ls)

(4.16)

: 0), on the basis of the

solution of (a.1a) becomes:

(4.17)

(4.78)

A u do* dto ( 4 .le )
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with tracc {P} the summation of the diagonal elements of the a-posteriori
covariance matrix P, given by ( .13).

For the solution of (4.14), two extremes of this minimization problem are

considcred:

- In the case of large measurement noise (large variance R) the solution of (4.1a)

becomes trivial (ust as in the case where no information about the reliability
of f, is available):

= i.
-d

=M

x. = H. z =
-{ d-

P=0mln

_1H.'zd-

with Ho-l the inverse or pseudo inverse of the observation matrix H6, depending
on the redundancy of the measurement vector Z . ft e observation matrix H6
is invertible because 4.1 is by definition directly observable from Z .

Now for arbitrary R, the a-posteriori estimation of 5o is written as a linear
interpolation between the 2 extreme solutions of (a.15) and (4.17):

i. +-{
_'t-

A(HU*z - Id)



Id= Id+ Ka(1-no1)
_1K" = AH.*do

Thc extremc solutions of (a.15) and (4.17) are obtainecl by

intorpolation matrix A : 0 or A : I.

Substituting the measurement model of (a.3) for I in (a.20)

between the u-posteiori and a-piori estimation error:

tro - Id) = (I - KdHd)(ra - Id) + K6 I

and together with Eqs. (4.7), (4.12) and (a.13):

P = (r - KdHd)M(r - xotto)r + KdRKI

An adaptive track predictol f'or slrips

(4.20)

(4.21)

choosing for the

yields a relation

(4.22)

(4.2i)

by treating the a-postcriori error as thc summation of two statistically independent

variablcs.
This cxpression for P may be written as:

TTT
P = (r - KdHd)M * tKa(HdMH; + R) - MH;)K; (4.24)

The choice for K6 which minimizes trace {P} is given by:

Kdopt= MHI(HdMnl+R)-1 (4.25)

By (a.2$ the a-posteriori covariance matrix P for this choice of K6 reduces to:

Prir,= (I-KdHd)M = (I-A)M (4.26)

Bccause of the assumed Gaussian density for y the a-posteriori estimation for q
given by (4.20) in combination with (4.25) also maximizes the conditional

probability density function for xo. Furthcr, it equals the conditional mean of this

density function, which is, from a statistical viewpoint, the best estimation available

for !6, once the measurement ! is known.

Resuming, an optimal filtering of the measurementf is provided by:
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Id = Ia* Katl-Ho4o)
T q' -1K, = MH:(H,MH: + R)cl cl' cl d

In this case the a-posteriori and a-priori covariance matrices P and M

by:

(r - KdHd)M

Z+
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(4.27)

(4.28)

are related

(4.29)

The block-diagram for the optimal update of the a-priori estimation to the a-

posteriori estimation on the basis of the measurements is presented in Figure 4.2.

(o,R)

Observation
Meag.renqttProcess

v

x
-d

z

A posteriur lnterpo/ation

x
-d

(xo,P)

A gion

x*d
(I,,M)

Fig. 4.2 Measurenrcnt filtering b), optintal interpolatiott

The notation y (0,R) is introduced to state that v has zero mean and covariance

R.
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42.2 Measurement reconstruction
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As defined in the previous section, by measurement reconstruction the estimation

of not directly observable variables from the measurements is meant. This implies

that the observation matrix H equals zero for these variables, according to (4.30):

- T T.Tz = (H, 0)(x, xr)- + vun-r
(4.30)

where 4 is the inclirectly obscrvable part of x : 0!,'I , E'f)]' .

Assuming a-priori information on A to be available, the overall a-priori estimation

for x becomes:

- .-r -l- rx = (Id' Ii)

and the covariance matrix M :

(4.37)

(4.j2)= E{rl-!l<l-ltrl ,orl
M.. I,,J

Maa

M..
r-d

with the submatrices:

Mao

M..
cl l_

M
1cl

E ((rd - rd)rq - rd)r)

E t(rd - lol(ri lrlrl
s t(Ei - !i)r1 - rd)') = ,],

M:-i = Ei(ri liltlr-lrlrl
Noting that M,o and M66 can be treated as regression coefficients
respect to 46, these variables are related to each other by:

(li-!i) = rioril(lo-la)

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.ss)

(4.36)

for 5 with

(4.i7)

Substituting the bcst estimal.ion for 4 after the measurement, obtained by optimal
measurement filtering, yields for the a-posteriori estimation of the indirectly
observable part:
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x,
-1

where by @.27) :

t

ii * *'o'Jlrlo-lol

fu * Ar;'r1 - uo 1ol
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(4.s8)

(4.3e)

(4.40)

(4.43)

solution of the

(x. - i.) = M..u.1rx. - i.r'-1 -1 ' 1Cl cld '-d tu'

Thus a combinecl updatc scheme for the estimation ol both the clirectly and thc

indirectly observable parts of x on the basis of the measurement 7 is obtainecl:

K(z - Hi) (4.47)x-i+

with

l-lK = 
t 
rror;]] *o (4.42)

ancl Ku givcn by (4.28).
Substituting (a.28) in (4.42) finally yields for rhe overali updare gain K:

K = ttnT(HMHT + R)-1

Concluding, for the linear measurement model, the combined
overall filtering and reconstruction problem becomes:

x = { + K(z-Hi) (4.44)

with K given by (4.43).

This combined filtering scheme in this case can be treatecl as the rosult of linear
interpolation for the directly observable part xd of x and linear regression for the
indirectly observable part I (see Figure 4.3).
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'{
t- -i - -

fueess tX. tX.l
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i.ba%ffit
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-'

Ltli-o:i
.,,

r--r--x ,i I

-l . -d rL-l--

Fig. 4.3 The combined optinrul filtering and reconstntction schenrc

Combining the update of the a-priori estimation on the basis of optimal

interpolation and linear regression results in the equivalent block-diagram of Figure

4.4, where the combined update is called innovation.

4.3 State estimation: theory of Kalman tiltering

In thc previor.rs section it was assumed that besides the measurements some a-

priori knowledge was available on the variables to be estimatecl. For some

applications, especially in the field of control and systems engineering, this a-priori
information is available in the form of a dynamic model. In the discrete case a

common choice for the structure of the dynamic model is a first-order Markov

chain, given by:
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Process

x

11

v (o,R)

Z+
Meag.rernent

4

A posteriorr

I
(4,P)

lrnovation

Fig. 4.4 Equivalent scheme for Figce 4.3

= Ax(k-1) + Bu(k-1) + Dw(k-l-)

is the variable to be estimated (model state),

stands for external signals which influence the state,

but are known (model input),
are unknown external influences of a statistical nature,

incorporated as (white) system noise,

and D are the known model parameters

A prrorr

x

(4.45)

(x,M)

l(k)

where I(k)
c(k)

w(k)

and A,B

at time t = k.T. , with Ts the time unit of the discrete system.

For the estimation of the state of this discrete model, measurements are performed

which may be described in a form identical to the general linear measuremen[

model introduced in Section 4.2:
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ftnl = Z(k) + v(k) = c(k)I(k) + y(k) (4.46)

with y(k) the noise-free and y (k) the noise-corrupted process ourput
(measurement),

y(k) white measurement noise with zero mean and covariance R,

C(k) the (time-dependent) observation matrix.

Once an a-priori estimation of 5(k) is available, the a-posteriori estimation can be

calculated as discussed in the previous section:

I(k) = !<tl + K(l(k) - c(kllttlI (4,47)

with K provided by g. !.

Assuming that the state-estimation scheme is performed in a recursive way, the a-
posteriori estimation at t : (k-1).Ts and the dynamic model of (4.a5) are available
for the a-priori estimation at t : k.T.. Obviously, because by definition the white
system noise w(k-l) is unknown, the best choice for this a-priori estimation would
be:

!rtl = Ax(k-1) Bu(k-1) (4.48)

Finally, for the determination of the update gain K according to optimal
measuremcnt filtering, the covariance matrix M for the a-priori estimal.ion error
is nceded. By combininC (4.48) with (4.a5) this a-priori estimation error is given
by:

(x(k) - itt<ll = A(x(k-L) - l(k-1)) + Dr^r(k-1) (4.4e)

Treating Eq. (a,a9) as the summation of two statistically independent variables, the
propagation equation for the covariance matrix M in time becomes:

M(k)=AP(k-1)AT+DQDT (4.s0)

where Q is thc covariance matrix <lf the white Gaussian system noise and P(k-1)
is thc covariance matrix o[ the previous a-posteriori estimation error.
This results in the following equations for the estimation of the model state x(k)
on the basis of the measure.ents ! (k), which are a combination of dynamic
model knowledge and optimat measurement filtering:
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a priori:

t_)

!rtl
1,1( k)

measurement:

I(K)

g posteriori:

K(k)

l(k)
P (k)

AI(k-1) + Bu(k-1)

AP(k-1)AT + DQDT

C(k)x(k) + y(k)

M(k)crt)rtc(k)M(k)c(k)T + R)-1

!rtl + K(k) (r(k) - c(k)i(k) )

(r - K(k)c(k) )l{(k)

(4.s7)

(4.s2)

(4.5s)

(4.54)
(4.s5)
(4.s6)

This is the Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960; Kalman and Bucy, J.961) for state

esl.imation on the basis of the measured procoss oul,put t
The corresponding block-diagram for this combination of 'a-priori model knowledge

with optimal moasurement filtering is presented in Figure 4.5-

An equivalent form for this filtsr is presented in Figure 4.6, where the naturro of

the Kalman filter, that of being a matching filter between process ancl model, is

emphasized.
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Dzazaea Observatiorl

A/ba&-refiEnt

v

I A pndi

Fig. 4.5 Adding dynantic tnodel knowledge to the meqsurement schenrc

4.4 Farameter estimation: theory of MRAS

The theory of Model Reference Adaptive Systems (MRAS) has a wide range of
applications both in the fleld of adaptive control and that of system identification
(see, for instance, Van Amerongcn, 1982).

Identification schemes, which aro bascd on MRAS theory, can be clivicied into two
caLegories, namely Series-Parallcl MRAS ancl Parallel MRAS, which rei'er to the

way lhe adjustablc rnodel is updated. Depending on the application, both schemes

have their specifio advantages (for instance, better noise-rejecting properties for the
Parallel MRAS scheme (Landau, 1976; Dugard and Landau, 1980), high
convergence speed for the Series-Parallel scheme).

In this section the basic equations of discrete MRAS identification schernes, which
are structurally identical both for Parallel and Series-Parallel MRAS, will be

I

r+
I_
1X
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ttbagrgTrdlt

v

Fig. 4.6 The Kalman filter for state estimation

a\alyzed from the point of view of optimal measurement filtering and
reconstruction, as described in Section 4.2.

Further, on the basis of this approach, it will be demonstrated in a heuristic way
how the advantages of Series-Parallel and Parallel MRAS identification can be
unified into one, combined, identification scheme. ln Section 4.5 this combined
identification scheme will be shown to be a simplified version of the Extended
Kalman filter.

4.4.1 The general equations of the recursive identitication scheme

Both in the case of discrete Series-Parallcl and Parallel MRAS identification, the
unknown parameters of a process arc estimated by minimizing a criterion V, which

75
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is based on the difference between the observed output of the process and the

one-step-ahead predicted outptlt of a model, where model and process have the

same input. For identification purposes the model prediction or a-priori estimation

of the process output y at t : k.T, is commonly written as:

y(k) Qt ru l 6t t-u (4.s7)

with

y'{t) = (y(k-r),y(k-2),...,u(k),u(k-1),...)

QtU-r-) the estimated parameter vector at t = (k-1)'Ts
u(k) the input for both process and model at t: k'T,

y(k) to be defined in the following.

After the measurement t(k) at t : k.T. the prediction error e(k) is defined as:

e(k) = y(k) - itio) (4'58)

This prediction error is used to update the estimation of the parameter vector

according to:

(4.59)

with

F(k-t- I Qtt I Q,t t t I r(k-1 )
(4.60)F(k) F(k-1)

This is a recursive formulation of the solution to the Least Squares problem, which

minimizes the criterion (see, for instance, Mendel, 1973):

v,V(k) = ,f,'"'e-(i)
r-=1

In thc casc of Sorics-Parallel MRAS i tt-rl

y(k-1) = y(k-1)

(4.67)

in !'t'1t; is replaced Uy y it-r;,

(4.62)
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In this case the prediction error, given by (a.58), is commonly rel-erred to as the

equation error.

For Parallel MRAS the prediction is based on the previous rnodel output, by

substituting:

17

y(k-1) = irt-rl (4.63)

(4.6s)

(4.66)

The corresponding prediction error is called thc otttplfi enor.
Br:sidcs this single difference, the equations for Least Squares or Series-Parallel

and Parallel MRAS identification are identicai.

Bccausc, I'rom the MRAS point of view, F(k) is the adaptive gain, with (4.60) the

adaptation to changing parameters rvill decrease. To ensure permanent adaptation
after the initial estimation has converged, there are several possibilities. One of
them is the introduction of a forgetting J'actor ), according to (see, for instance,

Lammers, L983):

F(k-1 I Qrr. I Q'rr.l F(k-1 )
F(k) F(k-1) - (4.64)

with 0<I<1

A choicc of .\ < 1 prevents F(k) from becoming zero, and therefore permanent

adaptation is ensured. For the following analysis, rvithout loss of generality, .\ is

assumcd t0 be one.

4.42 Analysis from the optimal measurement point of view

In order to analyze the performance of both Series-Parallel and Parallel MRAS
identification schemes in the presence of observation noise, the parameter-
estimation problem will be considered as a problem of optimal measurement
filtering. For this purpose the process equations are written as:

_lt- 
^\

v(k)

v(k)

with y(k)

-vr'(k)
ov

<ul

yrtt lg
y(k) + v(k)

the noise-frce process output,
: (y(k-1), y(k-2),..., u(k), u(k-1),...),

lhe constant process parameter vector and

the observation noise, Gaussian (0,R).



Comparing this equation for y (k) to the linear measurement model:

z(k)=H(k)x(k)+v(k)

78

Eqs. (a.65) and (a.66) can be combined to:

itol = yrttrs + v(k)
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(4.67)

(4.68)

(4.7L)
(4.72)

(4.74 )

(4.7s)

(4.76)

with x the variable to be estimated tiom the measurement Z, it follows that (4.67)

can be regarded as a measurement equation for the process parametors I through

the observation vector gl 1t<1 ana observation noise v(k).

For the optimal estimation of the parameters from the measurements an a-priori

estimation of the output y(k) is required, which of course is the modcl prediction:

yfr.l : VT(k)O(k) (4.69)

(4.70)with

This yields for

a priori:

6rtl
M(k)

mcasurement:

v(k)

a posteriori:

Kg(k)

9(k)

F(k )

by substituting

(4.73)

9(k) = 9(k-1)

the optimal estimation of the process parameters:

9(k-1)
F(k-1)

ytttlg v( k)

= F(k-L)y(k) (y(k)rr(t-r)V(k) + 1)-1

= 9(k-1) + Kg(k) (y(k) - \y'(k)S(k-L) )

= (r - Kg gTtt))F(k-l)

P(k) = F(k) and setting R : 1 in the basic cquations for optimal
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equivalcnt to the general cquations (4 -57)-(4.(t0) ol' thc

scheme described in the previous secLion by substituting in

19

mcasuremcnt [iltcring.
Thcsc cquations arc

recursive identification
(a.7\-@.16):

v(k) = i,u) (4.77)

This implies that these general equations can be regarded as the result of applying
optimal mcasurement filtering to the parameter estimation problem, where lbr thc
observation vector y(k) an estimate according to (4.77) is substituted (See Figure
4.7).

v (0,1)

Fig. 4.7 Measurement scheme for MRAS identiftcation

The eff'ect of the substitution ol @.11) for the different choices of the estimated
observation vector in the case of Series-Parallel and Parallel MRAS in the
presence of observation noise will be discussed in the next section.

t

0
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4.4.3 Perfbrmance in the presence of observation noise

To analyze the noise-reje.cting performance of both the Series-Parallel and Parallel

MRAS identification schemes, which are both characterized by a different choice

for the estimation of the observation vector -V(k), the simple case is considered for

which this observation vector is given by (u : 0):

\y(k) = y(k-1) (4.78)

This simple first-order case will be sufficient for the qualitative noise analysis to

come.

The estimation of the observation vector then becomes:

(4.7e)

with

y(k-1) = y(k-1)

for the Serios-Parallel iclentifier and

V(k) = \y(k)

y(k-1) : y<t-r) (4.81)

for the Parallel MRAS identifier.

Combining these different estimations for the observation vector with the parameter

estimation scheme of Figure 4.7, yields the equivalent filtering scheme of Figure

4.8. In this figure Iqp : 1 for the Series-Parallel identifier and Ilo : 0 for the

Parallei identificr.
From Figure 4.8 it follows that for the Series-Parallel identifier (Ilo : 1) in the

absence of observation noise thc estimated observation vector becomes:

(4.80)

(4.82)

which for the Parallel identifier will only be the case after convergence of the

estimator. Thercfore, for small observation noise v, the Series-Parallel scheme is

to be preferred above the Parallel scheme, for which both the estimation of the

parameters and the observation vector have to converge.

However, in the presence of considerable observation noise, for the Series-Parallel

scheme an unacceptable biasing of the estimated parameter vector may occur,

which can be explained by examining part of Figure 4.8 (see Figure 4.9).
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lvbasrendrt

v

Fig. 4.8 Equivalent filteing scheme for lulRAS identificatiott

For this situation in the a-priori estimation of the process output y a cross term
caused by v(k-l) will occur, which will have a non-zero mean value. This again will
cause the parameter estimation to be biased after convergence.
For the Parallel identifier Figure 4.8 reduces to Figure 4.10 Gqp 0) and
therefore the cross term will not exist.
As a result of this structural analysis it may be concluded that the Parallel MRAS
identifier has better noise-rejecting properties but has a slower convergence when
compared to the Series-Parallel identifier. This is confirmed by thc simulation
results presented in Chapter 6.

In the next section it will be shown, in a heuristic way, how to combine these
specific advantages for both methods into one identification schems.

81

Process | &svatrqt

l, observation vector €
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lvb€grdrnent

Parafi,etq edate I

Fig. 4.9 Biasing problent for the Seies-Parallel idenffier

4.4.4 L combined approach

To c<lmbine the advantages of Series-Parallel (faster convergence) and Parallel

MRAS (bettt:r noise rejection), the filtering scheme of Figure 4.8 is reconsidered.

Without loss of generality, the relations for the estimation of the observation vector

g(k) are given for the first-order case:

Qtrtr

yttl

y(k)

tirt-r),u(k) )

^7Fy'(k)9(k)

= itrl + Krr(l(k) - irtt I

(4.83)

(4.84)

(4.8s)

-----l
I

I

I

+-l
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ka%ffit

Pararnets ry&te

v

tl
tl
tl
l--- ---r -

Fig. 4.10 Equivaleril scheme for the Parallel identifier

wherc Ilo : 1 for Series-Parallel (i (k) : y 1t<1;a"a Iqp : 0 for Parallel MRAS
(y (f) : !,(k)). Examining these choices for \p, Eq. (a.85) can be regarded as

an eKreme form of updating the estimated observation vector, given by (4.83). For
a more sophisticated choice for the update gain \ , a separate filtering scheme
for the optimal estimation of the observation vector y(k) can be set up according
to Figure 4.11.

Applying optimal measurement filtering again, an optimal choice for K, is provided
by (a.a3) if the a-priori covariance M, of y is available. In this case \ is given
by:

K (k)
v My(k) + R

with R the variance of the measurement noise.

(4.86)
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v 

Measu-ement 
+ 

+ 
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y 
! _____________ _ 

'Observation vector· 

Fig. 4.11 Separate filten·ng scheme for the obseTVation vector ~(k) 

The a-posteriori covanance of y then reduces to: 

or 

p (k) 
y 

p ( k) 
y 

(1 - K (k))M (k) y y 

M (k) 

M (k) + R . R 
y 

(4.87) 

(4.88) 

To determine the a-priori covariance, the prediction step of the estimator is 
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examined:
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i<tl = vr(k)g(k) (4.as)

which may be approximated by:

irr.t = yr(tl9 + i'tut (O(k) - g) + srrkt rQrrl - ry(k) ) (4.s0)

or

titi.t - y(k)) = i'rrltEtr<l - 9) + prtr.lr!tr.t - y(r<)) (4.sr)

Treating (4.91) as the summation of 2 statistically independent variables, and thus
neglecting all cross terms, the a-priori covariance matrix becomes:

M..(k) = 0,r(k)F(k-1)0,(k) + 9r(k)I,1.,,(k)g(k) (4.s2)
t-v-

By writing the model prediction as:

irtl = (;(k-1),u) r5rrr.l,OStllr (4.s3)

and noting that the uncertainty in the model input u is zero, (4.92) is equivalent
to:

My(k) = y'(k)F(k-1)v(k) * 6r(k)py(k-1)5rfrl (4.s4)

The resulting equation (4.94) for Nt(k) consists of two components due to the a-
priori parameter and state uncertainty, wirh F(k) given by @.76) and Pr(k) bl
(4.87).

By giving F(k) and Pr(k) high starting values, thus stating high initial uncertainty
on both the estimated parameters and state, from (4.86) and (4.94) it follows that
K,(0) = 1, and therefore the combined algorithm starts up as a Series-Parallel
identifier (prediction based entirely on measurements). Further, because of the
decreasing uncertainty both Pr(k) and F(k) will decrease and become zero for
large k, which will cause the nature of the c<lmbined algorithm to change from a

Series-Parallel identifier to a Parallel identifier (prediction based entirely on the
model). Thus a reasonable estimation of both the state and the parameters will be
obtained after convergence, also in the presence of considerable observation noise,
because of the noise rejecting properties of the Parallel MRAS identifier. This
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combincd identification scheme may be acljusted to the level of the observation

noise by choosing an appropriate value for R in (4.86), which stands for the

variance o[ thc observation noise. The filtering scheme for this combined Series-

Parallel / Parallel MRAS identifier is presented in Figure 4.12.

Fig. 4. 12 Tlrc contbitred filtering sclrcme

After this rather heuristic derivation of a combined state and parameter estimation

scheme from the discrete MRAS identifier, a more formal and general presentation

of the theory of combined state and parameter estimation will be carried out in
the neK section on the basis of the theory of Extended Kalman filtering.

h'ocess | &savatia

I Observatarl vector e



4.5.t Theory of Fxtended Kalnran filtering

4.5 Combined state and parameter estimation

In the previotls sections attention has been focussecl on the separate cstimation of
the model state, for which optimal measurement filtering was applied to the statc
space (Section 4.3), and the estimation of the model parameters, for which
measurement filtering was applied to the parameter space (Section 4.4). However,
it has also been demonstrated in a heuristic way that an improvement of the
parameter estimation could be achieved by combining parameter-space information
with state-space information, thus yielding a combined state and parameter
estimator. The more formal and general derivation of the combined state- and
parameter-estimation scheme, which can be formulated as a non-linear filtering
problem, will be treated in this section.

4.5.1 Theory of Extended Kalman tiltering

As has besn demonstrated in Section 4.3, the Kalman filter may be derived by
adding a-priori information in the form o[ dynamic model knowledge to thc
optimal measurement-filtering schcme, where for ordinary Kalman filtering the
model is supposed to be linear.
In the case of a non-linear model, the model can be linearized by using a Taylor-
series expansion, after which ordinary Kalman filtering may be applied again. To
carry out this linearization the general form of the state-space equations is
supposed to be:

x(k) = !(x(k-1),k-1) + B(k-1)u(k-1) + G(k-1)w(k-1) (4.ss)

"ttt =!(l(k),k) + y(k) (4.s6)

with Q and h the non-linear vector lunctions describing the systcm dynamics and
the observations. Further, it is assumed that a discrete state trajectory x(k) can be
generatecl. The state-space equations may then be written as:

t!{1tk-1),k-1) - 9f l(k-1),k-1) l +
(4.e7)

9(i(k-1),k-l-) + B(k-1)u(k-1) + c(k-1)w(k-1)

!tr.l = tltl{k),k) - !(t(k),k)l + !(r(k),k) + v(k) (4.s8)

For a small deviation from the lrajectory a Taylor-series expansion yiclds:

87
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!t1tt-1),k-1) - !tltk-1),k-1) = (4.ee)
o(i(k-1),k-1) [x(k-11 - irk-1) ]

!(x(k),k) - !(I(k),k) : H(ittl,k)[x(k) - irtl] (4.100)

with O and H the matrices of partial dcrivativcs of O and h with respect to x for

I:I

By substituting $.99)-@.100) in (4.97)-(4.98), the non-linear system is approximated
by the linear system:

x(k) = 0(t(k-1),k-1)x(k-1) - 0(I(k-1),k-1)i(k-1) +
(4.707)

+ O(!(k-1),k-1) + B(k-1)u(k-1) + c(k-1)w(k-1)

z(k) = H(x(k),k)x(k) - H(x(k),k)x(k) + h(x(k),k) + (4.102)
* ,rf Ul

to which the oquations of ordinary Kalman filtering can be applicd for the

estimation of 1(k) from the measurement. I 1t ;.
For lhe generation of the discrete state trajectory there are several possibilities,

one of them being:

ittl = g(!tt-r),k-1) + B(k-1)u(k-1) (4.10s)
A

x(0) = x(0) (4.744)

where the trajectory is completely determined by the initial estimate of the system

state. This estimator is called the linearized Kalman filter.
To adapt the a-priori determined state trajectory to the observations along the

trajectory another possibility for the generation of this trajectory could be:

irtl = g(!tt-r),k-1) + B(k-1)u(k-t-) (4.705)

Because of this adaptation of the trajectory to the observations, large initial
estimation errors will not be allowed to propagate in time, The choice of (a.105)

for the state trajectory in combination with the Kalman-filtering equations applied
to (4.101)-(4.102) is called the Extended Kalman filter (Heemink, 1986).
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4.5.2 Application to combined state and parameter estimation

A specific example of a non-linear filtering problem is the estimation of the state

and the parameters of a dynamic model (Eykhoff, 1974). To apply the theory of
Extended Kalman filtering to the state- and parameter-estimation problem, the

state-space equations introduced in Section 4.4 are written as:

y(k)=yr(k)9(k-1)**r(k-1)

itul=y(k)+v(k)

(4.106)

(4.707)

with 9(k) the time-varying process parameters,

-v.l (k) the observation vector,

wr(k) and v(k) the system and observation noise with zero mean and
varlance Q, and R.

For the combined estimation of v(k) and 9(k) on the basis of ! 1t ;, ttr" system

sr.are is exrended with 9(k):

g(k) = 9(k-1) + wg(k-l) (4.708)

The white system-noise component wg is added to state permanent uncertainty
about the process parameters, thereby achieving permanent adaptation to the time-
varying parameters.

To obtain a linear model, the deterministic part of (a.106) is written as:

y(k) = i'rrl6tr-1 + (!,r(r.) - 0',rll9rr-rl r (q.10s)
:.

+ y'(k)(9(k-1) - 9(k-1)) +

+ (vr(t) - 0',k) ) (s(k-1) - 0tt-rl l

Neglecting the last term, a linear approximation is obtained:

^Ty(k) i \y'(k)9(k-1) + (y'(k) - y- (k) )9(k-1) * ,o.7to)
- ;'(k) (9(k-1) - otr.-rt r

Together with (a.107) and (a.108) the combined linear state-space equations
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become:

plll 
[u*: 

,, Q',,,][,:3,] 
lt'<u';srn-']. [tll ll]

,rnr = (1 e', 
I 
Ulll + v(k)

(4.777)

and, for simplicity but without loss of generality, g'(t ) : (y(k-t) , u(k))

For the Extended Kalman filter the a-priori estimations are generated by:

f r,n,l - [i'ln,6,u-',1 (4.712)

I 
s,-,J t Qrt-, , 

J

with a-priori covariance matrix M(k):

r.,r(k) = ['r, *r'l

L'* 
"t1n

I u' i' I ['** '*'l [u 'l - [0, ol=[; i J-L';; ';;J-,[a ,],-L;"eJ (4 11s)

- [ u, a' I [',, ',,1 [u, .] - [0, ol
= [o' , ]-1,; ';;J_,Li ;J_. l;', 

-uJ (4 114,

by substituting gf(f.) : (y(k-1) , u(k)) and tf : (9y , 9u).

Calculation of the Kalman update gains by (4.54) yields:
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A (k)
v

I= (M (k) + R)' vv'

(M (k) + R)
vv

(4.17s)

and reconstruction,

(4.7L6)

(4.777)

(4.71e)

parameter

wr'(k), to
relation is

K (k)
v

Ks(k)
M (k)lvvt
*nrtu']

According to lhe principles of optimal msasurement filtering

discussccl in Section 4.2, this may be written as:

f*rrurl = I 1 I

l-1,-,1 
= 

[r*rtirurrrr.rJ ^y(k)

with the optimal interpolation coefficient \(k) for the directly observable

output y given by:

Mvv(k)

Thc

(^
lv

L,

with

a-posloriori cstimation thcn bccomcs:

covariance matrix P(k):

l-..l r " I= lrttl;* I 1 lvu\.,l= 
p[;-] 

- 
['*ttirurrrtrJ^r(k) 

(v(k) - v(k) ) (4 '77s)
(k)
(k)

P k [:; ;::]_ 
[ 
:t.x;lx; ,li;iii;,]_

The corresponding filtering schcme for this combined state and

ostimator is presented in Figure 4.13.

In this figure the white system-noise component wr(k) is written as

show lhe structura] correspoudence between process and filter. The

given by: wr'(k) : wr(k)/9r(k)
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wtl
,Yt
J.,

Obsqvatiort

,H'I

I

It

Fig. 4.13 The Extended Kalman filter for state and parameter estimation

4.5.3 Relation with other methods

To demonstrate the relationship of Extended Kalman filtering for combined state
and parameter estimation with the methods presented in Section 4.4, the equations
for the update gains of the model state and parameters are considered in the
absence of system noise:

[ *rr'n']

l. 
**'u'1[:;lll] (Myy(k) + R) (4.120)

ll
tl

Lb&tel1>{Wl (hdate

I hts@lation
-t---rl

Y rl
;l

with M, and Mq components of the a-priori covariance matrix:
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M(k)

M(k) is relatcd to t

measurement:
matrix P(k-1) of the previous

P(k-1) =

by rclation (4.114).

Neglecting lhc cross terms Prg and Pq in P(k-1) it is assumed that correlation

betwcen the a-priori estimates of y and I at interval k is mainly due to the model

rclation (4.174) for the propagation of the covariance matrices in time. Applying
(4.114) for this specia.l choice of P(k-i), M(k) becomes:

93

['r, 'rnl
I '* 'nnlL Ji.

hc a-posteriori covariance

I tr, trnl

L '* 
"'Ju_,

Plyy(k) = Srrt<lPyy(k-1)gtk) + v'(t)P99(k-1)v(kl (4.727)

Msy(k) = M;s(k) = Pss(k-l)v(k) (4.722)

I'{gg(k) = P9g(k-1) (4.72s)

The non-zero terms of the a-posteriori covariance matrix P at interval k are given

by:

rrr(k) = (1 - Ky(k)) Myy(k) (4.724)

pss(k) = (r - Ks(r.lQ,Tlmnnttl = (r - Ks(k)Q,Tlennrt-rl (4.12s)

Combining this with the relations for Kr(k), Kg(k) results in the filtcring scheme:

a priori:

gy(k)pyy(k-l-1strr<l * y'(k)pss(k-1)v(k)

M;s(k) = Pss(k-r)!,(k)

Pgg(k-1)

*rr(u)

Mgy(k)

Mss( k )

(4.126)

(4.L27)

(4.128)
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update gAils:

Ky(k)

Ks(k)

a posLsriori:

M (k)
vv'

M (k)+ R
vy'

Mes(k)c(k)
M (k) + Rvv'

Pyy(k) = (1 - Ky(k) )Myy(k)

Pes(k) = (r - K9(klQrtr.y lurrtk)

An adaptivc track prcdictor for ships

(4.729)

(4.1i0)

(4.737)

(4.132)

(4.734)

(4.73s)

(4.736)

These equations are equivalent to the basic combined filtering scheme, derived in
Section (4.4.4) by substituting:

*rr(U) = My(k) , ryy(k) = Py(k) ; Prr(k): r(k) (4.1-3j)

The simplification of the a-posteriori covariance matrix P(k) of the Extended
Kalman filter may be continued by also assuming, in addition to Prg : 0, that

Pyy : 0 . Thus it is stated that the uncertainty about the model state after the

measurement has become zero.
Combining this with the choice for \(k) = IQp, where (n : 0 or \p : 1, the
filtering relations further reduce to:

g priori:

Myy(k) = V'(k)Pgg(k-1)V(k)

r"rgy ( k ) M;s(k) = Pss(k-1)v(k)

Pgs(k-1 )Mgs(k)
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update gains:

Ky(k)

Ks(k)

a posteriori:

9.5

_n
-Usp

I,Inn(k)V(k)

or (4.137)

(4.138)M(k)+R
vv

( 4 .1i9 )

For I!, : 1 and writing Pgg(k) as F(k) this filtering scheme yields the relations

for the Mininutnt Variance (MV) or Markov parameter estimator (Soderstrom and

Stoica, 1989).

As a final simplification it is assumed that no knowledge on the observation-noise

variance is available. Substituting R : 1 in (a.137) leads to the Series-Parallel

MRAS or Least-squares filtering scheme for \, : 1 and to the Parallel MRAS

parameter-estimation scheme for Kr, : 0, as discussed in Section 4.4.1.

Rcgarcling the adaptation of these filtering schemes it rnay be concluded that by

the introduction of system noise on the parameters, according to Eq. (4.108),

adaptation to time-varying parameters is inherently achieved. Therefore no

aclditional measures, such as thc introduction of a forgetting factor, are required

to obtain adaptation. The system noise manifests itself as an additive component

to the parameter covariance matrix F(k), instead of the multiplicative nature of the

forgetting factor as described in Section 4.4.1.

Finally, to conclude this structural comparison of the different methods for state

and parameter estimation an overview is constructed, which summarizes the basic

correspondence between the different methods.



Extended Kalman Filterine

Section 4.5.2:
statel:(y,-gf)r;
K,, Ks by (4.115)

Combined filterine scheme

Section 4.4.4:r:0,-s)';
5 , Ks by (a.129),(a.130)

Minimum variance or
Markov identifier

Section 4.5.3:

I:9;
Ks by (4.138)

Series-parallel MRAS or
Least-squares estimator

(Equation-error identifier)

Section 4.4.1:
R :1;
I :9;
Ks by (a.138) ;

Parallel MRAS estimator

(OutpuGerror identifi er)

Section 4.4.1:
R:1;
I :9;
Kg by (a.138) ;
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neglecting of cross terms PrO

neglectirtg of state wtcerlainty Po
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S=o\:1

No krtowledge of noise vaiance R
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4.6 Adaptive control

In the previous sections attention has been focussed on the identification o[ a

proccss on thc basis of noise-corrupted measurements. The resulting estimatcd

paramcters and filtered process state may be combined with a controllcr, clesigned

for [he clctcrministic cilsc, as will be described in Soction 4.6.1.

An alternative scheme for the control of a noise-corrupted process is based on the

analogy between identification and control, as this exists for MRAS theory. This

underlying analogy between identification and model-reference control will be

applied to the field of Kalman filtering in Section 4.6.2.

4.6.1 Indirect adaptive control

For the control of a noise-corrupted process, the schemes for statc and parameter

estimation as discussed in the previous sections may, in principle, be combined

with a controller designed for the deterministic caso according to:

=v^ I
-C

(4.140)

(4.141)

(4.742)

with 9. the controller parameters, which are determined on the basis of the

estimated process parameters by, for instance, a pole-placement algorithm P, and

u the process input based on the feedback of the estimated process output in

combination with the controller parameters. In (a.12CI) the estimated process output

is combined with the controller setpoint up according to:

A: = tittl,irn-r),...,u*(k),u*(k-l),...)

Because in the case of changing process parameters, I will be adapted on the

basis of the parameter-estimation algorithm, after which thc controller parameters

9" will be adapted according to (4.141), the control scheme (4.140)-(4.141) is of

an indirect adaptive nature.
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4.6.2 Model-rel'erence control

An adaptive track predictor for ships

To obtain a scheme of direct adaptive control, the process and model relations for
the Extended-Kalman-filter state and parameter estimator are reexamined:

Process:

v(k)

v(k)

Modcl:

vTttlg(k-1)
y(k) + v(k)

(4.74j)

( 4 .744 )

(4.145)

(4.746)

irrl - vrrttGrt-rl

The a-priori estimation of the process state may be written as:

y(k) = y'(k)9R + y'(k) (9(k-r-) - 9n)

or

Au(k) = -vr(k)Aa(k-1)

For this choice the relations for process and model modify to:

yttl =it(k)en* Q'(k)aA(k-1) (4.747)

with 9o an a-priori chosen value of the parameter vector and A9 (k-1) the

difference between this a-priori choice and the estimated process parameters. For
the direct adaptive control it is assumed that an additional input signal Au(k) is

available:

y(k) = vT(k)9 + Au(k) (4.1-4s)

y(k) = y'(k)Sn + ry'(k)Ag(k-1) + Au(k) (4.749)

Because the additional input signal Au(k) is common to process and model, the

equations for the Extended Kalman filter remain unaffected.
A suitable choice for this input signal is provided by:

(4.1_s0)
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vr(t lg(k-1 )

Qttuls*

QT r r.l n0r t-, l
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(4.1s7)

(4.152)

process ancl model

(4.752), which has

y(k)

irtl
Because the Kalman filter minimizes thc differencc between

output, it implies that the process is controlled according to

become a reference model.

Of course, the dircct-adaptive control scheme (4.151)-(4.152) in combination with

thc Kalman-filtering relations for \ and Kg can be regarded as an extonsion of

discreto Model-Reference Aclaptive Control (MRAC) on the basis of either a

Series-Parallcl model or a completely Parallel model, to a combined reference

modcl (comparable to the "modcl update method", Van Amerongen, 1980).

The analogy between identification and control with a Kalman filter is

demonstrated in Figure 4,14.a,b for a first-order system.

For this first-order system the different variables are given by:

(ao , bo)T, 9n : (un , brJT,

0(k-t) , u(k-1)),
(K, , Ku)T'

4.7 Discussion

The theory presented in this chapter on the basis of optimal measurement filtering
(Section 4,2) has provided insight into some fundamental techniques for on-line

state (Section 4.3) and parameter (Sections 4.4 and 4.5) estimation of a noise-

corrupted process by using a Kalman filter.
Further, a modifiecl Kalman-filtering scheme for direct adaptive control of a

process has been considered (Section 4.6) on the basis of the analogy between

MRAS identification and control.
Possible applications of this theory to the problems related to track-prediction

removing of the high-frequcncy wave motions from the measured heading or

ratc-of-turn signal, which is a mcasurement-filtering problem,

filtering of the position fixcs and estimation of the current influence from these

measurcmenLs, which is a measurement-filtering and reconstruction problem,

csLimation and adaptation of the prediction model parameters,

which is an identification problem,

design of the course-changing controller on the basis of the model-reference

I
sf,
K9
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State update

v

v

, FiS. 4.14.a Using the Kalntan ftlter for identification

techniques described in this chapter.

The applicability of the theory will be treated in thc next chapter.
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update State uqdate eParameter

Fig. 4.14.b Usittg t)rc Kalmqn ftker for control
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5 APPLICATION OF THE THEORY TO TRACK
PREDICTION

5.1 Introduction

The prediction model, derived in chapter 3, has a limited number of parameters
which have to be adapted to the ship's changing dynamics. For this purpose a

method for on-line identification and adaptation is required.
Besides the parameters of the prediction model, the influence of the disturbances
also has to be estimated from the measurements in order to achieve adaptation
to changing conditions. In terms of Chapter 4 this is a reconstruction problem.
Further, the signals which are considered to be part of the ship's state are to be
estimaled liom the noisy measurements. These states construct thc initial state of
the prediction moclel on the basis of which the prediction is calculated. The
estimation of this initial state may be formulated as a filtering problem.

ln order to apply techniques of optimal measurement filtering to solving these
problems, in Section 5.2 the parameters and relevant variables for the track-
prediction system will be defined in relation to the available measurements. This
allows a separate treatment of the filtering problem of the yaw motions in Section
5.3 and the ship's position in Section 5.4, resulting in a yaw filter and a position
filter.

In Section 5.5 possible levels of integration of the yaw filter with the course-
changing controller will be discussed on the basis of model-reference techniques
in combination with Kalman filtering as described in the previous chapter.
The combination of the yaw and the position filter with the actual track predictor
will be treated in Section 5.6. Further, direct adaptation of the predictecl track
during the execution of a manoeuvre will be discussed in this section. This will
provide the track predictor with the closed-loop element, as described in Chap-
ter 1.

The chapter will be concluded with a

points of application of the theory
summarized.

review (Section 5.7), in which the main
of Chapter 4 to track prediction are
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5.2 Definiti<ln of the measurement structure

Frtr track prediction, the ship's motions havc to be considerecl in respect to a

space-fixeci coorc.linate system. Thcse moti<)ns are relatecl to the motious with

respect to a ship-fixed coordinate system by the kinematic relations cioscribcd in

Soction 2.4.

The ship-fixed motions of interest (clisplacement and rotation) for this purposc arc

those in the horizontal x,y planc (Section 2.2.1):

displacement along the x-axis (surge motion),

displacement along the y-axis (sway motion),

rotation around the z--axis (yaw motion).

The most important disturbances ancl thcir effects wcrc consiclered to be (Scction

2.5):

utffent: additional displacemcnt and yaw motion,

wittcl'. additional yaw motion of tho ship and clisplaccment,

wot,es: additional yaw motion of a stochastic nature and a negligible

displacement,

For the on-line reconstruction of these disturbing influences, a distincLion is made

only between additional yawing ("wind influence") and displacement ("current

influence") of the ship. Further, the high-frequency yaw motions ("wave influence")

of the ship are regarded as undesirable, and have to be filtered (Van Amerongen,

1982; Van der Klugt, 1987).

For the observation of the motions of interest, the following signals are considered

to bc available:

- the ship's heading ry and rate of
differentiation or from a rate gyro),

- the ship's forward speed u (provided
- the ship's position 4 (provided by a

turn r (provided by the compass after

by the log),
positioning system).

Together with the measured rudder angle 6, which is the input signal for the ship,

thc diagram of Figure 5.1 for the disturbances, the ship's motions and the

monitoring of these motions on the basis of the measurements can be construc-

ted.

The wave influence is classified as system noise, causing high-fiequency components
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in the measured rate-of-turn and heading signal.

Envrronment
WAVES
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CURRENT

---rltu x
-a

Fig. 5.1 Measurement diagrant for the ship's motiorts

In Figure 5.1 v, is the measurement noise on the measured forward speed and

y* is the measurement noise on the position fixes.

The measurement diagram can be separated into two substructures, according to

the yaw motions (resulting in the ship's heading) and kinematics (resulting in the

ship's position).
This separation has the following advantages for the filter design and

implementation:

- The non-linearity, introduced by the terms sinry and cosry in the kinematic
relations to relate the ship-fixed quantities to the space-fi"xed quantities, has

been eliminated because these terms have become an input signal for this
substructure. The same applies to the role which the forward speed u plays for
the gain scheduling of the yaw-model parameters.

- Decrease of computaLional complexity, which will be considered in Section 5.4.
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This yields the separatc mcasurement diagram of Figure 5.2.a for the filtering of
the ship's rate-of-turn and heading signal and estimation of the wind influence, and

the measurement diagram of Figurc 5.2.b for the filtering of the measured forward

specd and position ancl reconstruction of the sway velocity ancl curren[ influence.

WAVES

Fig. 5.2.a Yaw tnotiorts

u

Fig. 5.2.b Kinenrutics

The application of optimal measurement filtering theory to these two separate

filtering and reconstruction problems will be described in the following sections.

53 The yaw tilter

According to the concepts of discrete optimal filtering and reconstruction discussed

in Chapter 4, two types of information on the quantity to be filtered should be

available, namely a-priori ir{onnatiotr and nteasurenrcnt infontrutiott. For tire
optimal filtering of the rate-of-turn signal (thc filtcr for this purpose will be

roferrccl to as the yaw filter) the two types of information become:

a-prioi irtfomtatiorr:
provided by a dynamic model of the ship's yaw motions,

nrcusuretnent infonnation :

r05

x
-ar'9

CL.RRENT
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provided according to the measurement diagram of Figure 5.2.a

Focussing attention on the filtering problem for the moment, and therefore
disregarding the estimation of the wind influence which is a reconstruction
problem, the combination of model knowledge and measurement information yields
the filter structure of Figure 5.3 for the filtering of the wavo motions:

Process Waves

A,leasureipnt

Fig. 5.3 Stnrcture of the yaw filter

For the filter design the wave influence is treated as measurement noise, which has

to be filtered from the measured rate-of-turn signal.

To determinc the filter gain K, for thc update of the rate-of-turn cstimation on
the basis of optimal filtering theory, the structure of the yaw modcl has to be

considered in more detail.
The continuous-timo Dt: Keizer modol f<lr the description of thc yaw motions is

givcn by:

r =K (s.1)

with u the forward speed and L the length of the ship and 5 the rudder angle.

To obtain a discrete relation, there are several possibilities:

T -r t
u

*g
LO

'-a-

I

-../e^- lA postertot'/ L,oAG
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- z-transformat.ion
- numerical integration, for instance Euler, Tustin, Runge Kutta 2 etc.

Assuming the sampling frequency to be sufficiently high, the second approach may

bc followed by using a first-order Euler approximation for the calculation of r:

r(k) r(k-1)

107

with T, the sampling interval.

Combining this with (5.1) yields the discrete relation:

r(k) = ..t(k-1) + bs6(k-1) (s.i)

with the discrete parameters related to the continuous-time parameters by:

T" r(k-1)

1mr*ud - t lT .-
S S' L

**rt)b"= K/t r"(;)-

The discrete equations for the process become:

DTOCCSS:

r (k) = "rt 
(k-1 ) + bs5(k-1 ) * *, (k-1 )

ittl=r(k)+v(k)

(s.2)

(s.4)

(s.s)

(s.6)

(5.7)

where wr(k) is white system noise, introduced to represent model uncertainty, and
v(k) represents the wave influence which, for now, is assumed to be white
measurement noise.

A suitable form for the a-priori estimation of the rate-of-turn signal may then be

obtained by combining (5.6) with the a-posteriori estimation at t : (k-1).T. :

a priori:

;(k)="rr(k-1)+bs5(k-1) (s.8)

Applying the Kalman-filtering theory for stale estimation, presented in Section 4.3,

and using Eqs. (5.6)-(5.8) yields for the covariance mr(k) of the a-priori estimation
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err0r:

mr(k)

with covariance:

pr(k)

mr(k) r 
"',

with or2 the variance of the wave influence.

This yields for the a-posteriori estimation:

a posteriori:

irtr

= "? pr(k-1)

i(k) * Kr(k)(r(k) - ittll

(1 - Kr1t11 mr(k)

An adaptive track prcdictor for ships

(s.e)

(s.10)

(5.11)

(s.72)

2+o
w

with p.(k-1) the covariance of the a-posteriori estimation error at 1 : (k-1).T'
and o*2 the variance of the system noise.

If the variance of the wave influence is known, which may be provided by an on-
line estimation procedure proposed by Van Amerongen (i982) and worked out in
more detail by Van der Klugt (1987), the optimal gain for the update of the a-

priori est.imation on the basis of the measurement becomes:

Kr(k)
mr(k)

The more detailed structure of this yaw filter is presented in Figure 5.4.

In the case of unknown parameters of the discrete yaw model, the filter structure
of Figure 5.4 may be extended to a filtering and reconstruction scheme on the
basis of the Extended-Kalman-filtering approach, described in the previous chapter.
The wind influence may also be estimated by modelling this influence as an

additional input N* to the yaw model (Section 2.5.3).

The relations for the a-priori estimation, process and msasurement and a-

posteriori estimation are for this purpose extended to:
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a Dnon:

r ctl

6r{t<l

6s(k)

Nvr( k )

process:

r (k)

a* (k)

bs(k)

N (k)
w'

Process

A 

= .r (k-1 ) r(k-L )

= a (k-1)s'

= i rt-rrs'
= N (k-1)w'
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Fig, 5.4 Kubnan Jilter for the yuw mottons

Waves

+ irrt-r)a(k-11 * fi*tt-rt

N (k-1)
'tt'= ..(k-1)r(k-1) + br(k-1)6(k-1)

* *, (k-1)

a, (k-1) + w" (k-1)

= br(k-1) *.b(k-1)

= N (k-l-) t w (k-1)t'r' n' '

(s.13)

(s.14)

(s.ts)

(s.76)

(s.77)

(s.18)

(s.79)

(5.20)

I,
Irr
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where the parameters as , bs and Nw arc modelled as constanLs to which white
systcm noise w;(k) is added to achieve adaptation.

measurement:

r(k)

which yields the

€(k)

a posteriori:

irr.l
a.(k)

irtt l

Nw(k)

r(k) + v(k)

prediction error:

r(k) - r(k)

= itt<l +

= ; (k) +s'

K.(k)e(k)

Kr(k)e(k)

= 6rtk) * Kb(k)e(k)

= N (k) + K.(k)e(k)w' n'

(s.27)

(s.22)

(5.23)

(s.24)

(5.2s)

(s.26)

. (L/;(k) ).e(k) (5.27)

.(L/;(k))2.e(k) (5.28)

The update gains I!(k), Ka(k), Kb(k) and \(k) are provided by the Kalman-
filtering relations in such a way that for the given a-priori covariances rr11, rrn, m6,

mn and measurement-noise variance or2, the a-posteriori covariances p, pa, pb,

p, of the estimation errors become minimal, comparable to (5.9)-(5.12).
Together with Eqs. (5.a) and (5.5) the update equations (5.24)-(5.25) for the
discrete parameters a, and b. may be transformed to an expression for the update
of the continuous normalized parameters K- and t" :

(1/r ),. = (1/t ),- " - K^/T^
N N-1 d 5

^* ^* ^* ^*(K /t )t = (K /t )k_r * Kb/Ts

In these equations the ship's forward speed u is replaced by a best estimation, to
be calculated by the position filter.

To complete the design of the yaw filter, the colouring of the measurement noise,

which up to now has been assumed to be white, has to be considered.
A possible discrete first-order description for the colouring of the wave motions,
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Fig. 5.5 Exended Kalman ftlter for estimotion of yaw-model parameters

based on the proposal by Van der Klugt (1987), is:

111

v,(k)="ftf(k-1)+btw(k-L)

v(k)=w(k)-vt(k)

( s.2e )

(s.30)

with w(k) white noise and v(k) the wave influence, added to the rate-of-turn signal

(instead of to the heading signal, as was worked out by Van der Klugt):

r(k)=r(k)+v(k) (s.37)

The discrcte parameters of (5.29), which is a first-ordcr filter for w(k), are related

to thc time constant of the continuous-time filtcr by (using Euler): aL : I - \i.r
and b6 = Tr/tg.

By using the colouring model of (5.29)-(5.30), high-frequency components in the
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rate-of-turn signal (selected by the filtcr time constant r) are regardecl as

mcasurement noise in t.he observation equation (5.31), and therefore are filtered.

This colouring of the wave motions may be incorporated into the yaw filter by

extending the filter state with v(k). This yields the following extensions for the

filter equations:

a priori:

vr(k)

measurement:

= "f vr(k-1) (5.i2)

(5.i4)

r(k) r(k)

vr(k) = ;f(k)

w(k) vr(k) (5.3j)vr(k)

with vr(k) the additional measurement error, introduced by the rate-of-turn sensor.

a posteriori:

with lt(k) provided by the Kalman-flltering scheme and the prediction error e(k):

e(k) irr.l (i(k) - vf (k)) (s.ss)

This substructure of the yaw filter is given in Figure 5.6.

In this figure r* is the wave-disturbed rate-of-turn signal, before the measure-

ment noise v. of the rate-of-turn sensor is added.
As a final extension, heading information (provided by the compass) is added
to the yaw filter. By this eKension of the filter a configuration is obtained for
the filtering of the undesirable high-frequency wave influence from the heading
signal. Further, if no rate-of-turn sensor is available, the filter can still provide
a reasonable estimation of the rate-of-turn signal on the basis of the measured
heading signal.

For this purpose the measured heading signal is written as:

* K.r(k)e(k)

\y(k) + v (k)
vv(k) tyv(k) (s.36)
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Waves

Fig. 5.6 Yaw-tilter substructure for the coloured

with V(k) the low-frequency component, ry,,(k) the wave

measurement crror of the compass.

Together with the relations for thc rate-of-turn signal,

cxpressed as:

113

wave influence

influence and v*(k) the

these quantities may be

V(k) = ry(k-l) + Tsr(k-1) (5.37)

Vr(k1 = ry.,(k-1) * T.(w(k-L)-vt(k-1)) (5.38)

which yields the following process and measurement equations for ry(k) and ryr(k):

v. f----_; l v
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V(k) = V(k) +

For the a-priori estimation,
turn filter are substituted in

a priori:

g posteriori:

v(k)

i.,rtnl

r(k-1)
vr(k-1) + Trw(k-1)

v.,,(k) + v*(k)

the previous a-posteriori estimations
the process relations, thus obtaining:

Drocess:

v(k )

\yv(k)

measurement:

e (k)r'
e*(k)

v( k-1 )

v.,(k-1)

+T
s

-1
S

(s.3e)
(s.40)

( s .41)

of the rate-of-

( s.42 )

(s.4s)

(s.44)

(s.4s)

(s.46)

(s.47)

which together with the equations of the rate-of-turn filter provide sufficient
information for the calculation of the optimal updates on the basis of the
prediction error, which now has become a vector:

vt i.l

Qrttl

V(k-L) + T=r(k-1)

vv(k-1) - T v-(k-1)s t'

Vf tl + K*(k) e (k)

0r(kl * Kh(k)g(k)

The prediction error vector e(k) = (r.(k) , e*(k))T is given by:

- (i(k) -;f (k))

- <Vttl + [,v(k))

r(k)

\y(k)

The substructure for this eKension of the yaw filter for the filtering of the
heading signal is presented in Figure 5.7.
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-T
.y

measuremcnts are:

(r ,v)
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Er

Fig. 5.7 Ertension of the yaw filter for filterirtg rsf the heading

Resuming, the yaw filter is a Kalman filter lor the estimation of a seven-

dimensional state vector:

Iy' = ("r,br,Nr'r' vf'v'tll.,)

whero the subscript y stands for yaw filter.
The filter input consists of: (6 ,t )' , with 6 the actual ruddcr angle and 0 the

cstimated forward speed provided by the position filter, to be described in the

next section.

The required

Waves
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The main parameter of the filtcr is thc variancc of thc high-tiequency wavo

motions, which may be provided by an on-line estimal.ion procedure in combinat.ion
with a first-order filter wiLh discretc parameter ai or time constant 'r, (Van
Amcrongen, 1982; Yan der Klugt 1987). ln this way the filter becomes adaptive
with respect to the sea state.
The variance of the different system-noise components on the parameters has to
be chosen in such a way that an acceptable performance (adaptation) of the filter
is obtained (calibration of the filter).
The variance of the measurement noise reflects the expectecl accuracy of the

sensors (compass and rate-of-turn gyro).

5.4 The position lilter

As doscribcd in Scction 5.2, for the determination o[ the ship's position and the
inlluence of uniform currenl (Section 2.5.2), iL is assumed that position fixes are
provicled by a positioning system. Further, information on the forward speed u is
considered to be available, provided by the log, to enable gain scheduling of the

predictor and autopilot parameters (a separate speed filter for this purpose has

been described by Van der Klugt, 1987). Assuming information on the sway
velocity v to be determined from the position fi,xes, the measurement diagram of
Figure 5.2.b was obtained.
Because the variables mentioned here are, together with the ship's heading ry,

related to each other by the kinematic relations (Section 2.4), these kinematic
relations may be added to the measuremenl diagram as a-priori information. This
results in the filter structure of Figure 5.8, which has a filtering part (position and
forward speed, update gain K) and a reconstruction part (current and sway speed,
update gain K.). In this figure 4 is the ship's position: X : (x. , y.)T , relatecl

by the kincmatic relations to the forward speed u, the sway velocity v ancl the
current spced q. : (ucx , ,o)'.
The measurement noise of the positioning system and the log is given by g and
v,,'

Additional a-priori knowledge may be incorporated into the filter by assuming the
ship's sway velocity proportional to the rate of turn (Section 2.3.3):

v = -y r (5.48)

Considering no a-priori information to be available on the forward speed of the
ship and the current influence, for filtering purposes these quantities are modelled
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Fig. 5.8 Structure of the position filter

as a constant, to which system noise is added to achieve adaptation.

Resuming, the relations for the process become:

process:

shio-fixed: forward spced u and sway velocity v

u(k)

Y(k)

v(k)

u"*(k)

u"r(k)

u"*(k-1)

u., ( k-1 )
"*(k)
cy(k)

u(k-1) + w.r(k)

Y(k-1) + wr(k)

-y(k) r(k)

(s.4e)

(5.s0)

(s.s1)

(s.s2)

( s.53 )

spacc-fixed: current speed in x and y direction

*w

fw

Curstl
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kinematic relations:

An adaptive track predictor for ships

ship speed in x and y direction

u (k-1)
sx'

-!

+

urr(k-1)

u(k-1)cosy(k-1) - v(k-1)sinv(k-1)

u"*(k-1)

u(k-1)sinry(k-1) + v(k-1)cosry(k-1)

u"r(k-1)

(s.54)

(s.5s)

(s.s8)

(s.se)

(s.60)

(s.61)

(s,62)

position;

xr(k) = *.(k-1) * T, ur*(k-1) (5.56)

ys(k) = yr(k-1) * T, usy(k-l) (s.57)

with the process state consisting of: u, y, ucx , ury, \ and y. .

The relations are written in this specific order to show how the ship-fixecl and
space-fixed quantities are related to each other by the kinematic relations, which
yield the ship's position.
The corresponding equations for the a-priori estimations of the position filter
become:

a oriori:

ship fixed: forward speed and sway velocity

irtl = irt-rl
!ttr = ito-r r

v(k-1) = y(k-1)V(k-1)

space fixed: current speed in x and y direction

u

G
"*(k)
cy(k)

u (k-1 )cx'
i"rtt-rl
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kinematic relations: ship speed in x and y direction
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( 5.63 )

( s.64 )

u (k-1)sx'
+

+

u(k-1)cosy(k-1) - v(k-1)siniy(k-1)

u (k-1)cx'

irt-r l sin0,tt-r.l + irt-r l"orQ,{t-r )

u (k-1)cy'

(s.6s)

(s.66)

( s.67 )

(s.68)

(s.6e)

ancl the ship's position, and v., ,

the basis of the prediction error

ur,(k-1)

position:

is(k)

irttl
In this a-priori estimation scheme the estimations of the ship's ratc of turn and
heading are providcd by the yaw filter, described in the previous soction.

After the a-priori estimation, the measurement is performed:

measurement:

u (k) = u(k) + vu(k)

x, (k) : x, (k) + v*(k)

,, tUl = Ys (k) + vr(k)

with J and i",!. the measured forrvard speed

v* and v, the corresponding observation noise.

Finally, thc a-priori estimations are updated on

vector €(k):

e(k) = ( (i - ;1, {ir- i"),

This yields the a-posteriori estimations:

(5.70)
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a posteriori:

Speed:

u(k) = ittl +

irol = ?rrr +

u"*(k) = ["*{t<) +

i ,t', =cy' 'cy(k) +

position:

x, (k) = is (k)

ys (k) = ys (k)

An adaptive track predictor for ships

(s.71_)

(s.72)

(s.7s)

(s.74)

(s.7s)

(s.76)

(5.77)

ry the

+

+

KTe(k)u-'
xTe(k)r
KT erktc)-'

KT e(k)cr'

rlrrnl ctr.l

xlrr.l 
"<r.l

with the update gains Ku, Ky, .... provided again by the Kalman-filtering equations,
which minimize the a-posteriori covariances pu , py and so on.

The estimated sway constant may be normalized with respect to the ship's length
L bv:

Y (k) irur It

Resuming, the position filter is a Kalman filter for the estimation of
dimensional state vector:

Ip = (u ,Y ,ucx,*"y, xs, Ys)

where the subscript p stands for position filter.

The filter input consists of: (, 0 )t , with r the filterecl rate of turn and
filterecl heading, providcd by the yaw filter.
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The recluircd measurcments are:

721

-T
rp (u ,x",I, )

The main parameter of the filter is the variance of the position-fix measurement

error, which is a characteristic of the positioning system. The variances of the

various system noise components have to be chosen in such a way that an

acceptable adaptation of the tilter to changing current is obtained.

Computational aspects

In this ancl the previous section two separate Kalman filters have been derived for

thc filtcring of thc ship's heading (the yaw filter describcd in Section 5.3) and thc

ship's position (the filter described in this section). This resultecl in an on-line

esLimation scheme of a seven-dimensional and a six-dimensional state vector on the

basis of the measurements (Figure 5.9).

To judge the computational complexity of these Kalman filters, the number of

elements of the covariance matrices, necessary for the calculation of the update

gains, is considered to be a good indication (see also Van der Klugt, 1987).

BeCause these covariance matriges are symmetrical, the number of elements

corresponding to an n-dimensional state vector is given by: n.(n + 1)/2

For the 7-dimensional yaw filter this yields: Ny : 7.(7+1)12 :28
and for the 6-dimensional position filter: Np : 6.(6 +l)12 : 21

which yields a total amount of 28 + 2l : 49 elements.

If the two separate filters would be combinecl into one filter, this amount becomes:

13.(13 + 1)12 91 , and thus also from a computational point of vicw the

advantage of making thc separation has become clear.

5.5 The course-changing controller

5.5.1 Introduction

Although the course-changing controller is functionally separatecl from the actual

track predictor, there are several arguments to combine this unit with the yaw

filter, which is considered to be part of the track-prediction system. The principle

arguments are:

mininriz.ation of the controllcr's response to Lhe wave influence by using the

iiltcrcd signals, provided by the yaw filtcr, instead of the measurcd signals,
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CLRRENTWAVES

R*,;* fi*i 7 !c

Fig. 5.9 Yaw and pbsitiort estimation by wo separate Kalrnan filters

adjusting of the autopilot parameters on the basis of the on-line identification
of the ship's dynamics, performed by the yaw filter.

This combination of the yaw filtcr with the course-changing controller will be

discussed in Section 5.5.2

The integration of the yaw filter and the course-changing controller may be

extended on the basis of the model-reference techniques, discussed in Section 4.6.

In this way an integrated configuration is obtained for direct compensation of,
among others, non-linearities in the rudder to rate-of-turn transfer. This model-
reference approach will be discussed in Section 5.5.3.
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5.5.2 Combination of the yaw lilter with the course-changing controller

The coursc-changing controller described in Sr:ction 3.3.2.2 consists of two gains

Ko , IQ and a rudder limiter 6,,.,o*, accorcling to Figurc 5.10.

Fig. 5.10 Sltip with u course-chattgitrg controller

The gains K, and K,i may bc ohosen in such a way that a dcsirccl closed-loop
response o[ thc ship's actual hcading ry to thc autopiiot-setting ry, is obtained. If
thc lransfer lrom ruddor to ratc o[ turn is approximatecl by the Do Keizer model,
given by:

:K (5.78)

a possible choice for \ and IQ becomes:

p

u

(s.79)

which relate the autopilot gains to the natural lioquency on and clamping ratio
( of the closod-loop system (Van Amerongen, 1982).

According to this pole-placemenl scheme, besides the ship's forward speed u
(provided by the position filter), thc ship's normalizecl parameters K' and r. havc

to be available. Moreover, for practical applicatir:ns o[ thc autopilot it is clesirable

to minimizc the controllers response to the wave influence, which causes high-

uToprloTA
+,

I

I

I

*g

Ld
*T

T _; * t
u

*2
TL
*2Ku-

2Cf,(K

2
n

L
u

K-r)-1p
( s.80 )
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frequcncy rudder motions (Van Amerongen, 1982).

From these demands it follows that the course-changing controller can be

combined in a natural way with the yaw filter, which provides an estimation of
the ship's rate-turn, heading and parameters.
The on-line estimation of the parameters K* and r*, according to (5.27)-(5.28),

provides the course-changing controller with an indirect-adaptive nature.

Fig. 5. 1l Course-chatrying controller in cornbination with the yaw filter

5.5.3 The model-reference approach

In Figure 5.L1 the yaw filter is used entirely for identification purposes, on the
basis of which the parameters of the course-changing controller are adjusted. This
adjustment is based upon the first-order De Keizer model of the rudder to rate-
of-turn transfer. Because the parameters of this model depend on the ship's actual
forward speed, part of the non-linear natrlre of the ship's yaw transfer is

accounted for. However, additional non-linearities in thc reverscd spiral charac-
tcristic as well as small limc constants of the ship have been disregarded. This
will cause variations in the estimated parameters, which in principle could be used

trTi
I

Irl-
rl

iI
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I'or dircct compcnsal"ion according to the model-rc[erence techniques discussed in

Scction 4.6. For this purpose the estimated parameters have to be separated into

an averagc part, yielding the paramcters of the reference model, and deviations

from this averago value, used for direcl. compensation. By adjusting the parameters

of the course-changing controller on the basis of the reference-model parameters,

a configuration is obtained for compensating both long-term parameter deviations

and, if the adaptation is fast enough, short-term parameter deviations (causing

direct compensation).
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In this way a combination with the track
because this approach yields a more or
prediction modcl.

To modify the yaw-filter structure for
cqual.ions for the process (ship) ancl the

pgzg!!.:

predictor also becomes more promising,

less constant set of parameters for the

model-refcrence control, the discre te

model (Section 5.3) are reconsidered:

(s.81-)r(k) = as(k-1)r(k-1) + bs(k-1)6(k-1) + Nw(k-1)

a priori:

(s.82)

To make the separation into long- and short-term parameter deviations, the

discrete parameters of the model are written as:

a"(k-1)

b (k-1)s'

N (k-r_ )w'

="R+

=0

r!" tr-r I

(bs(k-1)

<fio,tt-rl

= uRt

bn

un)

bn)

0)

bR*

Aa

Ab

s(k-1) (s.8j)

s(k-1) (s.84)

with ap and bp "constant".
An equivalent form of the a-priori estimation may then
(5.83)-(5.85) in (5.82):

ittt = 
"Rr 

(k-1 )

(s.8s)

be obtained by substituting

with the modifiocl ruddsr signal:

bR5'(k-1) (s.86)
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5'1k-1; = 5(k-L)
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( s.87 )

* &r(k-1)/b*r(k-1) + Abs(k-1)/bn5(k-1)

+ Nr(k-1)/bR

Eqs. (5.86) and (5.87) can be rcgarded as a model-reference type formulation of
the Kalman-filtsr model for identification, where deviations of the estimated

parameters from the reference-model parameters aR and bp (continuous-time: Kp
and t1i ) are added to the input signal of the reference model (Figure 5.12).

Fig. 5.12 Model-reference type identificatiort

For the model-rcference control structure, the ship's input signal 6(k) in (5.87) is

modified to 5"(k), in such a way that the reference-model input 6'(k) in (5.86)

transforms to (see also Figures 5.13 and 5.1-4):

t-
I

I

I

I

I

l*
I

6'(k-1) = 6(k-1) ( s.88 )
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and (5.88):

6" (k-1)

Aa. (k-r ) /b*r (k-1 )

firrr-r ) /bn
and thus:

6" (k-1) = 5(k-1)

- Aur(k-1)/bs(k-1)r(k-1)

( s.8e )

s(k-11/bn5" (k-1)

(s.e0)

ai" tt-r I /iu (k-r- ) 6(k-1 )
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So, by (5.87)

5(k-1) =

Ab

- il*(k-1)/ir<t-,-l

= 5(k-1 ) _ 45(k_1 )

This yields the modified filter structure of Figure 5.13, which by (5.i18) is

cquivalent to the model-reference control structure of Figure 5.14.

In this way deviations between the ship's parameters a, and b, and reference
modcl parametcrs aR and b1 are compensated by an additional input signal 46
for the ship.

Because the modification for model-reference control has been achieved by an
addition to the common input signal 5(k) for borh process (ship) and model
(Figure 5.13), the equations for the Extended Kalman filter for state and
parameter estimation remain unaffected.

Finally, the limitations on the rudder angle and speed, imposed by the steering
machine (Section 2.3.4), may be incorporated into this structure by using the actual
(measured) rudder angle as the input for the model, instead of the ordered rudder
angle. For the model-reference type presentation of Figure 5.14 this is equivalent
to subtracting the difference between ordered and actual rudder angle from the
input of the model, by which again the condition for identical input for process
ancl model is satisfied (Figure 5.15).

Resttming, lhe parameters of the c<xrrse-changing controller may trc adjustccl on
the basis o[ the parameters all and bp of the "reference model". Short-tcrm
paramcter deviations arc compensatecl by an additional rudder angle, according to
(5.e0).

The determination of the reference-model parameters, especially in combination
with the predictor, will be investigated more explicitly in the next section.
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Fig. 5.13 Modified filter stntcture

5.6 The track predictor

In Chapter 3 a predictor structure was determined on the basis of a generalized
track description, derived from the kinematic relations. The determination of the

parameters of the resulting prediction model for the calculation of the predicted
track and the problem of track aclaptation (to provide the predictor with the

desired closed-loop nature) will be discussed in this section.

5.6.1 Identilication of the prediction model

The parameters of the prediction model are the gain K. and the time constant t',
for the prerliction of the normalized rate of turn r*, and a constant y*, for the
prediction of the normalized sway velocity v* (Section 3.3.4). Further, an estimation
of the ship's forward speed u is required for the correct gain scheduling of the



5.6.1 Identification o[ the prediction modcl

Fig. 5.14 Model-reference control

autopilot parameters.

The actual calculation of the predicted track is performecl on the basis of the

initial state of the ship, which is assumed to be known, Under this assumption the
initial values of the different variables could be chosen zero for the comparison
between real and predicted track.
Thesc relevant variables for the predictor consist of the ship's heading ry and

position \,ys.
For an on-line estimation of the yaw-model parameters K' and t* and the states

r and ry, the yaw filter was designed (Section 5.3). An estimation of the ship's
forward speed u, the sway constant y* and the position \,ys is provided by the
position filter, described in Section 5.4.

r29

J<6

l

t
1-
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Fig. 5.15 Incorporation of the steeing machine

The combination of these filters with the predictor and course-changing controller
leads to the block-diagram of Figure 5.16.

In this figure the predicted track is calculated for a trial course setting ry, and

rudder limit 5,.*, whereas the actual autopilot settings are given by ry, and 6**.
The output of the track-prediction system for the trial settings consists of a set of
predicted positions {4}, starting from the actual position.

5.6.2 Adaptation of the predictor

The adaptation of the track predictor to changing conditions and disturbances

(wind, current) may be divided into two parts:

- Adaptation of the prediction model parameters, to account for changing ship

dynamics. This kind of adaptation may be considered as a "long term"

adaptation to the changing (load) conditions. The aim of this adaptation is to
improve the initial prediction of the ship's track, before the execution of a

t'Kot
K'. r'

IR
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Fig. 5.16 Filters in combination with the predictor

manoeuvre, thus improving the navigator's cognitive anticipation (the open-loop
element, discussed in Chapter t).
Adaptation of the predicted track during the execution of a manoeuvre, due to
changing disturbances. Because this type of adaptation is performed on the basis

of the observed diff'erence between what is expected (predictect) and what is

observed (measured), the navigator is assisted in his perceptive anticipation
(closed-loop clement).
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5.6.2.1 Adaptation of the prediction model

An adaptive track predictor lor ships

Because the parameter-estimation part of the yaw filter is of an adaptive nature
through the introduction of system noise, the structure of Figure 5.16 is also
adaptive with respect to the predictor.
As an extension of this approach the structure of Figure 5.16 may be combined
with the model-reference controller, described in Section 5.5.3. In this case the
lilter model, which provides the parameters for lhe prediction model, has become
a refcrence model for the ship for the compensation o[ short-term paramcter
deviations. As pointed out in Section 5.5.3, a reasonable choice for the parameters
of the reference model may be obtained by splitting the estimated parameters into
an average part aR and bp , which ensures a "long-term" adaptation of the
reference and prediction model, and a deviation from the average value AQ and

A6. , caused by, for insLance, additional non-linearities. These parameter deviations
from the avcrage value may then be translated by Eq. (5.90) into an additional
rudder angle 45 for direct compensation (Figure 5.17).

The actual splitting of the estimaLed parameters into an average value and

deviations from this value may be performed by filtering the estimated parameters,
for instance for a.:

With the filter gain K,1 the adaptation speed of the reference-model and thus the
prediction-model parameters can be adjusted, with extreme values:

- Kn : 0 , which implies no update of the reference-model and prediction-model
parametcrs (yaw filter used entirely for compensation),
The short-term parameter deviations, used for direct compensation by (5.90),

then become:

a*(k) : i, rtl a*( o ) (5.92)

with ao(0) the initial value of ap.

a*(k) a*(k-1)

KR 1 , which implies complete
prediction-model parameters (yaw filter
case the compensat.ir)n part becomes:

* KRll.trl a*(k-1) ) (s.97)

update of the reference-model and

used entirely fbr identification). In this
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Fig. 5.17 Conbination of predictor with model-reference control

Aas(k) = as(k) - aR(k) =

and thus, by (5.90), A6 : 0

(s.9i)

5.6.2.2 Track adaptation

The adaptation mechanism described in the previous section was intended to adjust
the parameters of the prediction model to changing ship dynamics. Further, the
estimated offset and short-term parameter deviations, due to wind influence,
unmodelled dynamics and non-linearities may be compensated by the course-
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changing controller of the model-reference type.

Although in this way the quality of the relatively simple prediction model is

improved, deviations between real and predicted track will still occur during the

execution of a manoeuvre. To account for these remaining deviations, a track-

adaptation mechanism has to be designed which by definition should be

independent of the prediction model and its parameters (otherwise this adaptation

mechanism should be classified under the adaptation methods for model

improvement).
For this model-independent adaptation of the predicted track, the general

kinematic relations described in Section 3.2.2 are reconsidered for the real (with

current influence) and predicted normalized x-coordinate of the track:

**x.(s ) =

**xr(s ) =-0

*.^s
do* - ['- ,:.n,y .r*do*

OJ

*
s

f c *+ I cosry do
oJ 'c c

-s
l"o.,y

OJ

t.i*Ps**
J 

cosvodo - 
ol 

sin\io vrdo

(s.e4)

(s.es)

with y. the current direction.

From these general relations it may be concluded that the principle causes of

deviations between real and predicted track are:

- heading (rate-of-turn) deviations, caused by, for instance, wind influence,

- position deviations, caused by current influence.

Thcse principle causes of deviations will be considered in more detail.

- Rate-of-tum deviations

For the direct adaptation of the predicted track, due to rate-of-turn deviations, a

multiplicative relation between lhe real and predicted rate of turn is assumed.

Under this assumption a simple, but efficient geometrical update mechanism for

the predicted track will be shown to be feasible.

Thus it is assumed that the real and the predicted normalized rate of turn r. as

a function of the normalizecl travelled distance s' are related to each other by:

****r (s ) = *Otp(t ) (s.96)
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with Ko a constanl..

Noting'that r.(s-) dy/ds' , this has the following

relations (forward-speed part, x-coordinate):

**rsro***x*",r(r ) = 
ol 

cos{ 
ol 

Kprp(or)dori do

**rsro****
*p.r( r ) = 

ol 
.ot, 

o.1 
to(or)dor) do

*. * ds 1cls = --du/ = 
-oVd\y'.

xpu(v) =

The relation

and r" has to be considered as a function of the new independent variable ry.

This yields for the kinematic relations:

xrVx",,(y) = | cosg 
-+- 

dq = +- [*"or* *L o* (s.100)-s ol xorf(v) ^'p ol ro(e)

1v1I cosg --;i- dg
0J rr(9)

between 4u and xru becomes:

*1*
:-Xsu K. pu

P

and in an analogous way for the y-position:
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(s.e8)

which is difficult to interpret in terms of track adaptation.

To gain more insight into the effect of (5.97)-(5.98) on the difference between real

and predicted track, these equations are transformed to the course domain by

substituting:

effect on the kinematic

(s.e7)

(s.99)

(5.107)

(s.702)
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The sway contribution to the real and the predicted track is given by:

t36

*1*
Yr,., = x- Ypt

P

This implies that a direct adaptation mechanism
provided by scaling the forward-speed part of the

An adaptive track predictor for ships

(5.10s)

for rate-of-turn deviations is
predicted track with a factor

(s.704)

(s.1_0s)

(s.706)

( s. J_07 )

(s.708)

(s.10e)

x.r, ( v) =

*xpv(v) =

d9

d9

*
v

*r
*

v
_-P

r
p

rV*= | singy d9
OJ

rV*= I sing y- dg
OJ P

pV

0J 
s1n9

1V-ol sr-ng

Substitution of the drift equations;

* **v = yr
* **

v = yrp 'p p

in (s.10a)-(5.L05) yields:

*r., ( v)

*
*pr( v)

According to this result, the sway contribution to the predicted track does not
need to be updated for rate-of-turn deviations, because this contribution only
depends on the estimated sway constant y*, an estimation of which is provided by
the position filter.

For an on-line estimation of the scaling factor KO , it is assumed that the
predicted normalized rate of turn ri is available as' a function of the predicted
heading Vp (which could be realized as a look-up table). The estimation of Ko
may then be written as the determination of a constant, observed through the
predicted normalized rate of turn:
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p(k)=Kp(k-1)*rk(k-1)
* *^(k) = tp(V(k) ).Kp(k) + vu(k)

with system noise w* to achieve adaptation and observation
uncertainty in the ship's estimated normalized rate of turn:

*r (k)

K

r
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(s.114)

(s.J.11_)

noise v1 to state the

(5.712)r (k)
u(k)

.L

The estimations i (k) and Q 1t; ur" provided by the yaw filter and the estimated

forward speed by the position filter.
The filter structure for the on-line determination of KO is presented in Figure
5.18. In this figure K* is the update gain for the track-scaling factor.

Lh&te

Fig. 5.18 Estimation of track-scaling factor K,
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- Position deviations:

An adaptive track predictor for ships

As described in Section 3.4.2, the effect of uniform current may be separately
added to the predicted track in the time domain by:

(s.J.73)

(s.774)

with a forward-speed contribution lu,ypu , a sway-speed contribution qu,yru and

Q-, 0o the on-line estimated current speed in x, y direction, provided by the
position filter.
The corresponding discrete equations are (again using an Euler approximation):

xr(k) = xpu(k) + x (k) * k.Tupv' s cx

Yp(k) = lo,r{t) * }ortt) + k.r.r",

which constitute an additive update mechanism for the predicted track.
The overall structure for track adaptation is shown in Figure 5.19.

5.7 Review

In this chapter the techniques for optimal measurement filtering, presented in
Chapter 4, have been applied to the track-prediction problem. This has resulted

in the following filters:

- A Kalman filter for the filtering of the wave motions and an on-line
identification of the yaw-model parameters (Section 5.3). For this filter the

following signals have to be available:
- the actual rudder angle 5,

- the ship's rate of turn r,
- the ship's heading ry.

A Kalman filter for the filtering of the ship's forward speed and position and

estimation of the current influence (Section 5.4).

.t^
xo(r) = xpu(r) + xpv(t) * 

o.J 
r.*d.

rt^yp(t) = lo,r{t) * yr.r{t) * 
ol 

,.r0.

(s.175)

(5.116)
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Fig. 5.19 Track adaptation: overall stn.cture

The filter requires the following measurement information:
- the ship's forward speed u,

- the ship's position \, ys.

Further, in Section 5.5 an eKension of the course-changing controller has been

proposed on the basis of the model-reference approach for direct adaptive control
in combination with an Extended Kalman filter (based on the concept discussed

in Section 4.6).

This allows a direct compensation of short-term parameter deviations.

By combining the on-line identification, performed by the yaw filtcr, with thc
predictor (Section 5.6.1). the prediction model is provided with an adaptive nature

t39

x
-a
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(Section 5.6.2.1) to deal with, for instance, changing ship dynamics. In this way the
quality of the prediction model and the resulting initial predicted track is

improved.

Finally, in Section 5.6.2.2 a track-adaptation mechanism has becn derived by
reconsidering the general kinematic relations, presented in Section 3.2.2. On the
basis of this approach the analysis of the track-adaptation problem could be split
into a separate analysis for rate-of-turn deviations and position deviations. This has

resulted in a scheme for direct adaptation of the predicted track during the
execution of a manoeuwe to the changing conditions, without an explicit need for
the complete recalculation of the prediction on the basis of the dynamic prediction
model.
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6 REALIZATION AND RESULTS

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter the realiz-ation of and the results obtained with an experimental

track-prcciiction system are described. In this experimental set-up the different

algorithms for identification, control and prediction, described in the preceding

chapter, are implemented.

The experiments performed consist of:

- laboratory experiments to evaluate the performance of the algorithms,

- a manoeuvring-simulator experiment at the TNO Institute for Perception in

Soesterberg. This experiment was carried out to evaluate the performance of the

track predictor as a manoeuvring aid for the uavigator.

The results of the various experiments wili be presented after a global description

of the chosen hardware and software configurations for the implementation of the

experimental track PREdiction SYStem (PRESYS).

6.2 Implementation of PRESYS

6.2.1 Hardware

To determine the contribution of the track predictor to the navigational

performance, a user interface had to be developed. On the functional level this

user interface may be subclivided into an input part (console), for the input of

user sommands, and an output part (display), for the presentation of the predicted

track. This yields the functional diagram of Figure 6.1, for the overall track-

prediction system.

In this diagram the "Ship I/O" part stands for all the interaction to be performed

between the ship's sensors and the navigation bridge.

In correspondence with this iunctional diagram a hardware configuration was

chosen according to Figure 6.2. The configuration consists of a PDP 11/73

minicomputer for the implementation of the different modules for control and

prediction, and an IBM PC/AT for the intelligent user interfacc'
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Fig. 6.1 Tlrc track-prediction systenl

I.$R INTRFACE
f --- ------a
1 User /rput r

Track predt'ctiqt

Fig. 6.2 Hardware conftgrratiort of PRESYS

The PDP 11,173 is provided with a hard disk and rwo floppy disk drives for dara
storage. For the interfacing to the ship's sensors the system is connected to the
special-purpose ADIBUS interface. This interface consists of several A/D and D/A

User

i
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Traok
prediction
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converters and I/O ports for digital communication.

The IBM PC/AT is provided with a Professional Graphics Controller (resolution

480 x 640) in combination with a Professional Graphics Display for the

presentation part and a special purpose user's console for the user input. For the

typical man/machine related aspects of the user-interface design, the experience of
the TNO Institute lor Perception was called upcln.

6.2.2. Sol'tware

Thc different tasks to be carried out by PRESYS on a real-time basis are:

- filtering and identification:
on-line filtering of the measured signals and identification of the prediction-
model parameters, according to the discrete filtering and identification
algorithms described in the preceding chapter,

control:
automatic course changing
prediction:
calculation and aclaptation

data logging:

monitoring and storage of

Further, the intelligent user interface (IBM PC/AT) monitors the input of user

commands and is used to display the predicted track.
To realize these different tasks, the PDP lU13 is provided with the multi-tasking
operating system RSX 11M *, which has special facilities for real-time applications.

In this way the different functions could be realized as separate FORTRAN tasks

which are scheduled periodically. This enables an on-line substitution of, for
instance, different prediction schemes to make a comparison between different
algorithms. In addition, switching [o an external autopilot or from an internal ship

model to a real or externally simulated ship is quite easy. For an eventual final
version of the track-prediction system, holevcr, it will be more efficient to
combine several modules into one task. In this siugle task the different calculations
lor tiltering and control may be rearranged, not according to I'unction but
according to primary (before the rudder output) and secondary (aftcr thc rudder
output) calculations. In this way thc time delay o1' the controi loop is decreased.

Typical values of the different periods range from 0.4 seconds for the yaw fiiter
and controller to 2 seconds for the position filter and the preclictor.

and course keeping,

of the predicted track,

signals of interest on hard disk.
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The software of the IBM PC/AT is also mainly realized in FORTRAN, apart from
some low-level communication routines for the PDP 11/73 and the user's console.

Because all the functions connected with console handling and graphic presentation
are performed by this intelligent user interface, the data exchange betrveen the two
computer systems is reduced to a minimum and can be performed on the basis

of a serial RS232 link.
For the presentation part of the track predictor an integrated navigation display,
as developed by the TNO Institute for Perception, was taken as the starting point.
On this synthctic display, which was designed to enable one-man-bridge steering
(Boer and Schuffel, 1985; Van Breda and Van de Kooij, 1985), navigation
information is integrated with manoeuvring information.
For the combined presentation the total information on the display is divided into
different categories, to which the prediction information is added. For the
presentation on a colour display, the colours were chosen according to these

different types of information.
More information on the realization of the user interface will be given in Section
6.4, where the manoeuvring-simulator experiment is described.

63 Simulation results

6.3.1 Simulation set-up

To test the cxperimental track-prediction system, various simulations were
performed in a laboratory environment. These simulations range from:

- Simulations with the interactive simulation program PSI, to verify the algorithms
for identification, prediction and control which were derived in Chapter 5 on
the basis of the theory.

- Simulations with externally simulated dynamics of a ship, to test the PRESYS
software and hardware (interfaces). The external ship model consisted of an

analog part, for the simulation of the yaw dynamics, and a digital part for the
calculation of the ship's position. The simulations were performed as a final test

before the system was moved to Soesterberg for the experiments on the
manoeuvring simulator.
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For the simulations the disturbances were realized as:

Wittd:
'[,Vaves:

Curent:

145

additi<xal yaw moment, depending on the relative wind anglc'

high-frequency signal, added to the rate-of-turn signal accorcling to

Figures 2.L3 and 2.14.

additional displacement, calculated from the current speed and

direction, according to (2.1 1)-(2.12).

6.3.2 Perlbrmance of the yaw lilter

To clemonstrate the performance of the yaw lilter as a combined state and

parameter estimator, a zig-zag trial was performed with the simulated dynamics of

the "R.O.V. Zeefakkel" (see also Section 3.5). In Figure 6.3 the results for the

combined estimation scheme are compared to those obtained with a Parallel

MRAS identification structure. For this simulation no a-priori knowledge on the

parameters was assumed. The performance of the parameter-estimation part may

be judged on the basis of the criterion function Jo:

)2+ )z dr (6.1)

ln Figure 6.3 the following signals are shown:

K,T
K,T

Jo

the ship's rate-of-turn signal with wave influence,

the filtered rate-of-turn signal,

the normalized parameters,

the estimated normalized parameters,

the parameter criterion function, integrated with a time constant of 10

seconds instead of the pure integration as dehned in Eq. (6.1)

^Ta-lJ-lP oJ

**
,K-K\*

K

**
,T-T\*

T

r
r

To demonstrate the model-reference control application of the Extended Kalman

filter, in Figure 6.4 a second simulation was performed with the simulated

dynamics of a container vessel with a length of 200 m. and a cruising speed of 19

knots. The steering machine was simulated as described in Section 2.3.4, with a

maximum ruddcr speed of 2.5 degreeslsecond.

The direct compensation was switched on after 250 seconds. This direct

oompensal.ion forccs the ship to follow the response of the reference model, analog

to the principles of discrete MRAC discussed in Chapter 5. The parameters of
the reference model are slowly adapted to the ship's dynamics by averaging the
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Fig. 6.3 Perfomtance of the yaw ftlter

estimated parameters of the yaw filter, with initial values K'/4 and r'l4 (see also

Section 5.6.2.L). In this way the prediction model, which receives its parameters

from the reference model, finally becomes optimally adjusted to the shiprs

dynamics. This can be seen from the fact that towards the end of the simulation
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almost no additional rudder angle (the difference between 6 and 6r) is required

to compensate for the differences between ship and reference model.

To give an impression of the quality of the yaw prediction, a criterion function J,

is introduced. This criterion function is based on the principles of track

correspondcnce, cliscussed in Chapter 3:

747

*ls****?*
J.(s ) = | (r"(o ) - rp(o ))- do
' oJ "

with rr-(o.) and rr'(o') the rcal and predicted normalized rate of turn as a

function of the normalized travelled distance o'.
For a constant predictecl speed Uo, the criterion function may be evaluated as a

funcLion of the time by:

rT**
of'r'ir.l - .ito*(t)/uo))2 at

(6.2)

(6.3)

In Figure 6.4 the following signals are shown:

T the ship's rate-of-turn signal with wave influence,

rp the predicted rate-of-turn signal,

6 the actual rudder angle (compensation included after t : 250 seconds),

6o the predicted rudder angle (without steering machine),

Jr the criterion, integrated with a time constant of 100 seconds,

K',T' the ship's normalized parameters,

Ko ,.n the normalized parameters of the reference model and the prediction

model.

The performance of the yaw filter in combination with the course-changing

controller, described in Section 5.5, is illustrated in Figure 6.5. In this simulation

some course changes were performed in the presence of wind. The initial values

of thc reference-model parameters were again chosen as K'/4 and t'/4. Because

the autopilot parameters \ ancl Ko are calculated from these parameters by

(5.79)-(5.80), the course-changing controller is initially not well adjusted to the

ship's dynamics. This is clearly demonstrated by the first course change. Further,

the rudder signal is rather noisy because the measured rate-of-turn ancl heading

signals were used for the autopilot. After the first course change both the filtered

signals wcre used and the direcL compensation was switched on (at t : 350

seconds). The direct compensation again givcs a great improvement of the quality
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Fig, 6.a Direct compensation with the yaw filter

of the yaw prediction, which can be seen by comparing the real and the predicted
course error. The long-term adaptation of the prediction-model parameters to the
ship's dynamics is illustrated by comparing the different course changes and the
amount of rudder compensation to each other.
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To prevent thc clrifting of the parameters because of the wave influence, the

parameter aclaptation is only switched on during the course changes. The offset

estimation, which is used for compensation of the wind influence, is permanently

switched on.

In addition to the signals shown in Figure 6.4, the real and predicted course errors

e and €p are shown.

6.3.3 Perlbrmance of the position tilter

The filtcring of the ship's observed position and the reconstruction of the currenl

influencc from the position fixes is illustrated by Figure 6.6.a,b. The zig-zag trial
was performed with a hydrodynamic model of a container vessel. The position fixes

were proviclcd at an interval of 2 seconds with a stanclard deviation of 50 m.

(which is more than the standard cleviation of a satcllite navigation system such

as the Global Positioning System G.P.S.).

The adaptation of the filter to a changing current inlluence is demonstrated by

"switching off' the current influence at t : 430 seconds. The current speed and

direction were chosen 3 knots and 30 degrees.

The estimation of the forward speed was tested by changing the cruising speed

from 19 knots to 10 knots at t : 760 seconds.

For the estimation of the drift speed, the sway velocity was modelled proportional

to the rate of turn, as described in Chapter 5:

y .L . r = Y .r (6.4)

with i the cstimated sway constant and L the Iength of the ship.

In Figure 6.6.a the following signals are shown:

the current speed in x and y direction,

the estimated current speed in x and y direction,
the estimated sway constant,

the ship's forrvard speed and sway speed,

the ship's observed forrvard speed,

the estimated forward speed and sway speecl.
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Fig. 6.5 Yaw filter in conbinatiott witlr the course changing controller
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The corresponding actual, observed and filtered tracks are presented in Figure
6.6.b.

In this hgure

is the observed track,
is the filtered track,
is the ship's actual track.
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63.4 Track prediction and adaptation

The predicted track is calculated on the basis of the estimated parameters of the

yaw transfer, provided by the yaw filter. This initial predicted track is adjusted to

rate-of-turn (wind influence) and position deviations (current influence) by the

track-adaptation mechanism, described in Section 5.6.2.2. The calculation of the

final predicted track therefore consists of three parts:

Calculation of the initial prediction on the basis of the prediction model of the

ship's dynamics (without current influence and disturbances). This yields the

track 5(i), i : 1,...,N0, with No the number of predictecl positions.

xs

xs

Is
xs



6.3.4 Track prediction and adaptation

- Scaling of the predicted track for rate-of-turn deviations:

Io(i) : 5(i)/Ko, i : 1,....N0

wittr tne scaling'factor KO provided by the on-line estimation scheme, described

in Section 5.6.2.2.

- Addition of current influence on the basis of the estimated current speed in x
and y directions, provided by the position filter:

&(i) = rp(D + i.i.t,, i:1,....,N,

To demonstrate the track adaptation mechanism, two course changes of + and -

1-20 degrees were carried out under the influence of wind and current, with the

direct compensation of the course-changing controller switched off.

The on-line estimation of the track-adaptation factors is presented in Figure 6.7.a

for the two course changes.
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Fig, 6.7.a Estimation of the track adaptatiort factors

the following signals are shown:

the current speed in x and y direction,

the estimated current speed in x and y direction,

the estimated track-scaling factors for the 2 course changes.
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In Figure 6.7.a
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The determination of the adapted predicted track from the initial prediction and

the adaptation factors for wind and current is illustrated in Figure 6.7.b.

In this figure

\
&
h
&
*p

is the ship's observed track,

is the ship's actual track,

is the predicted track, adapted to wind and current influence,

is the initial predicted track,
is the predicted track, adapted to the wind influence.
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6.4 Experiment on the manoeuvring simulator

6.4.1 Introduction

155

In 1985 investigations were carried out by the TNO Institute for Perception,

regarding the feasibility of one-man-bridge ship steering. For this purpose a bridge

set-up was designed with all the information, essential to manoeuwing and

navigation, presented in an integrated way to the navigator (Van Breda and Van

de Kooij, 1985). This bridge was called Bridge '90 (The bridge of the 1990's).

The integrated information presentation consisted mainly of:

A synthetic display (NAVDIS) on which both manoeuwing (heading, rate of
turn, speed and rudder, according to Figure 6.8, part I) and navigation

information (radar information concerning the ship's surroundings and other

traffic and the planned track, according to Figure 6.8, part II) was presented.

A Semi-Automatic Chart table, consisting of a conventional chart table on

which the actual position of the ship was plotted automatically by means of a

Iight dot.

An overview of the overall Bridge '90 mock-up is presented in Figure 6.9

In order to compare this Bridge '90 condition with one person on the bridge,

with the conventional bridge condition with two people, a simulator experiment was

set up, called the Bridge '90 experiment. For this purpose several tracking tasks

were designed in a balanced way (Figure 6.10) under the following conditions:

- presence of other traffic
- presence of disturbances such as wind and current
- presence of an outside view
- presence of an extra monitoring task to measure the mental work load

of the subjects under the different conditions.
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Fig, 6.8 The integrated navigation display NATDIS

The experiment was carried out with 18 navigators who were instructed to sail the

planned tracks ("reference tracks" in control terms) as accurately as possible. These

tracks were to be sailed with a 40.000 DWT container vessel at an instructed

speed of 19 knots.

A-posteriori analysis of the measured data, the results of which include the mean

deviation of the reference track, showed that the subjects who had sailed under
the Bridge '90 condition scored better than those who sailed under the

conventional bridge condition (Boer and Schuffel, 1985).

In addition to this main conclusion, it became evident that the presence of an

outside view was irrelevant for this kind of tracking experiments.

To evaluate the contribution of the experimental track-prediction system to the

navigational performance it was decided that the track-predictor experiment could,
just as the Bridge '90 experiment, be set up as a tracking experiment with the

conditions adapted to this specific situation:

:b \ft sb 6b,;s'*,



6.4.1 Introductir:n

I. main position
II. back-up position

1. communications pancl
2. Enginc-Roonr supcrvision clisltlay
3. navigal.ion and manoouvring display
4. consolc
5. irutopilot
6. telcgraph

Fig. 6.9 The Bidge '90 mock-up (Van

- absence of other traffic
- absence of an outside view
- presence of wind and current

L51

7.
8.

9.

10.
l1

t2.

status-informal.iun clisplay
back-up lrav. man. display
back-up stccring system
ER-supcrvision display
communications pancl
semi-autom. chart table

Breda et al., 19BS)

The outcome of the experiment under these conditions should give a clear insight
into the contribution of the track predictor to the accuracy with which the
reference track could be sailed.

Before presenting the outcome of the actual simulator experiment (see also
Passenier, 1988; Van Breda and Schuffel, 1989), the integration of the track-
prediction system with the ship's bridge, according to Figure 6.9, will be described.

__l
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Fig. 6.10 Tlrc reference tracks for the Bidge '90 expeiment

This integration consisted of:

Integration of the prediction system with the user's consoles for navigation and

manoeuvring on the ship's bridgc (user input).
IntegraLion of the prediction information with the integrated navigation display
of Figure 6.8 (user presentation).

6.4,2 Integration of the track predictor with the ship's bridge

The predictor input, which consists of settings of the trial heading and rudder
limit, is closely related to the inputs of fhe course-changing controller. The
predictor output (the predicted track) is to be related to the ship's surroundings
and the planned track. This suggests the use of the predictor in an integrated
environment; integration with respect to manoeuvring and navigation information.
A combined user console for the trial manoeuvre settings as well as for the actual
autopilot settings is a logical choice, whereas the predicted track is superimposed
on an integratcd display, as discussed in Section 6.4.1.
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6.4.2 Integration of the track predictor with the ship's bridge

According to this integrated approach, the predictor

Bridge '90 mock-up according to Figure 6.11.

could be implemented
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Fig. 6. 1) Integratcd PrttJit:tiort and Navigation set-Ltp

this figure

is the integrated ManoeuvringAlavigation/Prediction Display

with
- manoeuvring information: heading, rate of turn, rudder and forward

speed (i.),
- navigation information: the ship's surroundings and the planned track (ii.),
- prediction information: predicted track superimposed on the planned

track (iii).
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II. is the user console for the display consisting of:

- Range input: 1,2,4 or 8 nm,

- r,ariable range marker (VRM) input which enables the plotting of
targets 0n lhe radar scrocn,

- On/OtT switches for the various markers (VRM, heading and trial
heading marker).

IIL is the combined user console for the predictor and the autopilot.
The heading selector, which is combined with a compass read out,

is used together with the rudder limiter as the predictor input
to calculate the predicted track, becoming the real autopilot
settings after pressing the EXECUTE push button.

The logical consistency of this approach manifcsted itself during thc expcriments

when lhe subjects had hardly any difliculties in using the predictor in combination
with the autopilot during ths differcnt tracking tasks.

A gencral imprcssion of the intcgration of the track predictor with the NAVDIS
and the user's console in thc ship's bridge and the interlacing with the

manoeuvring simulator is given in Figures 6.12, 6.13 and 6.1-4.

More detailed information can be found in Appendix A.

Fig. 6.12 Integration of the predictor witlt the shilt's bridge
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Fig. 6. 13 The track-prediction contputet

6.43 Set-up of the experiment

Based upon the experiences with the Bridge '90 experiment it was decided to
design 6 tracks which were to be sailed by 12 experienced navigating officers in
active service, in the age from 25 to 30.

The tracks were to be set up in such a way that the manoeuvring tasks would vary
from easy to difficult, to get an indication of the contribution of the predictor for
the different tasks.

In each track 5 course changes were incorporated, varying from 15 degrees (easy)
to 105 degrees (difficult). The distance between the waypoints varied from 2 to 2.5

nm., [o enable the ship to get a new "steady state" between the course changes.
The course changes were divided randomly over the waypoints of the 6 tracks,
according to table 6.1.a,b:

161
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Fig. 6.14 Tlrc nranoeuving-simulator computers

Course change: Cl: 15 degrees

C2: 30 degrees

C3: 45 degrees

C4: 75 degrees

C5: 105 degrees

Table 6.1.a Tlrc dffirent course clrunges
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Tracks: T1: C4 C3 C2 C5 C1

T2: C1 C4 C5 C2 C3

T3: C3 C1 C5 C4 C2

T4: C5 C2 C4 C1 C3

T5: C2 Cl C3 C4 C5

T6: C3 C5 C1, C2 C4

Table 6. l.b The course changes divided over the tracks

To these tracks 9 buoys were added to enable the subjects to verify their position

by means of the VRM.
The disturbances were chosen to be constant for each scenario according to Table

6.2:

Speed Direction

Current:
Wind:

2.5 knots
7 m/s

South West
North West

Table 6.2 The disturbances

Figure 6.15 gives a combined overview of the 6 scenarios (North up) which were

located in the same area in which the Bridge'90 experiments were performed (see

Figure 6.10).

To determine which types of information should be weighed against each other,

the following demands have to be satisfied:

The effect of the predictor should become clear in an "undisturbed" way.

This implies that when 2 conditions are compareci, one of them with the

assistance of the track predictor, other factors which could influence this

comparison (such as the type of presentation of the manoeuvring information,
presence of the chart table) should be kept constant. In this way a mixed effect

in the outcome of the comparison is avoided.

The conditions should be realistic, which means realizable on a real ship in the

near future.

The integration of the track predictor with the ship's bridge is described in Section

6.4.2 (integration with the autopilot, integration with radar information). It can be

concluded that the most realistic environment in which the track predictor can
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be implemented is an integrated one, according to the type of Bridge '90.
Thcrefore the starting point for the desigo of the different conditions has been the
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6.4.3 Set-up of the experiment

Integrated navigation display NAVDIS present, displaying the ship's manoeuvring

and navigation (planned track) information.

Semi-Automatic Chart table present, receiving its information from an integrated

positioning system on board the ship (based, for instance, on the satellite

navigation system G.P.S.). The chart table is intended to give the navigator an

overall view of the manoeuvring area and can be used as a back-up system by

plotting NAVDIS targets with the aid of the Variable Range Marker.

Because for this reference condition the planned track is made visible, the

navigation method is comparable to a simplified version of parallel indexing (Shell,

1"975; Spaans, 1979).

A good alternative for the track predictor could be the presentation of the own

ship's ground-speed vector (Sheridan, 1966) on the NAVDIS, which can be

regarded as a linear predictor (extrapolator), into which no rate-of-turn information

is incorporated.
This condition surely is interesting both from a scientific and an economic point

of view;

- Scientific vicwpoint:
What is the eKra effect on the navigational performancs of adding rate-of-turn

information to this "linear predictor", resulting in the actual track predictor?

- Economic viewpoint:

ARPAs with presentation of the ship's ground vector already exist and would

be a less expensive solution than the track predictor.

Together with the reference condition of simplified parallel indexing, 3 conditions

A,B and C were obtained to be evaluated on the basis of the simulator experiment

(Figure 6.16.a,b,c):

765
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Fig. 6. 16.c Conditiort C : track predictor

The 3 conditions were divided over the 1"2 subjects according to table 6.3, which

was set up in such a way that undesirable learning effects would cancel out:

ABCBCACAB
BACACBCBA

BCACABABC
ACBCBABAC

CABABCBCA
CBABACACB

Table 6.3 Divisiott of the 3 conditi

subject 1+2
subject 3+4

subject 4+6
subject 7+8

subject 9 + 10

subject 1L+12

ons over the xtbjects

80

speed (Kts)

p
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6.4.4 Results

An adaptive track predictor for ships

The experiments were carried out with a simulated (hydrodynamic) model of a

40.000 DWT container vessel, with a length of 226 m. This model will from now

on be referred to as the "ship". More information about the dimensions of the

ship, which had also been used for the Bridge '90 experiment, can be found in
Appendix B,

Before carrying out the actual experiment (described in Section 6.4.4.2), first some

preliminary tests (Section 6.4.4.1) were performed.

6.4.4.1 Preliminary tests

As a first test, the parameters of the ship's yaw dynamics were identified. This

lelded the parameters of the reference model on the basis of which the autopilot
and predictor parameters were calculated during the actual tracking experiment.
The on-line identification was performed by the yaw filter on the basis of a zig-

z.ag trial with a rudder deflection from + 1"5 to -15 degrees.

Thc corresponding results are presented in Figure 6.17, which was realized by the

Signal Monitor Program SMP.
In this ligurc the following signals are shown:

rp the rate-of-turn signal of the reference model,
r the ship's rate-of-turn signal,

5 the actual rudder angle,

fi*,?* the estimated normalized parameters,

fr* the estimated offset.

Comparing the ship's response to the response of the parallel reference model
gives a good indication of the performance of the parameter estimator. The
parameter estimator has converged after approximately 5 minutes, resulting in (at
a cruising speed of 19 knots and a ship's length of 226 m):

K. = 1.6

K =K*.U/L=0.07

r = 1.7

= r'.L/U = 45 sec.

During the actual experiment the

was switched off. By using direct
response of the reference model.

adaptation of the reference-model parameters

compensation the ship is forced to follow the
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To test the behaviour of the autopilot with gain scheduling on the basis of the
reference-model parameters, two course changes of +90 and -90 degrees were
carried out for a rudder limit of 15 degrees. The results for the ship's rate of
turn and course error are presented in Figure 6.18.
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In this figure the following signals are shown:

An adaptive track predictor for ships

r the ship's rate-of-turn signal,

6 the actual rudder angle (direct compensation included),

e the course error.

rl
t"/sec I 
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o

,120
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tlsec l

Fig. 6.18 Performance of the course-changing controller

The corresponding ship's path for the course change of 90 degrees is presented

in Figure 6.19. In this figure the influence of the drift angle on the ship's track,
due to the ship's sway velocity, is also made visible.
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Fig. 6.19 Ship's path for a course change of 90 degrees

The reconstruction of the sway velocity from the position fixes by the position
filter is illustrated in Figure 6.20 for a ng-zag trial.
In this figrrre ? is the estimated sway velocity on the basis of the estimated sway

constant Y

From Figure 6.20 it may be concluded that the estimated sway constant i does

not converge so well, probably due to unmodelled dynamics in the transfer from
rate of turn to sway velocity. For the tracking experiment i was fixecJ to a value

of 2.26 (the dashed line in Figure 6.20), using the current-estimation part of the

position filter to account for sway deviations between ship and model.

The current estimation by the position filter, and the resulting adaptation of the

predicted track on the prediction display by the track-adaptation mechanism, were

tested by switching on a strong current of 6 knots, direction 2L0 degrees, during
sailing. The results are presented in Figure 6.2L.a,b.

171
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Fig. 6.20 Estimation of the sway velocity v

By using the heading selector, which is coupled to a trial marker on the NAVDIS,

the navigator can directly determine the necessary course change to compensate

for the current influence from Figure 6.2L.b.

After the identification, autopilot and track-adaptation tests, a complete reference

track was sailed by a nautical expert, who was consulted on the experiment. The

track was sailed with the assistance of the predictor at a cruising speed of L9

knots (Figure 6.22.a,b). At the third course change additional current was switched

on, activating the track-adaptation mechanism to enable compensatory actions by

the navigator. Just before the last course change an evasive action was undertaken

at a maximum rudder value of 40 degrees, after which the track predictor was

used to get back on the reference track. This clearly illustrates the fact that the

predictor is a manoeuvring aid to the navigator, instead of a track-keeping

autopilot.

1000
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Fig. 6.21.b Resultirtg track adaptation on the predictor display
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In Figure 6.22.a the course-error, rate-of-turn and rudder signals are presented for
this trial. In Figure 6.22.b the reference track and the actual sailed track are
presented, The compensations, carried out by the navigator after each course
change, are a result of the track adaptation caused by the imperfect prediction of
the sway velocity. Further, the estimated current influence, used for the track-
adaptation mechanism, is recorded.
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Fig. 6.22.a Recorded sigtals
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Fig. 6.22.b Reference track versus sqiled track

6.4.4,2 Results of the tracking experiment
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radar-assisted uavigation from the "Hogere
final alterations were carried out regarding the
stage the system became ready for the actual

The 12 subjects were instructed to sail the reference tracks as accurately as
possible, at a cruising speed of 9.5 m/s or 19 knots (corresponding to the Bridge
'90 experiment). The rudder limit was fixed at 10 degrees, resulting in a nominal
ratc of turn of approximately:
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10 60 = 40 deg/min
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The rudder limit was fixed to produce results which could be compared to each
other, which would not be the case if the subjects were allowed to choose the
rudder limit, and the resulting turning-circle diameter, according to their own
preference.
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To get a realistic comparison, information was provided before hand regarding the

ship's rate of turn, forward speed and the resulting turning circles at different
rudder angles and cruising speeds. Also information was given about the values of
the disturbances (wind and current speed and direction).
In total 9 tracks were sailed by each subject, resulting in 9 x 12 : 108 tracks for
the experiment. (Each track took approximately 40 minutes to sail.)

To give a visual impression of the obtained results, for each of the 3 information
conditions A,B and C a representative track was determined, based on the mean

dcviation between the actual and the reference track. These results are presented

in Figure 6.23.a,b,c, where the figure subscripts a,b and c correspond to the

information conditions A,B and C.

To determine the accuracy for the sailing of a particular track, the root-mean-

square (RMS) error with respect to the reference track was calculated according

to (Poulton, 1974; Boer and Schuffel, 1985):

it ,l' M. )2
-1'Rl.tlS error 'r( (6.5)

In this equation 0t IAt) is the perpendicular lateral distance between the ship's
position { and the reference trajectory $ at interval i, with a total of N intervals
(the data was sampled every 2 seconds). The RMS error was corrected for the

ship's inherent manoeuvrability for the different course changes. This means that

the ship's turning dynamics was accounted for in the calculation of the distance

between ship and reference trajectory.
Averaging the RMS error over the 36 tracks which were sailed for each of the 3
conditions A,B and C yields a quantitative result which is a good basis for
carrying out the comparison.

N
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The results for the mean RMS error for the information conditions A,B and C are
given in Table 6.4:

Condition RMS [m]

A (parallel indexing) :

B (speed vector) :

C (track predictor) :

Table 6.4 Mean RMS error for
the 3 cortditions

with a very high level of significance (p < < .01).
The level of significance of the effects for the 3 conditions was detErmined by
performing an analysis of variance on the RMS error (van Breda and Schuffel,
198e).

The results of Table 6.4 are evidence that the track predictor makes a significant
contribution to the accuracy with which a reference track can be sailed: a decrease
of the mean RMS error from 100 m., for conditions A and B, to 30 m. for
condition C.

The analysis has also demonstrated a rather poor separation between the
conditions A and B, although, on the avetage, the ground-speed vector condition
scores slightly better than the parallel-indexing condition.

To take into account the learning effect, for each condition the mean RMS erors
were determined for each replication of a particular condition: by each subject 9
tracks were sailed, divided over 3 couditions, thus each condition was repeated 3
times. The results for the RMS-error analysis for the replications are presented
in Figure 6.24.

Due to the learning effect, there is a sigrificant improvement for the conditions
A and B after the 3 replications. However, a comparison of the final scores after
the third replication still shows a significant improvement in accuracy for the
predictor-assisted condition C.
From Figure 6.24 it also can be concluded that for the track-predictor condition
the learning effect is relatively small and is more or less cancelled out at the
second replication. This probably is an illustration of the fact that for predicror-
assisted manoeuvring the navigator's acquired knowledge about the ship's
manoeuwability has become less relevant in regard to the navigational performance.

1r7
95
33
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Fig. 6.24 kMS analysis uccordittg to replication

To evaluate the influence of the information conditions on the navigational

performance for the differcnt navigation tasks, in Figuro 6.25 rhe results of Figure

6.24 were split up acc<lrding to the magnitude o[ the course change:
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course change Ideg]

Fig. 6.25 RMS analysis according, to course change and replicatiorr
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The analysis shows a significant increase of the average RMS error as a function
of the magnitude of the course change for all information conditions. From these
results it also follows that the largest contribution of the track predictor, relative
to the other information conditions, is to be expected for large course changes
(>45 degrees). In this case the average track deviation (RMS error) is reduced
by 70Vo for the track-predictor condition, compared to the parallel-indexing or
ground-speed vector conditions.

To investigate the influence of the information conditions on the way in which the
ship was controlled by the subjects, the variability of the recorded rate-of-turn
signal was considered to be a measure (Van Breda and Schuffel, 1989).
A calculation of the standard deviation of this signal shows a small difference for
the 3 conditions:

Condition o, (deglsec)

A (parallel-indexing) :

B (speed vector) :

C (track predictor) :

0.202
0.202
0.190

Table 6.5 Standartl deviation of tlrc
rate-of-fitru signal

This small difference might be explained by the fact that for the track-predictor
condition (anticipating) steering corrections are performed by the navigator on the
basis of even the smallest deviations between predicted and planned track.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

In lhis thesis the design of a track predictor for ships is reporl.ed. The principle
purpose of the track predictor is to assist the navigator in his anticipating
capabilities during manoeuwing, thus achieving safer navigation.

To determine a sufficiently accurate prediction model, a geometrical analysis was

performed to determine the different variables which are relevant to thc shape of
thc ship's track during manoeuvring. The underlying assumption for this approach
was that the navigal.or's performance could be improved by presenting a predicted
track with a shape identical to the ship's actual track.
As a result of the mathematical analysis, a geometrical relation was constructed,
by which the shape of the ship's track is completely determined:

**x (s ) =-s' 4,.tt tt )) + 4*r(t {t ),v (s )) (7.7)

From this relation it could be concluded that for a correct prediction of the ship's
track, with respect to the ship's surroundings, the ship's rate of turn r' and sway

velocity v' (both normalized with respect to the forrvard speed) need to be

correctly predicted as a function of the distance covered by the ship s'.
This implies that the loss of forward speed during manoeuvring, which is the main

cause of lhc time-domain manoeuvring models becoming non-linear, is not required
to be explicitly predicted for a prediction of the ship's track. Therefore, regardless

o[ the ship's forward-speed dynamics, a sufficient model to reflect the ship's
turning dynamics in relation to the ship's track is given by the relations:

i83

**dr
T 

-
x

ds

*
v

+

**-Yr

*=K5 (7.2)

(7.3)

track [o the distance
was proven to be a

between the real and

A correct translation of the predicted track, to adjust the

covered by the ship since the prediction was calculated,
translation of the track on the basis of a correspondence
predicted course.

Further, it has been shown that a global adaptation of the predicted track to
disturbing influences such as wind and current, could be obtainecl by a track-
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adaptation mechanism on the basis of rate-of-turn and position deviations.

A suitable method for on-line identification of the prediction-model parameters and

the disturbances on the basis of noise-corrupted measurements has been

determined by a structural comparison of different, well-known, identification

schemes. The common factor of these identification schemes is the calculation of
a one-step-ahead predicted output, which is used for the update of the parameters.

On the basis of optimal measurement interpretation, an alternative method has

been proposed to base the model-prediction on the filtered process output:

y(k) : irrl + K..(k)(y(k)-irrll
v

; 0<Ky(k)<L (7.4)

with Kr(k) determined according to the principles of discrete Kalman filtering.

The identification algorithm wittr i 1t<; chosen according to (7.4) may be

interpreted as a combined equation-error (\(k) : 1) and output-error identifier
(\(k) : o).

The advantages related to the choice of (7.4) are:

- improvement of the convergence speed of the parameter-estimation part,

compared to the Parallel MRAS identification algorithm (\ : O),

- after convergence, considerable bias reduction, compared to the Series-Parallel

MRAS or Least-Squares identification algorithm (K, = 1),

- besides the estimation of the parameters, a noise-free estimation of the process

state is obtained.

Adaptation to varyiug parameters is inherently achieved by assuming system noise

to be added to the parameters, instead of the introduction of a forgetting factor

\ which is a more artificial way of stating permanent uncertainty about the

estimated parameters.

Continuation of the structural analysis of the combined state and parameter

estimation scheme showed a direct link with the field of Extended-Kalman filtering.
On the basis of this analysis two Extended-Kalman filters were designed for the

filtering of the wave motions and the estimation of the ship's yaw dynamics and

for the filtering of the ship's position and estimation of the current influence.

Analogous to the relation between MRAS identification and control, a method has

been proposed to use the Extended Kalman filter for adaptive model-following
control. On the basis of this analogy, a direct compensation mechanism was
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derived to compensate for rate-of-turn deviations between ship and model by the

autopilot. The resulting control scheme shows a resemblance to the model-update

technique proposed by Van Amerongen et al. (1980). The main difference lies in

the method of updating the state of the reference model to improve the

controller's performance.

Regarding the presentation of the precliction information to thc navigator, a

straightforward method was chosen of superimposing the predicted track on an

integrated manoeuvring and navigation display, as dcsigned by the TNO Institute

for Pcrccption. The input of user commands for the predictor could be obtained

by a minor eKension ol the autopilot console. It appeared that, for this integrated

approach, the Lrack predictor could be added to the ship's bridgc as a logical

function between navigation (track planning) and manoeuvring (actual course

changing).

Besides experiments in a laboratory environment to test the algorithms for
prediction, identification and control, a manoeuvring-simulator experiment was

conducted with the experimental track-prediction set-up at the TNO Institute for
Perception in Soesterberg.

For this experiment, the track predictor was

methods of navigation such as Parallel Indexing

specd vector.

To .judge the influence of the diffcrent information conditions on fhc navigational

performance, the experiment was focusecl on the tracking of various routes, with

coursc changes varying from "easy" (15 degrees) to "difficult" (105 degrees). An

analysis ol' the average route deviation for thc different conditions showed the

following:

The overall accuracy is improved by using the track predictor. The improvement

of the navigational performance manifests itself especially for course changes larger
than 45 degtees. In those cases the average route deviation was reduced with 70

Va, compared to conventional conditions.

No significant differences were found between the ground-speed vector condition
and the Parallel-Indexing condition. This suggests that the speed vector might

be useful for the compensation of current influence during track-keeping between

two waypoints, while for course changing rate-of-turn information becomes more

imporl.anl.

18.5

tested against more conventional

and the presentation of a ground-
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An analysis of variance of the rate-of-turn signal showed no significant differences
for the three conditions, although a decrease of the variance was expected fbr the

track-prediction condition. It seems however that for this condition additional
(anticipating) compensatory steering actions are carried out by the navigator, on

thc basis of relatively small deviations between the desired track and the predicted
track.

On the basis of these results it is concluded that the largest contribution of the

track predictor is to be expected for large course changes (, 45 degrees). For
most existing fairways with course changes up to 30 degrees (IMCO 1972). a less

accurate but satisfactory result may also be obtained with the parallel-indexing or
ground-spced vector navigation method, compared to the track predictor.
Thc atLractiveness of thc track predictor lies mainly in navigation in confined areas
(l.erminal navigation) and emergency manoeuvring: in these situations large course
changes arc involved, while the cffect of these course changes, leading the ship off
the planned track, should be made clear to the navigator (avoidance of
groundings). For the application of terminal manoeuwing, knowledge about the

current and wind speed and direction may rather easily be incorporated into the

track-prediction system as a-priori information.
For these conditions the combination of the track predictor with the "autopilot-
assisted manual mode" as suggested by Van Amerongen (1982) might particularly
be useful. Integration of this rate-of-turn control with the track predictor yields a

configuration with which fhe future effect of the choice of rudder deflections,
instoad of coursr.: changes, may be iudged by the navigator.
Further, to extcnd the usefulness of the track predictor for these situations, time
and speed infurmation becomes relovant (collision avoidance). For this purpose
more research needs to be done on the predictability of the different relevant

signals in the time domain, which requires a more complex prediction model.

Another possible application of the track predictor may be found in the
manoeuvring with mine sweepers, where reference tracks with large course changes

(180 degrees) are to be saiied as accurately as possible. For this application
possible bcnefits are to be expected from a fully automatic path controller, which
could be achieved by extending the integration of the track predictor with the
course-changing controller.

Rcgarding a practical implementation of the track predictor, integration with an

electronic sea charl offers a promising combination. A similar simulator experiment
dcrnonstratecl the improvement of the navigational performance obtained with the

olectronic chart, when used on its own, to be marginal when compared to a

conventional condition (Van Breda and Schuffel, 1989).
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APPENDICES

Appendix A

Interlacing between the track predictor and the manoeuvring simulator

The experimental track-prediction system consists of 2 subsystems:

lttT

PDP 11113 for rcal-time aspects such as:

- on-linc parameter estimation
- autopilot (course-changing controller)

(period 400 ms)
(period 400 ms)

- calculation and adaptation of the predicted track (period 2 sec.)
- data logging (period 2 sec.)

IBM PC/AT with Professional Graphics Controller [or:

- user interaction (autopilot and radar settings)
- presentation of the manoeuvring information (NAVDIS)
- presentation of the predictor information

Information interchange between the 2 systems takes place on a serial basis, with
a baud rate of 9600.

For the experiment these 2 systems were interfaced to the IZF manouevring
simulator, consisting of:

- PDP L1,123 : supervisor
- PDP 11/34 : ship model (period 80 ms)
- Bridge set-up : navigation display, SAC and uscr consoles

For the intcrfacing between thc PDP 11/73 (prediction and control) and the
manoeuvring simulator, a mixecl analog/digital approach was chosen:
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PDP tU73 < -- > PDP 11/34 (model) :

analog interfacing:

- 1L173 analog input: - rate of turn r [deg/sec]
- forward speed u [m/s]
- actual rudder angle 5 [deg]

- 1L173 analog output: - ordered rudder angle 5. [deg]

PDP 11,173 < -- > PDP 11/23 (supervisor) :

serial interfacing:

- L1173 serial input: - ship's course V [deg]
- ship's position \,ys [*]

The IBM PC/AT for the user interaction was interfaced to 2 user consoles in the

ship's bridge by means of the TNO NIC/NOC interface:

user console 1 :

- autopilot and predictor settings
- compass read out

user console 2 :

- navigation display settings such as:
- range input (1,2,4 or 8 nm)
- Variable Range Marker input (range and bearing)
- on/off switches for the various markers on the display

For the presentation of the Navigation Display NAVDIS the IBM Professional

Graphics Controller RGB output was connected to a 19" colour display in the
ship's bridge, thus completing the interfacing according to Figure A.1
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Appendix B

The ship model

An adaptive track predictor for ships

In this appendix specific information is given about the ,+0.000 DWT container
vessel "STS Soesterberg", used for the manoeuwing-simulator experiment.

The principle dimensions are as follows:

Length over all:
Breadth:
Depth:
Draught:
Displacemeut:
Diameter propeller:
Power:
Service speed:

225.87 m
30.50 m
16.40 m
11.20 m

40.000 DwT
7.00 m

32.450 SHP
22 kn

S.T.S. SOESTERBERG

Fig. 8.1 Sketch of the "own ship"

The ship's movements are related to a fixed, rectangular, clockwise turning axis
system:
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=q,
Vwind

x.
vcurrent

Utot

Fig. 8.2 Coordinate system and definition of forces and veloeities
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